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Abstract 
I 
The sources of the J·.10111·:' ~~ r[';1le l1ave been dj~ vicled into 
five categories: Italian, French, the Bible, Classical and 
Hi.storical. Of these only the first three classes are 
relatively stable in their classification. Boccaccio·, s De 
Casibus tAras certainly used for the Samson and Adan1 a.nd to 
a lesser extent for the Nero. His De Claris Nulieribus 
was also assuredly used for the Zenobia. Dante 1 s Inferno 
-is just as certainly the source of Ugolino. The Roman is 
doubtlessly the source of the Nero and Croesus. And the 
Vulgate was used quite frequently in the Biblical trage-
dies. The other two categories--Classical and Historical--
' 
are far less certain. They have produced only two fairly 
certain sources: Suetonius' Life of Julius Caesar for 
Chaucer's account of Caesar's death and Machaut's La Prise 
.. 
d'Alexandre for the account of Pierre de Lusignan. Lucan 
-
and Valerius can claim only that Chaucer was aware that 
... 
they haq written works abo·ut Caesar. They provide little 
I 
o_f the ;nforma~ion Chauc,r gives·. Chaucer's use· of the 
,C:'o:nsolation is also su·spect since ·he omits many descri-p-
. 
. 
. tive phrases in Boethius and adds several not f<Jund in the 
Consolation's account .of t.he la~ors of Hercules •. In~-
~. q • • 
• • 
• It ants h·ave been off~.red for the·· o-ther two 'modern tr-agedies, 
....... 
. . 
. 
. . 
out :none so- conql·usive~y so that .h~ excl·ues the ·o~her of- ~:",, ~ '.. . .. .,, 
.. 
. 
" 
.. 
,; ' . 
\ 
r- fered inforinant~~~. 
. I . . . , , • \ . . 
Philipp.a -Chauc¢·r, $_i,r. Gu·ichard . d 'Angle, .. . 
. 
.: 
. 
.• ...... 
•' 
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a:n'd . Dqm Feritai1do de ca'stro have ,b·e.en. pro.po:se.·~ f'Qr . the Pedro'. 
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of Spain, and a member· of Sir John Hawkwood's free lances 
' for the Bernabo. Miss Ailten' s offering of Vincent's Spec-
. ulwn 1-Iistoriale and D. R. Johnson's proposing of Desmoulins' 
Bible Historiale are not overly convincing; both haie a 
few remarkable parallels, but they are not substontial · 
enough to supplant the influence of Boccaccio or the Yul-
gate as these two scholars suggest. 
" 
,J 
.. 
The Tale's thematic unity has proven almost as elusive, 
but lately scholars have focused their attention fruitfully 
on this aspect of the Tale. Jones saw this unifying ele-
ment as the medieval sermon, Kittredge as the depiction 
, 
of Fortune's deceit and malice, Socola as the presentation 
of a developing Fortune, and Kaske, Robertson and Watson 
as the portrayal of the consequences·of pride. I read the 
,,. 
Tale as what 1the Monk claims it is: the stories of proud 
' 
men who fell from high estate to low through the inscrut-
able workings of whimsical Fortune. 
' ' 
-
Lastly, Fortune's role in the Tale has .an. an·ci.ertt· 
pr.ec.-ursor. The .Monk's goddes.s is as arbitrary and sel-f-, 
. ... 
.. . . .,~-· . . ' 
' ' . . ' gove·rn1ng as was the .ancient Roman goddes.s Fortuna~ She . ~ 
i's e~tirely · pagan, . and .in no aspect of her p·resentation is 
).'·· , ... ,-, .. , .. ·. .. - .. _. ' -
·she· Christian. She rai·ses and levels· wo'rthies · in no 
- -- - --- -- - - . --· - - --- -·. ...... --- .. 
- I - • _ _.._. -- •· ~-- --- '-;• •., ·• • 
. 
. 
· Discerni.ble patte.~+P;· she ,is. caprici.ousness. per .. son.ified·. ·· · ' . 
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.. Introduction .. 
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Scholars have yet to agree on a definite group of 
aourcea for the Monk's "Ancient Tragediea. 11 Often the 
same line is cited as showing the influe~ce of different 
sources. Among the sources offered for the Mo~k'e Tale 
are: Boccaccio's De Claris Mulieribue and De Caeibue 
\ 
• Virorum, Boethiue' De· Consolatione, D&nte's Inferno, Ovid's 
Metamorphoses, Lucan's Pharasalia, the Vulgate, works by 
' Suetonius and Valerius Maximus dealing with Julius Caeear, 
and Jean de Meun'e Roman. Lately scholars have challenged 
' the influence of some of these work8 and have offered other 
' 
' 
• 
... 
eourcee in their place. The influenGe of Vincent' e Spe9ulUI!! .. 
Hiatoriale hae been advanced by ~ias Aiken, who challenges 1 
the claims of the De Casibus, Suetonius, Lucan, and Valerius. 
' ' Dudley R. Johnson advocated Desmoulins' Bible Historiale ae .. 
• ~ • <> • \ • 
Chauce.r·' s source for; .. · the Biblical accounts rather than the 
Vulgate. 
The Modern Instances have been the recipients of; m~ch 
. . 
critical di~cussion, _but little has definitely been estab-
liehed concerning their sources except that the Pet~r of 
-Lusignan is indebted to Machaut's La Prised' ·Alexandre 
-
• 
,'lo 
and. that the Bernabo and ( Pe·ter of ·Spain are· the results· of · , , 
verbal information. · -Exactly from whom Chaucer received his 
'\ 
. 
·· information has· not been determined. _Philippa, Sir Guich·ard 
• 
' -.: 
. 
. 
.. ,... ,, .... , ...... d. 'Angle, and Don' Fernando d~ Castr~ have be~n me~tioned aa 
'' ~ 
~ . 
, . : .-.possibili·ties for P-eter of Spain; and a member. of Sir John I . .. . 
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Hawkwood'e company ot tree lances has been proposed tor 
• 
' the Bernabo. 
Recently the Monk's Tale hae been thematically die-
I • 
cussed by Chaucerian echolara. Several kinde of unifying 
• 
elements have been suggested: the tale ie organized like 
a medieaval a ermon; 1 t is·. a tale of the deceit and malice 
of Fortune; in the tale Fortune, the controlling element, 
develops from an abetraction to a~ highly individualized 
being; the tale's conflict and theme. are the two concepts 
.. 
of Fortune--Christian and Roman--struggling for supremacy 
in ·the mind of the Monk; the tale ie a warning against 
pride and trusting blind prosperity and fame. The current 
trend in scholarship on the Monk's Tale is a good one--
-
evaluation of the tale's thematic unity • 
• 
Lastly no .discussion of the Monk's Tale would be 
complete without a close look at Fortune, Chaucer's Morgan 
le Fay. lJ'- the.Monk's Fortune just a being in the heavenly 
hierarchy of Divine Providence or is she a direct descend-
ant of the whimsical Roman goddess, Fortuna? 
These three aspects.of the Monk's Ta.le are the con-
sideratione·ot this thesis.· The sect~on on the sources 
. . 
offers ·no new ones; it simply examines·· t·he exi·sting. the.ories _ 
. ··- - . •. ·-·- .... - ... -........... --. -·· ~ - ~ 
. 
. 
and judges. their mer..i ts •. The thematic section reviews the 
·,. 
. ' (' 
. . 
. .. . . 
suggested unifying el.eµient.s of various scholars,· reje~ts 
....... 1 ,.,,· 
• 
some, and propqses a reading of -the tale ba.sed on the hints. 
rfl' ' ' 
'- . ' ' 
. ...: '· . j). ' 
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George L. Kittredge. The final tic section a,1romarizes the 
existing articles dealing with Fortune's nature and con~ 
eludes to which class, 
Portune belongs. 
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The Sources, 
Thematic Unity and Role of Fortune in the 
Monk's "Ancient Tragedies" 
Because of the nature of the Monk's Tale--a aeries 
of tragedies on the falls of great men, some from the Bible, 
I 
some from the classics and a few from contemporaneous· 
works--the sources for the exempla are many and varied. 
The early Chaucer scholars reflected the abundance of pos-
"4 
sible sources in their comments on the tale. w. w. Skeat 
• felt that the tale afforded scholars a fine view of Chaucer, 
... 
' . 
the artist,· at work: .. 
• 
He begins with Boccaccio and the Vulgate 
version of the Bible, drawing upon his 
recollection of Boethius for the story of 
Hercules; he next takes a leaf or two from 
the Romaunt of the Rose; the story~ of 
Alexander, suggested ••• by the book of 
Maccabees, leads him to write the tragedy 
of Caesar; then he tires of his work, and 
breaks off. 1 
R. K. Root, in The Poetry of Chaucer, wrote that "in com-
posing the several sections, Chaucer had recourse not only 
to "his great model, .Boccaccio, 
to Ovid, Boethius, Guido /a.ella 
-
but to the Vulgate Bi-ble, 
' L 
Colon~ and others, the 
tale of Ugolino betng taken bodily from ·the· ~hirt.y-third 
• I 
• 
, 
canto of ··D.ante ,. s Inferno. n 2 ' . F •. N. Robi'nson' s comment best 
,, 
• <. displays the diversity of the tales'- sou~ces. He noted: 
' . 
. ; '., • ·'~ •, ~ .: •,., I' • •.• ' • ~ 
: The general plan o·f :the tale is due t:o . 
the Roman de la Rose (5839ff.) and, •• ,• • • • I -
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·.· (apparently ackno~ledged in Chaucer's ... 
" ~ub~ti tle) • . • • , The .. A.dam, Hercul~s, · 
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Nero, and Sameon have commonly been hald 
to show the influence of the De Casibue, 
and the Zenobia thut of the De Claris 
Mul icri btis. T1 }1e ller'Cl.lles corn es in pl1rt 
from Baethius (IV, m. 7); Ugolino from 
Dante's Inferno XXXIll, perhaps with 
collateral use of an Italian Chron-
icle; and Lucifer~ Samson, Nebuchadnezzar, 
Belshazzar, I1olofcrnes, and Antiochus all 
derive in substance from the Old Testa-
ment or the Apocrypha .•.. the Samson 
and the Nero and perhaps the Caesar (for which Chaucer himself cites Lucan, 
Valerius and Suetonius) may have been 
influenced by tq.e Speculum His5oriale 
of Vincent of Beauvais ••.• 
These three quotations are fairly representative of 
\ 
the general critical comm~nts made about the sources of 
the tale, and as such have certain things in common. ill 
three mention Boccaccio as a model, and all acknowledge 
the Bible and Boethius as sources. Besides these, two 
of the three concur on the following point~: the Roman 
' de la Rose, Dante's Inferno and several classical authors 
are also noted as,sources. Not one of them deals with 
"the Modern Instances. It would s.eem, then, that we can ( 
gr.oup the tragedies into five distinct categories,.': 
Italian (Boccaccio·and Dante) with the consensus that 
.• 
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,,, 
•11. r, 
f 
' 
·, 
"·· Boccaccio\a work germinated Chaucer's, French (the Roman)·, 
the Bible.,· Classical (Ovid, Lt,1.can, Valerius, , Suetonius· 
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. · .and Boet.hius), :-and t.he sources. of the Moder.n ·Instances. 
Oha~cer's ind~btednesa to_~occaccio has lo~g been. 
• 
·regarded as twofold. Skeat, Tatlock and' -Root ~a·sserted lJ• 
· that Boccaccio's De Casibus Virorum Illustrium and-12.@ . -
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, . Qlar1e )!µJ,teribys were the model and sources tor many ot 
the individual tragediee.4 Lounsbury aleo felt that 
~~· these two Boccaccian workc were used by Chaucer for "some 
.. ~If, 
ot the incidents, and in a few instances the phraseology · 
A 
·-
... 
that can be found • • .in the Monk's Tale." He further 
' 
~. 
emphasized the possibility 'of Chaucer's borrowing by 
-calling attention to Chaucer's line: "In proee eek been 
endited many oon." He cited the tragedy o! Zenobia as 
'\-~ 
evidencing the "most direct" borrowing of.Chaucer 1':rom 
either ot these works and commented: "Thie tragedy is 
<ii 
largely based upon the account of the _queen contained in 
the book about famous woman, together with some additional 
particulars introduced from the more general work."5 
,, But Chaucer's indebtedness to Boccaccio early came 
into questi.on. Grace W. Landrum,, advocating Chaucer' a 
extensive use o! the Vulgate, pointed out that "a minute 
examination ot all the parallel passages.in Chaucer and 
Boccaccio reveals striking differences ot treatment ••• • "6 
And D.R. French while conceding that the series may have 
been suggested by Boccaccio's De Caaibus. asserted that 
"other sources, however, can be shown to have contributed 
. -
more than the D.e c.asibus Virorum to the. Monk; s ·Tale o ,.7 
Kiss Aiken, the most ori tical of the De Casi bus• ·1ntluence,. · 
~writes "that·all the details attributed to ••• Boccaccio 
' ' 
. ~ • .may have been drawn from the great .encyclopedia . 
. " ' .. 
. 
· .. }. · · · · . ; . Ls'peculum Historial~ ot Vincent o:r ~eauva1!7. 11:8 
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' In examining Boccac,cio 'e influence on the Monk' a 
Tale, I have found that his De Caeibue Virorum and De 
-Claris Mulieribus were certainly used by Chaucer in 
writing the Monk's Tale. Although Boccaccio's influ-
ence haa been lessened by the discovery o! closer verbal 
parallels to the Monk's lines in other sources (as in 
some few instances the Speculum Hietoriale of Vincent 
o! Beauvais), it certainly has not been sufficiently 
diminished to support the possibility suggested in 
Ilise Aiken's statement "that all the details attributed 
J 
to LBoccaccio's De Casibua7 may have been drawn from" 
( 
f 
Vincent's Speculum Historiale. 
The details attributed to Boccaccio have been listed 
by R. K. Root in Sources and Analogues of Chaucer's 
Canterbury Tales. Ro.at lists them though in a somewhat 
skeptical manner. 
. .. 
.. 
If Boccaccio's De Casibus suggested to 
Chaucer the general idea of his series ot 
exemplary tragedies, it contributed very little to the substance of his poemo For 
not a single one of the Monk 9 s brief · biographies is it ,the primary source. 
It is the unmistakable source for the last 
stanza of Zenobiap ·a probable source for 
the second stanza of Nerop and a possi-
ble source for ·the trage4y of Pompel in-
cluded in Julius Caesaro It may have 
contributed a phrase to Adamp and a few 
lines of moralizing comment to Samson. And these are the only ones of the Monk's 
tragic he~oes whose ~iographies find .,a place in. De Caaibus. . 
. ,.,(.... . 
• f .1 
. Root's reserved tone sho~s that he feels the impor-~. 
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tance of Boccaccio's worke ae eourcee tor Chaucer'e 
Monk' B rrale has been over empt1t1B ized; too much hari, been 
aesigned to Boccaccio, perhu118 bE?CLtuse of the generE1l 
opinion that Boccaccio'e writinge euggeeted to Chaucer 
' 
the eeriee of exemplary tragediee. In attempting, how-
ever, to determine how valid Root'e aeseaement of 
) 
Boccaccio'B influence ie, it is necessary to explore thor-
oughly two criti~al articles: Mise Aiken's, advocating 
the uee o! Vincent ot Beauvais rather than Boccaccio, 
' 
' 
. ' and D.R. Johneon'e, advocating the use o! Deemouline' 
Bible rather than the Vulgate. 10 Although Johnson'8 
article doe~ not deal directly with the influence of 
Boccaccio, it is valuable in this discussion becauee o! 
the parallele between Chaucer and Boccao_cio it alone~ 
... 
'.Pointe out. 
Mi"s Aiken challenges the De Caeibue as a eource. of 
the tragedy of· Adam; she holde "that Chaucer's etanza 
on Adam bear8 at leaet as close a resemblance to the 
passage in the Hietor·iale as to that in the De Caeibus 
"f1 She bases her argument on the similarity • • • • 
. " 
between Chaucer's: 
Loo Adam, in the teeld of Damysaene, 
With Goddee owene tinger wroght wae he, 
And nat bigeten of mannes SEerme unclene, 
And welte al paradys savynge 2 tree.12 
, .. 
and Vincent's: "de agro Damascene ubi eum formave·rat • 
- aroni ligno Parad·isi . ~., . 
.. 
• digi to Dei" and "de ligrio .. 
·-
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scientie bani et mali non tangendo." 1' The similarity 
between Chaucer's "in the feeJd of Damyssene • • .wroght 
was he" and Vincent' a ''de agro Damascene ubi eum form-
• 
averat" ie undeniable •. But the other parallels Mias Aiken 
cites are not as convincing. As Johnson notes, "the 
expression 'digito Dei' occurs in the Speculum Historiale; 
Vincent, however, states that God's commandment was 
~ written in Adam's heart by Hie finger, not that Adam waa 
created thereby." And he "cannot agree with Mias Aiken 
-that the S£ecu1um Historiale gave Chaucer the statement, 
'welte al paradys savynge o tree,' which might equally 
well be der,i ved from his general knowledge or from the 
Bible. •·1 Boccaccio's "Dei digito com~actus, • • • • 
Adam ••• ex agre qui postea Damascenus ••• ," offers 
. 
a more striking parallel for Chaucer's first two lines ., 
since.the sense as well as the phrases of both coincide. 15 / 
-,.,,.,. 
... . 
To further advance the influence of the De Caaibus, 
Johnson notes that "'To labour, and to belle, and to 
mesqhaunce' (1. 2014), reflects in a modified form Boccac-
cio' a ta:ut conclusion, 'Ser{itus Bxilium. Labor.'" 16 · 
Mias Aiken does not strongly stress the influence 
of Vincent on the commonplace phrases. She does feel, 
however, ."that Chaucer' a stanza on Adam bears at least 
q_~i,...-
&d 
as close·a resemblance to the passage in the Historiale 
\\ 
as to thatr in the De Casibus. • • • But despite the .. 
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evidence, which tends to favor the influence of Boe-. 
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caccio over Vincent's, "what Chaucer tella us ot. • • 
Adam, is comn1or1f)luce La.n9..l might have been derived from 
18 many sources. r, 
What Chaucer tells us of Samson ia far from common-
place. The Monk' a account of Samson is one of~ the three 
1 CJ longest tragedies in the Tale. ~ Among the sources 
8Ub£l~sted for~ tr1e Sc;i.ITIS,J11 is Boccaccio's De Casi bus. The 
opening }ines of the Monk's account of Samson are very 
close to Boccaccio's opening sentence: "Praenunciante 
igitur per angelum Deo, ex Manue Israhelita quoda.m et 
' pulcherrima eius vxore Sanson progenitus est. 1120 Skeat 
noted another parallel with Boccaccio, Chaucer's "querne" 
or handmill is closer to Boccaccio's "mol~s manuariaa" 
_ __,,, 
than to· the Vulgate's "et clausum in carcere molere 
fecerunt." He also suggested the possible general in-
fluence of Boccaccio's comment about a man's credulity 
and susceptibility to a woman's tears on Chaucer's "That 
no men telle hir conseil til hir wyves" (1. 2092). 21 
And D.R. Johnson·has found other similarities between 
' 
Chaucer's account and Boccaccio's. He writes that in the 
episode of the city gates, the Epglish version contains no· 
detail not found in the De Casibus. He also notes the 
.. . lack of a parallel in the Vulgate for Chaucer's "14augree 
Philist-iens of ~hat ci tee" (1. 2048) which may have been 
suggested ·by Boccaccio' a "dum Sanson frustrates tali ter 
_.· _. .... Philisteos~ fl.Gcci pendeset." Nor does .~the Biblical · · · · 
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/ account make definite the purpose of Samaon•a jJurney on 
w!1 i ch ht: k i 11 r-1 t r1 t: .l lo r1 ; Bu cc a. c c i c) doe e : 0 ad vi r f-~ in em 
a a e d i le c tam ci es p (J n a and u..rn • " B c~ s i 1j e s t 11 es e , 11 e f' ind a 
th~.t "at a mid point in each version ~~of the story there 
ie a la.ment on the author' a par.t for Sampson--how the 
mighty hero was enfeebled by betraying his secret to a 
woman.'' 22 
It would seem, then, that although "his primary 
aource ia actually Judges, Chaptere 13-16 •• • • It' is 
probable that he consulted alao the story of Samson in 
the De Casibus (I. 17), the opening sentence of which 
may have suggested the beginning of Chaucer's tragedy. 1123 
But Miss ~iken arguing on the evidence~~f Vincent's 
"Hie ante nativitatem suam ab aq.gelo prenunciatus & a 
nativitate Domino coneecratua, f.ortiesimus omnium. fuit" 
and the similarity of hie spelling and Chaucer's of 
Dalida, feels ''there is no evid~nce whatsoever of the in-
fluence of the De Casibus on the Monk's ~tale of Samson. 
The points hitherto attributed to that work should • • • 
,) 
,,24 be credited to the SEeculum Historiale • • • • 
Jo~neon feela that ''the parallel between these linee 
[ii. ~015-202Q7 and the opening' lines of Vincent's 
account of Sampson L"quoted abov!._7 ••• is ,undeniable; 1125 
. 
. 
but to say, as Miss Aiken d9es, that this striking 
I 
. ' 
parallel and the s pel~ing · of · the heroine' s · -name is· suf f 1~ 
-
c·ient to deny any influence to .Bocoaqcio is . gros,sly" 
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overstating her caae. Purthermore, Mies Aiken does not 
comrnen t on ei tht-:r of the par[illel s cited by Skea t or 
Johnson, and she is also siJent about the general 
agreement, noted by Skeat, of the Monk's last few lines: 
• 
Beth wur by this ensample cold and playn 
That no men telle hir conseil til hir wyvea 
Of swich thyng as they wolde han secree fayn, 
If that it touche hir lymes or hir lyves. 
(11. 2091-94) 
with Boccaccio's statement: "Sic aduersa credulitas, sic 
amantia pietaa, sic mulieria egit. inclyta fidea. Vt quem 
' 
non poterant homines, non uincula, non ferrum uincere, a 
mulieribus latrunculis uinceretur." 26 
There are too many parallels, ~ither verbal or ones 
of general influence, between Chaucer and Boccaccio not 
to consider the.De Casibus a significant source for the 
Samson. Two especially provide firm support for the 
De Casibus as a collateral source with Judges: XIII-XVI: 
. 
the verbal agreement between Boccac·cio' s "molas manuarias" 
and Chaucer's "querne" or handmill and the fact that 
only the De Casibus and the Monk's tale of Samson mention 
the purpose of Samson's journey on which he kills the 
lion--he was on his way to his wedding. 
- The De Casibus must be considered a source of this 
tragedy; Chaucer appears to have read Boccaccio's account,. 
and seeking mor~ details, t~~ave used the more extensive 
version of the Vulgate • 
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The claim of Vince~t's influence 
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ie not overly convincing, but the striking similarity 
of Ch~tUC(~r'a oper1ing 11nea to Vincent's initial etate-
ment lec1do or1e to ci)njecture tr1at r1e nmay have us~d the ) 
great encyclopedia ••• for the purpose of ready ref-
erence. . . . "27 
Although Chaucer has almost certainly employed the ( 
De Casibus for his tragic tale of Samson, the probability 
of his having used it for the stanza in the Caesar on 
Pompey's death, as Root suggested, ia extremely small, 
if any actually exists. The Chaucerian stanza in 
question is: 
But now a litel while I wol biwaille 
This Pompeus, this noble governour 
Of Rome, wl'1ich that fleigh at this bataille • 
I seye, oon of his rnen 9 a fals traitour, 
His heed of smoot, to wynnen hym favour 
Of Julius, and hym the heed he broghte. 
Allas, Pompeye, of th'orient conquerour~ 
That Fortune unto swich a fyn thee bro~hte! 
(11. 2687-2694). 
~ .. 
Some of the works in which parallels with the three 
significant Chaucerian lines (2690-92) can'be found ar~: 
the Hystore de Julius pesar by Jehan· de Tuim, the 
Speculum Historiale of Vincent, Plutarch's Life of Pompei 
and Boccaccio's De Casibua. The Hystore de Julius Cesar 
gives an account of the treacherous slaying and decap~ 
.. 
.. itation of Pompey by Septimus, but ''·offers no close 
parallels to Chaucer. Lin fac!,7.the traitor Septimua, 
• 
·4 \ • f.ormerly. a .. "!oJ-lower of Pompey~ sends the head ·to Ptolemy f ' 
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" not to Ca~ear," 28 and thus dieagreee markedly with 
Chu11cf·r·' o "ur1d l1yrn LCttefJc1r·7 tt1e heed he' br<Jghte. 0 The 
win the fa vcJr~ of Caesar (''in gra t 1am C esarie") , but 1 t 
doee not atate that Pompey wae decapitated, only that be 
"occisue eat." nvincent'a account, aa far aa it goee, 
agrees perfectly with Chaucer's,: but it does not include 
20 
all of the details included by the poet." ./ Plutarch's 
Life of Pompey clearly has the killing done by one of 
Pompey's men, Septimua. Plutarch heightens the treachery 
by having Pom11ey, juat prior to the dastardly deed, look 
"earnestly upon Septimus, and Leaz7, 'I am not mistaken, 
surely, in believing you to have been formerly my fellow-
r 
soldier.'" But .his account leads you to believe that 
the Egyptians cut off Pompey's head, not one of his own 
• / 
men.30 Lastly, Boccaccio's De Casibus mentions the de-
, 
capitation and aleo that "the head was carried through 
the streets of Ale~andria as a spectacle and was then 
.. 
wrapped in a cloth and kept in .order to win the favor of 
the victori ••• but he does not mention that the decap-
itator was a former liege man of Pompey."3 1 It, there-
fore, cannot be the source of Chauper's "oon of his men, 
... 
a. fals traitor." t. 
" All the accounts cited above agree in part with eome 
of Chaucer's facts, but the omission by all of them of 
one or two salient facts employed by Chaucer tends to. 
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. , favor a moratorium on arguments tor or against any 
def.ir11te aource. "Tl1e confusion ie so complete that no 
argt1rut:n t 1·or • • .any th Lr1e; • • .can be baaed on the 
stanza in queation."3 2 
1· 
Another etanza of Chaucer•e Monk's Tale in which 
parallels with the De C~eibue have been noted by Root is 
the one in Nero describing his extravagances. Again ~iss 
{I Aiken disagrees. She objects that "whereas Boccaccio 
reverses the order of the two details ••• Vincent, 
quoting Suetonius, presents the two facts in the order , 
followed by Chaucer.« 33 _ Chaucer's lines disclose one 
striking agreement with Boccaccio's which neither Vincent 
nor his source Suetonius equals. Chaucer's rendering 
reads: 
Nettes of gold threed l!le.dde he greet plentee 
To~,fisshe in Tybre, whan him liate pleye. 
(11. 2475-76) 
Boccaccio's ~eads: "Posita prodigalitate qua aureo 
rethi purpero tracto fune piscari aolitus erat," and 
Vincent' e :. ''Pisicatus est reti aureo, purpur_a et oocco 
funi bus nexia.i." Suetonius• line differs little from 
Vincent's. Chaucer's "to fisahe" is an exact translation 
of Boccaccio's ttpiscari" and it-differs with both 
Vincent's and Suetonius' "pisibatus est." Miss Aiken's 
objection to Boccaccio's influenc~ becau~e be has Nero's 
extravagances in reversed· order is not at all convincing • . 
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Chaucer aou_ld eaaily reveree them in tbe intereet ot 
rhymu. 
Boccaccio's influence on the tragedy of Zenobia is 
uncontested. Skeat, French, liobinsJr1, al()ng with I{oot 
assign the major portion of "Zenobia" to the De Clarie 
Kulieribua of Boccaccio, and even Mias Aiken allows 
Root's rerna1"k Ll1L1t the "final stanzci of the tr~1gedy is 
clearly dependent on the moralizing exordium of the 
De Caaibue passage" to go unchallenged.34 
Dante ia the other Italian author who has influenced 
a part of the Monk's Tale. The tragedy of Ugolino ia 
... 
doubtless indebted to him, and Chaucer tells anyone 
interested in more details to "Redeth the grete poete 
of Ytaille/ That highte Dant" (11. 2460-61). In a 
detailed comparison of both works, Theodore $pencer 
remarked that the Ugolino is "the moat obvious of 
Chaucer's debts to Dante." He points out that although 
the chief facts of the story are undoubtedly Dante's, 
. Chaucer has made several changes in his attempt to 
arouse·"the emotion of pathos." Chaucer achieves this 
emotion by playing down the terror and shock in Dante's 
account of Ugolino's punishment and stressing through 
de·ft touch~1s the pitiful plight of his children. .. .. 
. ,, 
0 
Ugolino 'a bitterness, his h.unger for revenge, his 
terrible dream, his ~ilence, his self-control and·.his YI . 
endurance, in.short what dignity-he has as a tragic hero,· 
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ie removed by Chaucer from hie account. Instead Ugolino 
and r 1 i s c }1 i l ci r c~ n b t: c u n1 c v i c L i 1n fi o 1· 1~ i ck 1 e F o r t u n e • Fr om 
t he f .L 1 .. B t s t f.:i. n z ti 1~ h ;.1 u c e r i a .,.,, o r k i r1 t: J r1 t r1 e r c f 1 li e r ' e 
emotions by ehifting the emphaeia from Ugolin8 to the 
plight of the children. lie poignantly comments that "it 
wae greet cruel tee/ Swiche briddes for to .Putte in ewich 
a cage!'' (11. 24~3-14). He notes tha.t the oldeet was 
scarcely five. Through his treatment of the children, 
Chaucer adde realistic touchee to Dante'e account. The 
firet to die kiesee Ugolino, and it is the death of thia 
child that makes Ugolino bite hie hand for grief, not 
the thought of ~tarvation and the reflectiJn of his own 
face in those of his children aa in Dante. Chaucer's 
additions and omissions make the account a more vivid 
presentition of the pathetic situation of Ugolino and his 
.. 
children. The reaul t is that the read"er pi ties both 
Ugolino and his offspring, and Chaucer achieves his goal--\ 
' 
the emotion of pathos. The way this is achieved--through 
the addition of realistic detaila--foreshadows "in embryo ·_,/ 
eome of the chief characteristics of Chaucer's poetry."35 
~he possibility of Chaucer's having used an Italian 
£(Jhr6nicle in 
Toynbee. He 
conjunction with Dante was raised by Paget 
., ( 
felt that Villani's Chronicle supplied Chaucer 
with the information for the Archbishop Roger's "fals 
,. 
l!luggestioun" which he found lacking in Dante's account.36 , 
. ' 
Da.nte does suggest th.a.t Ugolino suffered as a· result of 
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the Lrchbiehop•e doing. Ugolino telle Dante that be waa 
taker1 ttnd imprisc>r1ed and later put to death ttby effect o! 
hi s LR u ,(~ g i , ? r i ' ~ 7 i l J d e v i c t: s • • • • " 3 7 S t . Cl u i r H wl l e l y 
pointed this fact out 1n l1is comment on Toynb~t~'s sug~es-
tion, but even though he disagreed with Toynbee in thia 
. particular, ne agreed with his premise that Chaucer had 
used Villani's Chronicle. Chaucer, he states, assigns 
three children to Ugolino and "it is noteworthy, ••• 
that Villani and Chauce!' b.oth make the same trifling 
error." 38 
Chaucer's indebtedness to \taly for material he used 
in his Monk's Tale is a certainty. The exact extent of 
hie borrowing is hard to determine. He certainly used 
Boccaccio's De Claris Mulieribus for his account of 
Zenobia, and Dante's Inferno (Canto xxxiii) was his major 
source for the Ugolino story, although he may have re-
. ,. -freshed his memory after his return to England with 
Villani's Chronicle. The other tales for which Boccaccio's 
De C~eibus: has been suggested as a source.are less certain • 
Q,f the four possibilitties (Adam, Samson, the tragedy of 
" Ppmpey in Julius Caesar, and Nero) only the Samson and ,1 
Adam have a sufficient amount of parallels to be consider-
1 
ed seriously as definitely evidencing the influence of 
Boccaccio. Concerning the Samson, onl·y Chaucer and 
I 
Boccaccio give the _intent of s.amson's journey on which 
·he kills the lion--he was on his way to be married; 
' ' 
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both advise against confiding in wivee; the initial linee 
0 f b rJ t !1 ~ 1 :r· t: 8 t, r j K i. fl~: l y O i n. l J I l r ; Ch a U C l~ r ' 8 tf q U e r n e tf 1 e 
c 1 o 8 l! 1~ to Bo c ~ ::i ,,~ '-~ 1 :J ' s "mo l r1 s n1 £1 r1 Lt f11· i. us " th Ei n t o the 
Vulgate's correapJnding phraso, and in the episode of 
the city gates, Chaucer includes no detail not found in 
Boccaccio. In the !dam, the initial statements of both 
Chaucer and Boccacci,:J at,Trt:e in tht!ir senses as well as 
'· ___) 
their phrases, and as Johnson noted Chaucer's '''To labour, 
and to belle, and to meechaunce' (1. 2014), reflects in a 
· modified form Boccaccio's taut conclusion, 'Servitus 
Exiliwn. Labor.' n 39 i"or the two lines (2474-76) in the 
Nero describing hie extravagance, Boccaccio's parallel 
lines might have suggested these details to Chaucer, 
.- ..... ~ 
.... 
especially since Chaucer and Boccaccio agree in their use 
• 
of the infinitive (''To fiashe" and "piecari") to describe 
Nero's actions. But the borrowing would at best amount 
l j 
to a portion of the stanza. FinaJly, there ia the slight-
est remote possibility that Qhaucer may have used the 
- De Casibus for the tragedy of Pompey in the Julius Caesar. 
Chaucer's stanza contains several specific details which 
the De Casibus cannot account for. 
,, 
Chaucer uses one French source: Jeun de Meun's 
Roman de la Rose. De Meun' s ac.counts "of Ne:ro and Croesus 
are the unmistakable primary sources of what the Monk has . 
• 
'to say about these two worthies." 40 
. 
The Roman may also 
·' ) have s~gested the idea of a series of tragedies with. 
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Portu.ne a major f~gure to Chaucer. The Monk' e Tale 
8grti C 3 W i ttl Lt"l Ct i:3· (\ "1 1 • rn £) " , __ , L .. .. u ..__ on two significant 
points: both poems dual . .,. i th tt1e mutability of Fortune, 
and both have modern 
,, 
and ancient tragedies. 41 
The stanzas on Nero are taken from the Roman with 
two excentions. The secJnd stanza with its mention of 
.... 
• 
Nero's prodigality may, as noted earlier, have been sug-
gested by the De Casibus. The other divergence is the two 
accounts of Seneca's death. There is no parallel in the 
Roman for these lines of the Monk about the way Nero 
regarded his former tutor: 
By cause Nero hadde of hym swich drede, 
For he fro vices wolde hym ay chastise 
(11. 2504-05). 
Vincent, however, offers the information concerning Nero's 
motive for killing Seneca: "Fertur autem relatio quod 
ipse Nero, Senecam a~iguando respiciens ~ verbera que aibi 
~ 12uerica intulerat ad memoriam reducens, infremuerit. 11 42 
It is possible that Chaucer has once again used the ency-
clopedist as a ready source of supplementary information. 
A comparison of a few of Chaucer's lines with the 
corresponding lines in the lioman leaves no doubt about 
, 
Chaucer's dependence on the French poem. Chaucer lists 
Nero's crimes: 
:·,· 
L • 
- •. 
He Rome brende for his delicasie; 
The senatours he.slow upon a day· 
To heere how that men wolde wepe and· crie ;· 
~nd slow his bro.ther, and by his ·suster 1~y. 
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Hie mooder made be in pitoue array, 
For he hir(J n·Jmbe s1itte to biholde 
. 
Where he C·)r1ccyvf·ci 'N<i£3; ••••••• • 
No tee1,e ot1t of~ l1is cyen for that sighte 
' 
Ne cam, but aeyde, "A fair wornmar1 1n1as she!" 
(11. 2479-88). 
De lleu.n•e parallel lines are: 
••. il mist les feua a Rome, 
E fist les senateurs ocierre; 
Si rot bien cueur plus dur que pierre 
Quant il fist ocierre son frere, 
Quant il fist desmembrer sa mere, 
Pour ce que par lui fust veuz 
... Li leus ou il fu conceuz; 
E puis qu'il la vit desmembree, 
Selonc l'estoire rernembree, 
La beaute des rnembres juija. 43 (11. 6190-99) 
This literal translation of the French poem is charac-
teristic of the remainder of the Nero stanzas. 
Chaucer's tale of Croesus takes all of its eignif-
. icant facts from de Meun's account. Croesus's capture, 
his being tied to a stake which was later set afire, his 
rescue by rain--a stroke of Fortune--hia dream, Phanye'a 
interpretation of it and his hanging, all these partic-
ulars, as well as col,}siderably more moralizing on Fortune's 
fickl.e nature, are found in the Roman's tale of Croesus. 
I The .claim ·of the Roman as the major source of the 
Croesus. is unchallengeable. The influence of Boethius 
on the opening stanza has been auggested,44 and the 
Speculum Historiale has also been advance4 as a source 
. . --:i~ ·for this same stanza since Vincent prefaces his account 
,. 
of ar·oesus ,with the Boethian passage that is aimi1ar ··· 
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to Chaucer's opening. 45 Marie Gelbach argued th~t the 
mytho~ruµh~ro, discovered by Cardlnal Angelo Mai, may 
ha v e b e t:: r1 t }1 t! s ) tl r c c: ,J f.. J e E1 r1 ci e M e u r1 ' s [1 c c :J ll r1 t r1 n d 
possibly C.haucer' a since all tthree a.1-{rt:e in namir1g the 
daughter, Phania, and Croeaua'a being captured twice by 
Cyrus. 46 These instances of similarity are minor; the 
Roman is certainly the major source of the tragedy of 
Croesus. _Not only does it contain all of the above 
mentioned parallels, except the Boethian passage, but it 
alone agrees with the Konk's Tale on the manner of 
Croesus's death. Chaucer is deeply indebtea to Jean 
de Meun for material in his ~onk's Tale • 
. Ohaucer made use of the Vulgate as a source for 
-
several of the "ancient tragedies." Among the worthies 
who appear in the Monk's Tale are several Old Testament 
peraonnages. Lucifer, Adam, Samson, Nebuchadnezzar, 
Belshazzar, Holofernes, Antiochus and hlexander appear 
in his tale. Of these the tale of Lucifer ia "too gen-
eral in nature to allow its being traced to a definite 
source, 1147 and the tale of _Adam "is commonplace L'ang,7 
'· 
might have been derived from many sources."48 
For the tragedy of Samson, Chaucer cites his source: . 
"Thus<cheelp hym God, as Judicum can_telle~ (1. 2046).-
. ,, 
Skeat wrote that ••ahaucer s.eems mostly to have followed 
t·he account in Judges, xii-xvi." He also noted several 
· specific parallels: the· ·idea ·tbat Samson told a· secret 
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to two different wives, that hie first wife married again, 
the brands attached to the foxes' tails, the corn, olive-
t re e a , and vi n e B , t h l: v-J fJ. n g - t J 1.J t 11 , t h e s t r 0 n 1:-1; cl r i n k ( c i s e r ) , 
P i 1., l !.,J rs . 4 9 his twenty year reign of Isreal, and the two ~ 
To this extenai ve list, .Miss Landru.n1 added the number of 
· 50 Philistines slain and the Eryncea everichoon. And, as 
if these were not sufficient proof, Miss Aiken states 
that the Vulgate mentions that Samson was weaponless, 
that he took three hundred foxes, that he would die with-· 
~ 
out drink, and that hie hair was cut while he lay sleeping 
in Delilah's lap. 51 
D.R. Johnson, however, has proposed the influence 
of Desmoulins' Bible Historiale on the Samson. For him,, 
this Bible provides all the equivalents of the Monk's Tale 
found in the Vulgate and "indeed, various expressions and 
uses of words make the French work a better representative 
of Chaucer's Bible than the Vulgate." 52 He notes that the 
Bible Historiale also emphasizes the weaponless state of 
Samson and that the number of men Samson slew could have 
been influenced by either the Vul_gate or the French Bible. 
But it is upon the closeness of phraseology that he ad-
vances his source, and it is upon the lack of any signif-
icant divergence from the Vulgate by Chaucer and hi~ 
.consequent close parallelling of the.French. BiblJ ·1n such· 
instances that Johnson's proposal fails. Some of these0 
,. 
close verbal similarities between the French Bible and 
' ~ . 
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Chaucer that Job.neon oitee are: 
Cha i1c~ t~ r 
"' o l y ~-: c re a '' 
.. 
olivc·-treea 
olive-y11rds 
· "vynea '' 
vines 
"CO I'D e 8" 
grain, crop 
a grain (of corn) 
Prencr1 B.ible 
t'ol ivicr·f3" 
olive-trees 
"vignee" 
vines 
"bl es'' 
corz1 
wheat 
.. 
Vulgate 
N O 1 .i V t: t u ,, 
olive groves 
"vineaa" 
vineyards 
"fugean and 
,, B e ~s e t e 8 tf 
a cornfield 
standing corn 
a crop 
None of these individual word parallels is persuasive. 
Yet, Johnson persists. He feels that the Bible Hiatori-
ale' s '' sur qui chief raysoir nadesera" parallels 
"closely lin~ 2056 of the Monk's Tale: 'Ne on his heed 
cam rasour noon.' more so, ••• than the Vulgate's 
'cujua non tanget caput novacula'" along with the above 
cited "close verbal parallels," all assert the influence 
of the Bible Historiale. 53 Even this last instance is no 
\ 
' 
more convincing than the others. 
In not one of these instances is Johnson arguing for 
Chaucer's agreeing with the French Bible and his diverging 
from the text of the Vulgate. Were he to do so, it would 
strengthen the claim of the Bible Historiale's influence • 
. 
•· 
In another instance he does argue for Chaucer's agreement 
' 
with Desmoulins' work and his contradiction of the Vulgate. 
He feels Chaucer's statemen~ that Samson "on every tayl 
fl , ·-
had knyt a brond'' (1. 2034) may- have been-,due to the 
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ambiguous wording" of the French Bible's passage on this 
ti1ere wr1s one bra11d fo1 .. each pair of foxes." The French 
passage reads: "Done sen ala it ai priat 111 cene aupiena 
et lea loya ii et ii. Queue a queue. et loia aux queues 
tisons de feu ardans et bein eaprie." But the Bible 
Histor'iale's "vvording is nearly the same as the Vulgate's: 
"Caudasque earum junxit ad caudas, et faces ligavit in 
media." Th_e only difference is a corresponding French 
phrase for the Latin "in media," and it would seem to be 
implied in the French "lea loya ii et ii. Queue a queue. 
et loia aux queues tisons de feu ardane."54 
There is definitely a problem here concerning ambig-
uous wording, but it is not Desmoulina'; it is Chaucer's: 
"And alle hir tayles he togydre bond" (1. 2032). Thie 
line reads that Samson tied all the foxes together by 
their tails; as such, it disagrees markedly with both 
Biblical accounts. The Vulgate is without doubt the major 
source of· the Samson. The claim of the Bible Hiatoriale 
is not sufficiently substantiated. 
Scholarly opinion is that the tragedy of Nebuchadnez-
zar also derives from the Vulgate account, Daniel i-iv. 
However, "there are a number of errors in Chaucer's 
account. 11 ?5 It is upon these divergences from the 
Biblical account that both Miss Aiken and ~udley R., 
Johnson base the claims of their·sources~ the ~Specul1:ll6 
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Hiatoriale and the Bible Hietoriale, respectively. The 
firnt of tt1eRo riiscreJ)ancies ia Chaucer's saying Daniel 
was a eunucl1. Grace, '11. Landrum felt that this may have 
r: ~· been "because Chaucer's eye was on Dan.· I: 3.,,Jb But 
· no mention ia made of Nebuchadnezzar's ordering any of 
the children castrated in the Biblical account. 
Miss ,\iken o.ffers Vincent's statement, "fuit adeo 
caetus ut a contribulibus suis spad<J putaretur," as the 
possible source for Chaucer's error and adds that 
"I 
Vincent's account also describes Daniel as "cuntoa 
sapientes 12rinci12atum" which may have suggested Chaucer's 
"the wiBes-te child of everychon" (1. 2155). 57 Johnson 
argues that Chaucer's making Daniel a eunuch is not due 
' 
to the Speculum Historiale but\rather to the Bible 
Historiale. He states: nvincent's account of Daniel re-
marks only that the prophet was thought by his fellow 
tribesmen to be a eunuch, and says nothing about 
Nebuchadnezzar's part therein or the gelding of the other 
captured Israelites." To support his contention Johnson 
quotes the following rubric from the French Bible:. "De 
ceulx qui nabugodonosar chastra" which introduces this 
remark: "Ceuls fist chastier nabugodonosar car ainse le 
faisoit il molt de gens quil prenoit par bataille •• 
Entre ces enfants de iudee en avoit iiii des meilleurs 
'" de la ligne ·iudas qui avoient a nom daniel ananies 
., 
misael azaries.'' • • .... 'f"~· 
' 
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Joh.naon 11trell8thena hie claim for the ~nfluenoe ot 
the B i bl e FI i B t o r· i a 1 e b )' c .i. L l r1g o t 11 ~ r pa a tJ & g e s w h i ch "C) u 1 d 
account for Chaucer's other di vergencies f'rorr: tr1e Vulgate' e 
Yereion. He eta.rte on the aeeumption that the Prenoh 
Bible's "comm• nous liaona ,u qua.rt liTre dee roys ou 
chappitre de la mort ioaohea• may have led Chaucer to turn 
' to this s@ction. From this section of the Bible Hiatoriale, 
he quotes rubricB &nd a passage concerning Nebuchadnezzar 
which would, had Chaucer res.d them, have provided hi<m with 
all the information in linee 2147-49. He adda a rather 
weak argument for the French Bible as the source of Ch&ucer'l! 
"Chaldeyen since tha Vulgate only refers to the inhabitants, 
Ohaldaei, whereaa Desmouline oft•n uses the word Caldee 
referring to the country. If Johnson aan credit Chaucer 
with intellectual curiosity, eurily he can credit him with 
the intelligence to assume that the Chaldaei were inhabit-
ants of "Chaldeye." .llso, his explaining Chaucer's "sevene" 
(describing the breadth of Nebuchadnezzar's golden idol)--
I 
the Vulgate has six cubita--by the remarkable disagreement . 
among the manuscripts of the Bible Historiale is not very 
" 
,. consistent. Be reasons that since he has found no 11anu--
I' .~ 
[ . 
soript of the Bible Hietoriale or of the Vulgate in which 
the measurements of the statue coincide with th~ figures 
of the ~onk 0 s ia~e, and since those which he has consulted 
show such a rema~kable disagreement among themselves, 
. 
0 ~ 
' .. t·herefore the dimensions which Chaucer 'Q.sea ~ay-« very well .: 
~. 
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have come to him from whatever manuscript he followed. 
Lo,;; i c 11 l , t1 ll t n :J t v e r y t· l u c t d ;1 t i r 1 g . J J t1 n A ·J n ' e i n f e reno e 
of the French liible, but by hia own adn1issiJn it is just ~ 
ae likely that Chaucer waa following a yet undiscovered 
manuscript of the Vulgate. 
Johnson also believes that Daniel's presence in the 
fiery furnace ia due to Chaucer mistaking a genitive 
for a nominative and to a rapid scanning of the same 
line causing Chaucer to fail to see that three names 
follow Daniel in this passage: "Done aourerent tout 
lymage fars les iii compaignons daniel ananies et miaael 
et asariea." 58 The first assumption is plausible; the 
eecond is better explained by H.obinaon•a note: "tweye; 
an error for three. 1159 Miss Aiken proposes that 
Vincent's ambiguous phrasing in these lines: 
Hie (Daniel) ..• tribus guogue sociis 
suis super provinciaa principatum obtinuit. 
Quibu~ videlicet puerie de camino ignis divi-
netus liberatia, rex Dei potentiam predicavit, 
may account for Chaucer's misconception. She explains 
the difficulty of Chaucer's "tweye" (Vincent has tribus) 
. 
b i Rb . ' b" . ht 60 ''T y assum ng o 1nson may e rig : weye;,an err9r 
for three." 
Johnson sees further similarities between the French 
,. 
Bible and Chaucer' a tragedy·. Chaucer's "yang and old" {j 
· may be derived from the·' French "grans et. peti~" and 
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Hebuchadnezzar'e pride from "plant en grant orgueil." 
He a1ao f~e]s thr1t the Bible I-il.atorlale'e ••aee cheveux 
. fur e r1 t c r· u e s Et tis s i c ore r, ~ r ! 1 u r: i c EJ iJ ::1 i L: l e " rr. o re t h &. n 
"carJilli ejua in eiruilitudinem a(1uil1.1ru.m" reaemblee 
Cha.ucer'e "eglee fetheree. 0 And Cr1aucer's "briddee 
clawee" is closer to "eesongles auasi com.me angles 
doisseaux" than "unr,ues ejus quasi aviem. 1161 
Despite the proposals of Miss Aiken and D.R. 
Johnson, the Vulgate still appears to be the major 
' \ source for this tragedy. Both Vincent and Deamoulin8 
off er parallels to Chaucer's v,ork not found in the Vul-
.... 
1ga te. But as Johnso11 states: "1rhe evidence for Chaucer's 
consultation of the Speculum Historiale is negligible." 
Johnson argues unconvincingly tha·t "Chaucer' a agreement 
with the Bible Historiale in his one outstanding de-
parture from the Bible and in several details makes 
Deemoulins' work a more likely source than the Vulgate. 1162 
Johnson's proposal for the influence of the Bible 
Historiale is somewhat convincing for this trage'dy_. The 
similarity between the two accounts (both make Daniel a 
eunuch by order of Nebuchadnezzar) is a firm foundation 
.. 
• 
upon which other parallels can be built. But a close 
examination of these other parallels reveals a weak 
I 
~rgument. Chaucer must posses intellectual curiosity, 
-· mistake the case of a nourf, read so ·rapidly that· he miefses-~--
•. ,:.,, 
' t 
-
' 
a name and have had.·a. manusc'ript.that read ''.sevene.,.---:-.,, "· 
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Johneon alao plaoe• too muoh iaportance on theae "oertain 
details" (eimilarity of phra&ee in Deemouline' work and 
Ch El u c t1 r ' B J • Th e a e µ ttr u . .1 J f: 1 s c J t..;. l (l ha .,,, e e a a i .1 y a r 1 B en 
becauae both Chaucer and Dearuoulina were trant.1lt1 tcing 
different manuscripts o! the same work, the Vulgate Bible. 
The tragedy of Belehazzar ie also attributed to the 
Vulgate. ~iss Landrum o baer·ved that ,., the Belshazzar 
story affords casea of interestedly close translation. 
In lines 3413-4 (11. 2223-4) 
' Eek thou, that art hie eone, art proud also, 
And knowest alle thise thynges verraily 
Chaucer echoea cum acises haec omnia (Dan. V: 22) ... 6' 
Mias !iken finds that "the only point of difference ••• 
Liif the spelling of the King's name" which she attribute• 
to Vincent. But Skeat noted that Balthasar, Chaucer's 
spelling, was also that of Boccaccio; Peter Comestor, in 
hie Historia Schilastica; and Gower, in his Confeasio 
AJl.antis. 64 
The Bible Historiale, Johnson ex1laine, may have 
inspired Chaucer's line: "Thogh he therto hadde neither 
right ne lawe" (1. 22:58). This comment on Darius' as-
cending to Belshazzar•s throne unlawfully he attributes 
to the French Bible's account ot "how a hostile force 
under Cyrus conquered Babylon, slew Belshaszar, and .a,laced 
Darius • •• on the throne." 65 Chaucer says nothing of a 
"hostile tor,oe" ~n. his version.· It would seem, however, 
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that Chaucer•e background and the Vulgate's statements: 
"d 1 vi 15 tl1n ea t r· e f,,; r1 um t u um , e t du t wn es t lr~ e d i 8 et 1) ere i 9" 
and " Dar i us iJ e d u a s u c c e s H i t i r1 r~ e g r1 um " c o t1 l d a 1 s o 
account aa well for thia line. 06 'rhe account of 
Belshazzar must be assigned to the Vulgate's ephere of 
influence. 
The sixth Biblical personage who appears in the 
Monk's Tale is Holofernes • 
[fh~ tale of • • • the mighty general 
of Nebuchadnezzar's armiee whom the 
Hebrew woman, Judith, decapitated com-
presses the excellent Biblical narrative 
into three singularly uninspired stanzas. 
The Chaucerian account contains no dis-
tinctive features by which its origin 
in one Bible more than another can be 
tracedo Again, it is extremely unlikely 
that Chaucer concerned himself with 
Boccaccio's account of Holofernes, 
confined to one sentence in the De67 Casibus with no mention of Judith. 
Another of the Monk's Biblical worthies is Antiochus. 
General opinion ie that the tragedy of Antiochus is 
derived from Maccabees, Ix. 68 Miss Landrum offered four 
striking verbal parallels between the Vulgate account and 
Chaucer's. 69 Johnson concedes one of these to the Vulgate, 
but offers parallels from the Bible Historiale for two of 
the others which he feels are "perhaps a shade cloeer to 
the French." 70 .A.gain the similarities pointed out by 
Johnson se~m to arise more fro~ a common source for 
Deamoulins and Chaucer, the, Vulgate, rather than from 
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Obaucer'e borrowing from Deemoulina. 
Concc·1·nir1~: thu tragedy of Alexa.nder Chauot1r himeelt 
tells ua: 
( The atorie of Alisaundre is so coremunc 
That every wilht that hath dit1crcci:>un 
Hath herd s:Jmewr1at .Jr r1l .Jf ~- is !':>rtu.ne 
( l ] 0 t -x 1 . ) ' ·x ·x ) 
...• r:_ ~) -.._D)J • 
Root states that all "we learn of .A.1.exander./ •• conaiete 
of commonplaces." 71 Johns·Jn C(Jn1n1cr1ts thE1t .if it were 
not for "a specific citation (1. 2655) of 'Machabee' and 
if certain of its phrases did not clearly echo the 
Biblical wordings in I Maccabees i. 1-9," one would feel 
that the account was written "solely •• •LfroFE_l the poet's 
general knowledge." 
Johnson, however, still advocates the use of the 
Bible Historiale because he feels that the French Bible's· 
''alixandre le fils phelippe le roy de maicedoine qui 
fut li premiers roy qui regna en grece" is closer to 
• • • 
Chaucer's ' 
Philippes sane of Macidoyne he was, 
That first was kyng in Grece the contree 
(11. 2656-57), 
than to the Vulgate's ''Alexander Phileppi, Macedo, qui 
primus regnavit in Graecia. 1172 Johnson earlier writes: 
''Desmoulins did not aim to translate the Historia 
..... 
Scholastica intact; he eliminated some of the contents of 
h·is model, and restored in translation numerous ;eassage~ 
from the Vulgate which Comestor had omitted." 73 Now in ,· 
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the paenagee quoted above the cloeeneea between Chaucer'• 
worrj i.nf,; r1n(j Deemr)Ulina' 18 only the worde "'a one"' a.nd 
"k 1 n~-: , '' rn 1 o FJ 1 r1t1: in the Latin • But as evidenced bv tho 
"-
lrench translation and Chaucer'e both are implied in their 
oommon eource. 
Additionally, Johnson states: "note the agreement be-
tween the verbs 'quaked' and 'trembla' in Chaucer and the 
Prench Bible respectively, in dietiuction to the Latin 
'ailu.it.• 
Por al this world for drede of hym hath quaked 
et siluit terrain conspectu eiue. (I Maoabeea 1.,) 
toute la terre trembla devant lui, 
This is one o! his more convincing parallels supporting 
the influence of the Prench Bible, but it ie an isolated 
instance. He also !eels that possibly this vague sea-
tence: "La eut alixandre respons de ea feeme et des siea• 
et de la mort quil mooroit ea babyloine" gave Chaucer 
the idea that Alixander was poisoned by his own folk. 
He rejects the in!luence of Boccaccio, asking "would he 
LChauce£7 have avoided such details as Alexander's 
' deification and his cadaverous appearance as he lay dying 
in hiS golden bed"?.74 Skeat commented(that "Quintus 
Curtius says that Alexander was poisoned by Antipa~er; 
and this account is adapted in the romances."75 :Por this 
·point Chaucer need not have used any account of Boccaccio 
or Desmoulins to supplement his story ot Alexander. 
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Despite the generality of many of the Monk's Biblical 
a CC Ou r1 t fl t r i e ,: V 1 ci ('fl' ~ t: 0 V f' J"' '·w1.' h. t: l rn i 11 f: J ~Y u u J., ! . () r t B th t. V ll 1 t-: U. t e 
a e t t1 t~ mu j o r EJ ,) u r· c e f <J r t r1 e o c: Ei r1 c 1 e n t t r ti t!, t:· d i e a • Th e 
claims of the Bible Hietoriale of Deamouline and the 
Speculum Hist orial e of"' Vine en t appear auba tan t ial only in 
a few isolated instances. In alliount of parallels neither 
can a pp r· ,.·) .r:i c r1 t he t o ta 1 o f t he Vu 1 g a t e • M o s t o t· t 11 c i 1" 
claims are interdependent, one upon the otner, so that if 
one of their parallels is unconvincrng or upon examination 
ia found to be inaccurate, their entire proposals of 
influence are weakened. Johnson must employ several 
different manuscripts of the Bible Historiale to garner 
the number of parallels that he does be·tween Chaucer and 
.Desmoulins. .A. few are sound .,.similarities: only Chaucer 
and Desmoulins make Daniel a eunuch, but they are too few 
to build a convincing and plausible case on. The SEec-
ulum Historiale because of its encyclopedic nature is 
more likely to have been read by Chaucer, but I do not 
think, at least not on the evidence provided by Miss 
Aiken, it is a major source for any of the Biblical 
tragedies. Certainly there are some striking verbal 
similiratiea (as in the case of the remark describing 
Daniel: "cuntoe sapientee principatum" which is amazingly 
close to Chaucer's "the wiseste child of everycho~)" but , 
I 
too often when Miss .A.ikeri can find little or no parallels !, 
between Chaucer and Vincent, she dismisses these instances 
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' by either stating that the etanza ia eo general no case 
t or a n :1 fl · J u r c t: c H r1 t) F- rr. n. d ~.. , () r t h 1:1. t t h e r .. e n. r .. e a o m a. n y 
po e a 1 h l e R ·Ju r c ~ s r , ) 1.. a s p e c i 1· i c s t a r1 z r1 t h u. t t 11 e ·J n 1 y 
result ie confueion. 
Chaucer's classical eourcee are far lees certain. 
Concerning the sources of his Julius Caesar, Chaucer 
writes: 
Lucan, to thee this 
And t cJ Swe t our1, an(i 
That of tl1is ato1·ie 
atorie I r~c8mende, 
t (J \Ta J_ e r i e al s o , 
writen word and ende 
( 11 . 2 71 ~~-2 1 ) • 
Shannon argued that Chaucer actually did use these authors 
for his account. In refuting Skeat's remark that ''Lucan 
laments that he had no triumph to record," Shannon quoted 
two passages from the Pharsalia (iv, 358-62 and v, 328-
334) which may have suggested to Chaucer that Caesar 
"expected to enjoy a triumph after his defeat of Pompey.'' 
He contended that the first three stanzas of the Monk's 
tale of Caesar "are a rapid summing up of the main facts 
t 
of the Pnarsalia." He noted also that Chauce1· mentions 
Thessaly as the country where the contest took place and 
that "Lucan makes • • .much of Thessaly." Furthermure, 
Chaucer interrupts his account to bewail Pompey's fate, 
"wi-th which Lucan is so much concerned." He felt that 
it was from Lucan's account that Chaucer derived the 
. 
statement that fompey was decapitated by one· of his own 
men. "Lucan gives in full the details -which Chaucer 
. ' 
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evidentlv had in mind." On the influence of Suetonius .. 
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Shannon is alone in advocating strongly the influence 
• 
of Lucan, St1etJr1ius, and Valerius l:aximua. Root "can !ind 
no gr0ur1r:ls f'Jr believinc; that Luc::1n v1as, . • • • an imme-
diate source Lfor the dtath of l1 ompe_:t7. Valerius does 
not mention the fact that Pompey's head was cut off by 
one of his own men." But he does state that "for Chaucer's 
account of the death of Caesar a definite source is found 
in Suetonius' Life of Julius Caesar 82.2" 77 Another fact 
favors the influence of Suetonius, Chaucer's error in 
making Caesar Pompey_'s son-in-law. Robinson notes that 
"the ultimate source of this mistake is perhaps the 
statement in Suetonius, ch. xxvii, that Caesar proposed 
for the hand of Pompey's daughter. 1178 French commented 
that Chaucer ••probably • • .dr\ew upon m·ediaeval sources, I , 
not yet fully identified, rather than upon the authors he 
names." 79 
, 
Lucan's Pharalia seems less likely the source for the 
Caesar when one examines the claim,s of the Speculum 
I • Historiale~ Miss Aiken strongly advances t.he ·speculUlll 
Historiale as "almost certainly one of the chief souraes 
• , ·1 • 
. __ / 
- - ,___ __ 
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of the Monk's De Julio Cesare," and "it may, indeed, 
quite I)Of~ ~; 1 b1.Y be the only a Jurce actual1 y c\Jneul ted 
b ·--, h d . t . · i f i · - · · '' c3 O y c; a11cer· · ur·1r1t: ·11e COfi1J10sit __ Jr1 o r1ls pi,Jern. .t\bout 
Shannon's attributions to Lucan, Miss Aiken writes, 
"here in a part of one short chapter a.1'e all the details 
· which Chaucer is supposed to have borrowed from Lucan, 
with much closer verbal pHralJels to the Monk's tale than 
are found in the Pharsalia." She explains that 
.. 
According to Chaucer, Julius the conqueror 
wan al tr1'occident b~~l land. ancl see, ••• 
And unto Rome made hem tributarie. 
(2674 and 2676) 
In the words of Vine en t, 'Rornanorum 
imperium ultra terre limitum, 
videlicet oceanum, dilatavit.' In 
describing Pompey's army, which, 
according to Chaucer, included of 
th'orient al the chivalrye 1 ' Vincent 
likewise stresses the high degree of 
Pompey's allies: 'fuulti reges 
Orientis cum auxiliis venerunt ad 
Pompeium; o o .Inter quos (Pompey's 
equites) erant reges multio' Both 
Vincent and Chaucer definitely 
place the encounter in Thessaly. 
Clearly, then, for these first two 
stanzas, at least, the Historiale 
is a far more likely source than 
is the Pharsalia. 
.t 
She adds, and I agree with her, that the ''condensation of 
the eight thousand lines of the Pharsalia into twenty-six".· 
' 
is highly unlikely. She explains Chaucer's: 
I seye, oon of his men, a fals traitour, 
His heed of amoot (11. 2690-91) 
by- saying that "the confusion is so complete that no 
, ., 
., 
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argument for [any aouro!.7 oaa be baaed on the etanaa 1a 
q u e 19 t i J n " 8 1 ( e e e e u. r 1 i t· r d H1 c u o td , rn JJ p • 1 , - 1 5 ) • 3 ha n n ,) n 
attributed it to LucHn, and Root cornmen.ta that "Chaucer 
oouid, ••• haTe gathered that the perpetrator o! the 
outrage waa •oon of hie men, a fale traitor' (o!. 
Pharsalia vii, 609-10: 'ecelus hoc quo nomine dicent, 
82 Qui Bruti dixere nefaa?').H Perhaps more suggestive are 
these lines from the Pharsalia: 
••• Romanua regi sic paruit ensis, 
Pellaeusque puer gladio tibi calla recidit, 
Magne, tuo, qua ~osteritas in saecula mittet 
Septimiurn farna?B) 
Here Lucan suggests that the infamous deed (as he sees it) 
will long reflect upon the descendants of Septimus. 
To Shannon's assumption that Chaucer misread Lucan in 
attributing a triumph to Caesar Miss .A.iken objects for tw,o 
reasons. Caesar celebrates no triumph in the Pharsalia 
which favors Pompey • .lnd Chaucer's referring to Lucan's 
boasting of this triumph (Man of Lawes Tale B400-401) is 
completely out of accord with Lucan'e account which portrays 
Caesar "as a cruel and hypocritical villain who ruthlessly 
drives the spotless hero, Pompey, to his death. 1184 She 
offers Li H1store de Julius Cesar by Jehan de Tuim as the 
probable source. But Root rejects this source since it 
"offers no close parallels to Chaucer • .,S.5 
Concerning the death of Oaesar, Kise ~iken notes that 
Vincent's work contains the same quotat~on as Suetonius, 
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whom Hoot cites as the source. "Vincent's account, • • • 
add [J lJ r1 e 1 rL J ) r .. t :: 1 r. t d t · t ri i 1 • " Bo th C 11 r i u c e 1"' r1 n d 1/ i n cent men-
t i u 11 t 11 e C E3. p i t o 1 i u II1 t v,· .1 c e . V i :1 c t: r 1 t ' !J " u .J m t· ~· r 1 H. t n1 i u l u : i.i i r1 g 
emphasis on this temple muy well l>e rea1:()nsible 'for· Cht:tu-
cer's errJneoua statement thtt.t the Capitolium was the 
scene of Caesar's death." But the fact remains that just 
' 
a s 1 u c z1 n r· e c o :r\i s n o t 1' i um p h o f C i1 e s c..1 r-- , V i n c e n t d o ea no t 
say that Caesar died in the Capitolium. 
Those details for which ~ias ~iken can find no 
parallel in Vincent "are the more melodramatic ones of 
Chaucer's third stanza." A..nd she feels "facts of this 
type would certainly persist in popular versions of the 
story and were probably part of the common knowledge of 
the age. 1186 
t £ review of the research on the sources of the Monk's 
tale of Caesar reveals the confusion and disagreement that 
exists. No single sourc~ accounts for all the details, 
and even Chaucer cites three. The argument for the influ-
ence of the Speculum Historiale is more convincing in 
relation to the first two stanzas of Chaucer's account. 
French suggested the best area for future research, the 
mediaeval accounts of Caesar. 
The first two stanzas of the tragedy of Hercules 
' are generally·considered to have been derived "quite ~ 
. 
clearly from Boethius' De· Consolations iv. m.?. 13-31 .«87 
The reasons for assigning these stanzas t·o Boethius are ·· 
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Chaucer's known familiarity with the Consolation, hie 
a c c o tl r1 L ' n ll L L ] i z 1 r1 µ: t h c a EJ.m e t w el v e f ea. t e o f l ! er cu 1 ea a e 
does Boetr11uo', one JH1 I' El J l e 1 - - C e r1 t 11 tl r <) a - -
a e lt o b i n e J r1 n o t e a : •• t h e e x a c t f' o r,n f ,J u n ,j i n .B ,.J e ~. ~1 i_ .. ~ :1 , '• 8 t, 
and a similarity of phrasing in his line describing 
Hercules' first labor, the killing of the Nemean lion. 
Generally a case made out for Chauce1' 1 s use of a source 
in such a manner· would be accepted as fact ~nhesitatingly. 
But there are more reasons, I believe, for not doing so 
this time. 
The first point in favor of Chaucer's use of Boethiua 
--his known familiarity--can not be disputed. The second 
also lends credence to his having borrowed from the 
Consolation. The labors cited by b~th agree on the follow-
ing points: Chaucer as does Boethius includes among 
Hercules' twelve labors, assigned to him by Eurystheua, 
three feats: the slaying of the Centaurs, his defeat of 
Anteaus and his fight with the River god, Achelous. 
Chaucer also separates one labor into two as does 
Boethius. He lists Hercules' theft of the golden apples 
of the Hesperides and his bearing the heavens up as two 
distinct labors, when ~ctually Hercules did the latter 
while Atlas was doing the former for him. The verbal 
similarity and parallel \ phrasing between the two versions 
are negligible. 89 . 
It is on thi~ last aspect, ~.erbal similar! ty or , 
.. 
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•· rath~r the lack of it, that I baae my euapioion ot 
Boe ti1 i u ll r 1 f·t + ti f' l, • .. ' . Ill)]e a ou1~c r~ for theae atanzRa. Consider 
these I)01r1 tti: 
... 
-
' ·t- '-' • " ' \ 1 r ·-. ! . , c1 • ' l ~ , 1 t • ~1 r P , • . ). • ..... • .. J • .l. .... • 1.., -..., • .. " '·"' Jlr1eEJ the 
informatior1 that lierculeu 'Has a "s0vez,eyr1 c,Jr1quez .. ourtt and 
that he was the flower of a trength in hio day, r1ei ther 
of ·1/t1icl1 is t'ound ir1 Boethiua. He also uses these 
~he Harpies; he c~lls Diomedes, Busirus and adds he was 
eaten "flesh and boon;" he points out that Hercules broke 
one of the two horns of Acheloua; he calls Cerberus "the 
hound of helle;" and he st&tes that Hercules "slov, Cacus 
in a cave of stoon." Second, instead of includin~ specific 
details found in Boethius Chaucer omits them. Boethius 
notes that the birds were slain with arrows, that Hercules' 
left hand was heavy with the weight of the golden apples, 
that Cerberus was threefold, that Hercules shamed Acheloua, 
that Cacus' death avenged Evander and that Hercules merited 
the heavens for the exploits he had performed. This last 
would have especially fit in well with the Monk's theme of 
the falls of great men from "heigh degree." 
Some of these details may have been omitted because 
of the nature of Chaucer's stanzas, but this does not 
explain why he would omit so many and then include ·several 
... 
of his own. I contend that though Chaucer obviously knew 
.. 
' . 
the Boethian passage, perhaps using.it in the same manner 
' 
he has a.ppeared to use the Speculum Historiale (as a ref- .. 
•. 
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erence) it 1a not the p~lmary source of the two initial 
atanzae. Chaucer knew the labore of Hercules bef0re he 
went to Boethiue. How elae explain the interpolations 
• 
th a t t1 e rn u. k e R i n !1 i s u. : ~ c ;J l l r1 t o f t t1 e m? 
Ovtri }11.1EJ tv,'~) F1.ccuur1ts of tt1e Jabora of Hercules, but 
Richard L. Hoffman finds u no verbtil parF1ll eli srn be tween 
g the l1onk's Tale and eithe·r of Ovid's accounta.''_u The 
sto1,,y of Deianira and liez~cules, however, may have been 
taken from Jvid. "A.1J the details ,:;iver1 b~/ Chaucer could 
have been derived from the beginning of the ninth book of 
Ovid's Me~amorphosea, •••• There is, however, no echo 
of Ovid's phrasing to prove that this version of the story 
was immediately in LChaucer'!?.7 mind. 1191 Hoffman agrees 
with the first part of this statement: "A..11 the details" 
could have been derived from Ovid, but he feels that to 
" 
say there is ''n9 echo of Ovid's phrasing" is "simply to 
point out the distinction between a detailed narrative 
of a hundred and forty lines and a bare summary of six-
teen.1192 Chaucer may also have known the story from the 
De Caaibus or from Boccaccio's short account in the De 
Claris Mulieribus. Both Skeat and Robinson feel that 
Chaucer is referring to Ovid and Boccaccio in line 2127, 
"·But nathelees somme clerkes hire excusen," because both 
Ovid and Boccaccio "represent Deianira as ignorant of the. 
effects which the shirt would produce."93 
"" --'·I 
" The sources for this tale have not elicioted much 
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critical and scholarly disousaion. But Chaucer's tale 
of !if·r·cul r-s has rcce1 Vt}d its ehu.re of research. 1rhe ta.le 
has 1/I'f• (,.1 f 1 I'1 +.· f .. i 0 .. · c•\..1,)] F1 J'"-1 ·~, L' 4 r·1 t 1 •',) c::I. "- 1o...) ... ".. .t l., - . \ 0 t....r ! _ . t ..., L_1 Y 1 lJ • n -.~ Nhy itci Ct1fiucer 
confuse Buairis with Di~medes? And why does Chaucer 
attribute to ''Trophee'' the fact that lierculee set pillars 
at both ends of th~ world? 
Skeat ider1tif:ied the two stories Chaucer had con-
r~uaed anJ attributed it tJ Chaucer's having trar1slated 
Boethius. Shannon argued that Chaucer's "confusion might 
more naturally have arisen from a misunderstanding of ••.• 
Hero ides, IX, 67-_70:" 
Non tibi succurit crudi Diomedis imaeo, 
Efferus humana qui dape pavit equas, 
Site vidisset cultu Busiris in isto, 
Huie victor victo nempe pudendus eras! 
Briefly his argument follows: Chaucer's mistake arose 
from Ovid's habit of referring to the same person by 
different names. Chaucer chose Busiris to avoid confusion 
with the Diomedes he used in the Tvo~lus. None of the 
• other works in which these two names appear and with which 
Chaucer was familiar would have corrected his mistake.94 
Hoffman, who feels Shannon offered a theory that is 
"reasonable and convincing" advocates Ovid's Ibis (401-402) 
as a possible source fo~ Chaucer's misconception. Here, 
in· this work, ''Ovid refers to Diomedes, without mentioning 
his name." Hoffman gives a gloss from an eleventh-century 
~ 
manuscript of the Ibis .which states: "Busiri,e gave hie 
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guea ta t;o his h ore ea to be ea ten. Or let ua say tha.~ 
1 t ·1i1 t1 o D t '"'J n1 c ri c n • ,,,· t1 ,J rt : i c.1 1· c u 1 c B k t l ] L~ d • .--. I f C1 t1 t1 tl c c r h n d 
the r c 1n u t 11 d e r ,J f S i1 an non ' ~J c .x: pl fJ.11 o. t i 0 n , f or t-i 1 s Ill i s tu k e • 
Despite these striking parallels, "the likelihood that 
Chaucer knew this gloss, or even these lines from the 
I b i s , ~r: a y :-i tJ t s e err: :.~ 1· ca t , '' bu t 11 t he po s s i b il i t y sh o u 1 d 
[no17 
of 
"Seith Tropht?.e" is ttone of the unexplained crucea 
q6 Chaucerian scholarship."., Several scholars have 
.. · 
atteffipted to explain Chaucer's use of the word Trophe~ 
as an author's name and his referring to this author as 
a Chaldean seer. Skeat noted that "in this passage at 
any rate, Trophee. really refers to Guido delle Calonne, 
who treats of the deeds of Hercules in the first book of 
his Historia Troiana." 97 However the fact that Guido 
does not have the information that Chaucer credits to ,, ... 
Trophee was p~inted out by Kittredge. Guido speaks only 
of the pillars at the Western end and Chaucer speaks of 
them "at bathe the worldes endes'' (1. 2118). Kittredge 
. ' 
then convincingly showed that Chaucer is following a long 
standing tradition concerning Hercules in having him set 
pillars at both ends of the world--"that is, at the 
Eastern end .as well as the Western." He next established 
, 
texts using tropheus rather than .etelae or columnae or· 
statuae to refer to the pillars ap,.d the possibility of 
I • 
i • 
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Cbaucer•e familiarity with derivatione ot these. Be 
added: 
No one who is acquainted with the 
poss .i f) L] i r. i t: s .J :· c . ) n f u 8 :i Jr 1 ,.~. h t c~ h b .._.set 
m "· rJ i· .~·:i r. ·, V ' • ·1 ~··;1 1 ' r • 1· h · f .. ') ~i r1 r ~ r • , · ' , . 1' ,·:. r· c. 'i C , . ._.j t ~.... . ~ .s_,. ,.J., J.._,I i;._~. , l __ ... ,_ .. 1 ..L . t. l. '~-· _,.. ,. 'I • • 1 
tu 1' ·1 ] ' ., • · ' ".· l '· r·" r 1 '1 ' ·1· ' ~ ' . 'i + r ·1 • 1 .l. J. L: ~, · · 1 ' t . h E· 
" ~ I \.. • _) ,_.( • ' .. ,' ...J. L,_) \.,.., \... V J. • \......... : .... ..... ) Li ... ... _., 
~ 
~ .. ,.-.,, ' 
t::r r ,,)· ·•rt-, l ' ,..-, - - r·) r:1· (:::" ~·::, l'"' ·1 .· ' r-i J ·• c· ,•·, r ·y, l 1 .. -\ ... ·1 0 n 8 
~..) , l'W J. ~ A. f , l , , (. U \., . _ t, U .... , '-) ..l {. l i l, .. '· , 
m i. a t r-- c1 r1 t : J. :.J t .i J n s , c11 1 ci m n c rL J :·1 i c 1 rt p s e s 
t i, ·· r- · t· ·1· , .,. .. , L L,... • t· t· t1 ,.. r ... · •, · · ,-. a n ° 1 • t· ·~1 o r 
- - L : C l . ) ,.,, . , J • : I l j_ v 1 t; c: • ., ci o ·· . .... (...J. L..... l ,. 
C al J L cl it r r 1) L }1 L: l: , 0 cl n d t f1 cl t t J t h i S 
au t h J r· C t1 au. c c I" sh .J l1 l d. }1 a ·v e c r c d i L e d 
the e t Ell 1jJl1t· 11 t t }1a t lier· cul ea set up a 
pillar t1s a bJundar:{ "at bathe the 
worldes ::?ndes." 
Kittredge remarked that the gloss is moat likely the 
work of Chaucer himself and we "can hardly doubt that it 
represents substantially the shape in which information 
about 'Trophee' lay in Chaucer's mind." 98 
• 
Tupper justly faulted Kittredge's attempted explana-
tion on three points: "It does not show why or how 
Trophee came to be used by Chaucer as the name of author 
or of volume. It does not make clear why Lydgate, in the 
prologue to his Fall of Princes (st. 41), should describe 
,. 
TroEhee as the 'Lombard' or Italian name of a book which 
Chaucer translated in youth and to which long before his 
,., 
death he gave the English title of Troilus and Criseyde. 
And it leaves in its wonted darkness the remarkable 
1' (1 
Ellesmere and Hengwrt gloss to the Monk's citation of 
• 
Trophee, "Ille, vates Chaldeorum Tropheus."99 .. ' 
Tupper's position is that some 0 .A.dam scrivener penned 
the mystifying comment •••• "· He also suggested that 
"i· 45 
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the aet up of the manuscripts would have the stanza oon-
C £, rr · 1 'r' r t;.; ~ • • • f "'!'> ~ ~1 "· J) 1 '1 l t 1 r fJ d 1· 1 i u r cu 1 e a an (j T r ,JI> h t: L n t! a r 1 :i' pa r a 1-
1 e 1 '-Ni th ~ }1 t; !3 ~J r1. n z r1. f 1" ..1 rn t. t-i e I~ · -1 J ,1c·r1,11i ~-~ , · z z t1 r· d t., fl 1 i r1 g w 1 th 
Danl. ,~,1 •-Uh·' tt 1·1 8, ., .. Pd C ). urs c··, t.11,. __ • f Vl· t .·,n 11 ~- r 1 . ., •.. r•· n, I If He l,.;.. " V V ... V - i L.: ,'.l V ..... l. • , ..... C .) "' LA.... • .. ... 
also explains the name Tro,E!lOtt as u na tt;.rril H.osoq;1.at1on 
with the name of a '1writtr wl10 w&a known as 'della 
Col onr1e, ' ( i-i J 'J s 8 f F' am tJ , 1 4 6 9 j and ' of 
ColumfJna' ( Lyc1{~ri te' s T rJJ lJJJk. 
-Chaucer is merely punr1ir1g on :}uido' s name! Kittredge' a 
objecting to Chaucer's citing an author for information. 
" he does not provide is inconsistent with his knowledge 
of "Chaucer's own inaccuracies in oarticular." .A.nd: .... 
To hold Chaucer to a twentieth 
century accuracy of reference is 
hardly in keeping with the willing-
ness to predicate "a series of 
corruptions, mistranslations and 
mnemonic lar)ses" in the inexplicable 
evolution of trophaea into a mys-
terious Chaldean seer, Tropheus, 
and to discard entirely Lydgate's 
explicit circumstantial mention 
of Trophee. 
Lydgate knew his. Troy Book too well to be ignored when. he 
tells us Chaucer used it for a work he later called 
Troilus and Criseyde. 100 
Oliver F. Emerson contributed two important notes to 
Tupper's argument. The first concerned the name Trophee. 
He demonstrated that referring to a~ author by the -Singular 
form of his ·cognomen was a common practice and many manu-
scripts exist with the singular form of Guido f!s name as 
' 
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de Columpna, manuaoripte of worka Chaucer wae familiar 
with. He aleo remarked "that trophee in Chaucer's time 
m e a r1 t p r i n1 :1 r· i 1 y ' B. c r> 1 t I rr1 r1 ; ' '' C }1 t1 u. c e I"' ' n tl ~J c o f i t t r1 c~ n f o r 
Guido, "esµecialcly UB it ia in rime, munt h[lVC been 
deliberate and muat be aaaociated with the pillars of 
Hercules story." This last point is the second concern 
of Em e re u r1 ' s no t e • Ch a t1 c er , he f el t , knew a o much of 
the .A.lexa.nder story ar1li his jourr1ey to "the worldes ende," 
as he shows in the ~onk's Tale (641-648) that it is not 
unreasonable to assume Chaucer may have been using Guido 
aa his a;Jurce, supplementing him with his other readings 
that happen to mention Hercules. (On this particular 
Kittredge proves helpful to Emerson. His article in 
effect lends ample support to Emerson's contention since 
he demonstrated how often .A.lexander'a concern with sur-
passing the legendary feats of Hercules and Dionysus is 
mentioned in writing concerned with Alexander's conquests.) 
Furthermore, Chaucer's mention of Alexander and Hercules 
in a single line of the Haus of Fame (1. 1413) "may 
illdicate some special relation of the two in his mind." 101 
It is the work of Robert A. Pratt, which does not 
entirely solve the problem either, ·that does offer the 
/ 
mo•t promising avenue for future research. Concentrating 
on the pi11·ars, Pratt examined many medieval manuscripts 
dealing with Hercules' exploits. The result of his work 
is that scholars are now aware that some medieval manuscripts 
47 
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•otter iaformation on the pillars tar cloeer to Chaucer•• 
line a tha.n anything cited by Kittredge." ".A..nd in Tiew of 
the c1cccutJibiJ_i ty 01· statements declHring that Hercules 
erected pillars in the 01~1ent and the Occident, it ia 
unreasonable to accept a statement like Guido'a (Occidental 
pillars only) as Chaucer's source." The gloaa itself 
shows that it stood for Trophee in Chaucer•a mind and that 
he was not referring to Guido de Colonne. 
Pratt alao offers his own ingenious explanation o! the 
gloss: Ille vatee Chaldeorum Tropheue, which ia basically 
a simplification of that offered by Tupper. Pratt aug-
geeta: 
••• that the ancestral manu-
script may have had double col11rnna, 
and that the marginal jottings may 
have been placed in the middle of the 
page, in the narrow space between 
the columnao If each column held 
around forty lines, with five eight-
line stanzas to the column, then the 
words concerning Daniel would have 
appeared directly above the gloss 
on "Trophee ... 
If this is true, then the scribe's "final absurdity 'Ille 
vates Chaldeorum. Tropheus,'" is more likely to have 
happened. 
He concludes: "Theories about 'Trophee,' however 
ingenious, are not apt to help us toward a bette; knoWl- '\ 
edge of Chaucer's reading: ,but if we can learn where 
'.' 
Chaucer obtained his information on the Pillars, then the \./··, 
explanation of 'Trophee' will probably lurk near by.• 102 
, .. \ 
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the question of where Chaucer o·btaiaed hie intonaa-
tion for the Wocie:rn Inatancee hae long baffled acholara. 
Several poasibl~ s0urces (unlike th,Jao for the other 
tragedies, theae are more often peoplu rather than 
written works) have been proposed. ~11 are plausible; 
at timee all are somewhat convincing, but none is 
conclusively so. 
The first of the modern tragedies concerns the "pitoue 
death" of Pedro of Castile, ''glorie o! Spayne." Thie 
modern account has germinated a substantial amount of 
critical articles because of its inclusion in the Modera 
Instances and its topical importance to the English 
Court of which Chaucer was an iatereated part. The Court's 
links with Don Pedro were twofold. Ia 1367, the Black 
Prince fought with Don Pedro against hie illegitimate 
.. 
half-brother Enrique of Traetamare, who was attempting 
to usurp the throne of Castile and Leon from Don Pedro. 
Edward, on the third of April of that year, dealt Enrique 
*' a crushing defeat at Najera which allowed Don Pedro to 
retain his kingdom. The second link was that John of 
Gaunt married Constance, Pedro's daughter, in 1371; Gaunt, 
through his marriage to Constance, claimed the throne of 
Castile and Leon and relinguished it only after Katherine, 
Pedro's granddaughter, married Henri, grandson of Enrique 
of Trastamare, in 1386, thus assuring Don Pedro's issue ot 
reasoe~ding the throne. 
\ 
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Perhapa in thia intermarriage ot Don Pedro•a ieeue 
with hin r1utl1ra.] hu1:·-brother Enrique'n 1aeue may lie the 
"Thy bt:tBtard br·oti1cr r11ade tt1ee to f'lee.., and ''Out of thy 
land thy brother made thee flee"--the second being the 
revision. Manly records that 
in tl1e autun111 of 1j8~, when the 
Fort 111 ~: u t.:> s t:: t.lDl b a s s a ,l o r· s we re u r r~ i ng 
Gaunt t () rna_;,:.e al 1 i ;_1r1 CC 1vV i t}-i the 
.... --· ... -·· - : .. . -·· ~· .... - - ... .. ·~ .. .... .... ..... - - .. - --....... -, -• p O I' t U. { r 1-i C O e :J .. 1 l cl fl t L a C k D O 11 J U a r1 , 
the s o 11 of J e cl 1 · o ' ::.; o [is t a rd l> r· o t r1 er , 
'leading her daushter Katt1erine by 
the h&nd and falling upon her knees 
be f o r e h e r h us b a r1 d 9 t 11 e D u c he r-; s 
.Lconstance7 entreats him with tears 
to champion her ri:.~ht and avenge 
the rnur·cler of r1er fathero' Chaucer's 
line Lhis original on~7 may well re-
flect the feeling underlying this 
plea, but after the negotiations 
begun in 1ugust 1386 and concluded 
in the spring of 1388 for the 
marriage of Pedro's granddaughter 
Katherine to Enrique, grandson of 
Pedro's brother,.the mf~3er line 
was more appropriates 
That the earlier version was appropriate before the 
marriage is evidenced by the fact that Don Ped»o was 
treacherously assassinated by his half-brother Enrique 
on March 23, 1369, near Montiel. Enrique's defeat at 
Najer'a by Edward had been only a temporary setback to hiS' 
asperations • ..A.fter it, he fled to lLragon \\here he had 
organized a new army o:f French .ldventurers led by Betrand 
du Guesclin, Constable of France. In this second attempt 
to usurp the throne o~ Castil~ and Leon from Don Pedro, 
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&nrique wae auoceea:fu.l. Don Pedro eeeing that he wae 
losing the war had unwisely taken a shaky refuge in a 
caetle in Montiel in central Spain. Hnriql1e si11.ply la.id 
siege to the castle. Knowing that the castle would not 
withstand a lengthy siege and that the food and euppliee 
were scarce as well aa escape being impossible, Don Pedro 
shrewdly attempted to bribe his way out of his p1"edi cament 
by offering Betrand du Guesclin, the leader of the French 
Adventurers Enrique had enlisted for this struggle, two 
hundred thousand florins and the hereditary lordship o! 
several kingdoms. Du Gueaclin mentioned allegiance to hie 
king a~a the ally he was fighting for--Enrique. Pedro's 
emissary persisted in hie master's request and du Guesclin 
asked for more time to consider the proposal with his 
counselors. Du Gueaclin then presented the matter to his 
advisors, among them Oliver du Mauny his cousin, and they 
• 
• 
,· 
f ... 
. . 
decided to inform Enrique, who having heard his brother's 
offer, offered the same payment to du Guesclin if he would 
agree to lure Don Pedro to hie tent. Betrand never really 
committed himself on whether he wished to use his word of 
safe-conduct to Pedro to turn him over to Enrique, but 
Don Pedro arrived at night at du Guesclin's tent and 
shortly afterward was slain by Don Enrique and his men. 104 
Chaucerva account of the assassination and the du-
plicity which brought it about is amazingly aQ,.curate. 
He mentions the ~.iege,. the t 1emt (although he states it is 
51 
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Bnrique'e) and through a deacription of hie arms 1dent1-
f i e n 1i ~.~ J t1 e u c 1 i r __ , 1 ~3 .J r 1 e :J f t ! 1 e p e r p e t r F.1 t o r a o f th e <j e e d 
name ( the wi eked r1es t--mi1uni). jir1c e r10 written 8(JtlJ"Ce 
for thie tragedy haa been discovered, how and from whom 
Cl1aucer received his accurate information has been rhe 
enigma of the tragedy. 
F. J. Furnival w~~ the first to explain the import 
of the heraldic lines. He identified du Guesclin and 
du Mauny al the villians and noted that in this respect 
Chaucer "is thus a witness for the truth of the narrative 
of the Spanish Chronicler ~yala." He also remarked that 
the importance for Chaucer was that his patron, J~hn of 
Gaunt, had married Pedro's daughter, Constance, and can 
thus be excused for referring to Pedro, surnamed the Cruel, 
as "worthy" and "the glorie of Spayne.u He asserted that 
Chaucer "almost certainly had the account of Pedro's 
death from hie daughter, or one of her attendants.'' If 
it were one of her attendants, Chaucer might well have 
heard the story from his wife Philippa. This would 
account for the accuracy of his lines. 105 
Kittredge added the following informationvttich cor-
roborates Furnivall's etateme~t that the importance of 
Don Pedro's death to Chaucer was in Don Pedro's conhection 
.with the English Court. Chaucer twic~ benefited directly 
becaua-e of the Royal Family's connection with Don Pedro• s 
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family and Ph111ppa•a service to John ot Gaunt'a bouae-
hold. Un !ug11at ·3c)th, 1372, Johr1 granted Philippa the 
annual sum :Jf' ten p 1~)ur1cl!.:J "in considerutiJn of the aBrvioe 
which she had done and shall dcJ in the future to l1ie 
'tres chere et treeame compaigne la Reine.'" Two year• 
later on June 8, 1374, John granted Chaucer a lite anauity 
of ten p:Junda for his services to him ''et auxint pur 
lebon. seruice que nostre bien ame PhiliJ)pe, sa femme, 
ad fait a noatre trehonure Dame et Miere la Royne, ••• 
et a nostre treaame oompaigne la Rayne." Thue it was to 
Chaucer's advantage to write favorably of his patron's 
106 !ather-in-law. 
Haldeen Braddy could not accept the statement that 
Chaucer had his information about Pedro from his daughter 
or from one of her attendants. He also found it remark-
able that Chaucer who "elsewhere turns to Froissart, felt 
obliged in this story to refer to an outside source" 
since he could not have used Froissart's inaccurate ac-
count. lt was also chronologically difficult for Chaucer 
to have used Ayala 0 with whom he agrees in the details." 
Braddy queries: How or from whom then did he receive his 
information? 
On the basis of the anti~lrench sentiment of the 
second stanza, Braddy pro.poses Sir Guic:hard d • Angle as the 
source of Chaucer's material. He establishes Sir 
·-. ., •, . ,1 
Guichard's, a friend of.Chaucer, familiarity with Edward's 
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# Court: be was held in such regard that he received the 
Order of the Garter in 1372 and waa also quite inti"mate 
with JJhn of Gaunt to whom he suggested the policy of a 
mnrrir1i.1:e \vi tr1 C:Jr1:~ tr1ncf! 1Jf Castile. His acquaintance 
with Don l)edru is rLfJ .fi1'rr1l.'l eEJtr1.bJi~3hed. He rvf:1.s appointed 
in 1367 to escort Pedr~o to Burt~os ''and wi tneased in 1366 
the famous conference between Don Pedro and the Black 
Prince, where he wJuld have heard of Pedro's having been 
forced to flee for }1is life to Bordeaux.'' Perhaps this ie 
what Chaucer is referring to in his statement "Out of thy 
land thy brother made thee flee 0 (1. 2378). Besides this 
Sir Guichard had been imprisoned by Enrique and while in 
prison he and his companions were treated "comme des 
chiens tenu en laisse" and certainly would have repre-
sented .Enrique unfavorably. He likewise had ample reason 
to despise du Gueaclin and du Mauny for they had pe'rae-
cuted his wife and forced her to surrender her castle at 
~rchart. Dame D'Angle was given a safe-conduct, fled to 
the Duke of Berry, and beseeched his aid; through induce-
ments "in the form of bribes and assurances to exchange 
prisoners", the Duke persuaded du Gueeclin and du Mauny 
to give up their persecution of Dame d'Angle and to secure 
the release of Sir Guichard and his colleagues. "There-
··, .. i' fore in explaining Chaucer's denunciation of the French 
generals, the evidence points ••• to Sir Guichard as the 
informant·." 1 O? 
I 
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Beary Savage ia the nezt aoholar to throw hi• ga\Ult-
let and hie tnform£1nt into the ring. H(} objectn to 
Br a rl d y ' t3 Lid v r1 n c i n p; 8 i r ~; u 1 c r1 r1 r ,J d ' Ang .1 e fJ. e i n f ,-1 rm an t for 
three rl1asons. First, after the battle o±' Nc1jcrLi Don 
Pedro was a persona i!].Brata to the Black Prince and hi• 
generals. Second, "it is more natural to believe that 
Chaucer could have learned more about Don Pedro within the 
household of Don Pedro's daughter." Third, he can see no 
reason why Sir Guichard should bear a particular grudge 
against du Gueeolin, because he had besieged Dame d'angle 
in the Castle of Arehart. ''The castle was held in the 
interest of the English and du Gueaclin quite justifiably 
sought to reduce it." When Dame d'Angle asked for ea!e-
oonduct, du Guesolia gave it to her, and when asked by the 
Duke o! Berry to break the siege, he willingly obeyed. 
Oaly the first of Savage's reasons has any weight. The 
second sounds logical but is clearly subjective since he 
later proposes another member of Constance's retinue as 
the informant. The third ignores the fact, noted by Braddy, 
that the Duke of Berry bribed du Gueeclin to desist in 
hie persecution and siege of Dame d'Angle's Castle of 
Arehart and that --du Guesclin was also abomminably treated 
by the French while their prisoner. 
Savage's subjectivity in rejecting Braddy's informaat 
(it is more natural, he feels, that the informant should 
be a member of Constance's houaehold) is understandable 
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whe• oae aeea that he him1elf propoaee another member ot 
Con a :. r:1 n ~ e ' :J h . ) t1 u r • t 1 J ] d t1 LI (~ t 1 u. u c e I" ' w u c) u r c e . H t; , r1 D we v • r , 
etance'e attendanta or perhapa Philippa Chaucer herself); 
instead he euggeete that one of Con.ata:ace's countryman, a 
Spaniard, wae Chaucer's source. 
The Spaniard Savage propoaee as Chaucer's ultimate 
aource for the facts of the Don Pedro stanzas i~ Don 
Pernando de Castro. Like the informaats of Purnival and 
Braddy, Don ~ernando has obvious ponnections with Don 
Pedro and less obvious onea with the English Court. 
According to Froissart, Don Fernando was among the fol-
lower• of Don Pedro who took refuge with him in the Castle 
'(' 
of Moatiel. Not only had Don Pernaado been in the Castle 
at Montiel with Don Pedro, but on the fatal night of 
March 23, 1369, he also ttwas in du Guesclin's poaada. • • 
because he had chosen to remain with his master to the very 
end." Thia information Savage cites from the reputable 
Spanish chronicler, Ayala. His connection with the English 
' Court is less tenable. AB Savage explains it: 
·, 
After Montiel LDon FernandQl had gone to 
Portugal, whence he was expellei in 1J7' 
on the_demand of Enrique !Io LSavagy 
next Ltrace(T him to England in the 
early.months of 13750 It is possible 
that he associated his fortunes with 
those of his late master 0 s daughter," 
for an entry in John of Gaun.t's Register 
records payment to him of· 100 marks aa 
a gift. · 
:,-· •. ,. 
.· ,,;/,· 
.. 
p. 
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Thu• Savage argue• for an eyewitness to the very murder 
of Don Pedro at the Knglieh Court. 108 
One fHct weighs uguinst Don Fernando aa the ultimate 
aource: Ch au c er ' a pl ;~t c 1 n e: t 11 e ~ l O fl (' r·3 ' ' 1· n ' <i· 1· ·') n u .... -::iu ct,:-,> ... t...l L,. ·~ in t.:11r·ique's 
tent. It Don Fernando waa the a JW: .. ce, ther1 Chaucer should 
.. ' 
have had hia facts correct, since Don Fernando, according 
to Ayala, was in du Gueeclin'a tent, when the slaying ac-
tually took place, and since th~ remainder of Chaucer's 
- report is strikingly accurate. One might object that 
Chaucer purposely placed the deed in Enrique's tent to 
make him all the more despicable; but, if as Manly has 
shown, Chaucer chose to alter his harsh line describing 
Enrique aa Pedro's "bastard brother" to the more innocu-
ous "thy brother," then it would be consistent for him to 
place the deed in du Gueaclin's tent, exonerating Enrique 
more fully, and condemning du Guesclin, whom he depicts 
unfavorably as it is. I can only conclude that Chaucer's 
illlformant placed the deed in Enrique's tent. 
But even despite this objection, and despite Savage's 
dependence on conjecture, his proposal of Don Fernando as 
the ultimate source of Chaucer's information is somewhat 
C 
convincing. He has connections with the English Court and 
with Don Pedro; oe"tainly he would be anti-French and 
anti-Enrique. 
"' 
Braddy in a later note feebly objects that Chaucer 
had neither a reading knowledge nor~ ,speaking knowledge of 
,. 
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Spanish eo it 1a Wllikely be consulted a Spaniard. (But 
p e r t1 n. p n t he !J pH. r1 111 r· d e po k e Eng 1 i a 11 or Pr t: n c t1 ! ) He a 1 e o 
! l t . ' 'l l '"' . ' ' t l ..,  ,.~ '··f , •.. ,. "'.1·· r(· P , ... ,, n e L lJ h ci V .. ) '1 V C l ' ~ "1, .. i J • 1 'J .. , 1.i j. .J. 1 ' , 1 ~ . . , . V 
' I 
'II.• 
second stanza. The tone of the criticism sug~esta the 
1 f i . . 1 oq n orman t was a patriot c Engl iahman. _, Poeaibly Don 
Fernando or anyone else in the service of Constance could 
· have conveyed a bias agalr1fJt the J:i1r·encl1. My question is: 
Did Chaucer, who always spoke highly of the French else-
where, translate the Spanish prejudice into an English one? 
Information to support sucr1 an action is provided by 
Thomas J. Garbaty. He writes that "Pedro the Cruel waa an 
ally of England under the mutual assistance Anglo-
Caatilian treaty of 22 June 1,62. The Black Prince was one 
o! the signers 
" Toward the end of 1365, when • • • • 
I 
Enrique sought to usurp the throne of Castile, "du Guesclin 
assembled the Free Companies," companies of freebooter, 
mercenaries and just plain riffraff, ''and crossed the 
.A.ra.gonese border around Christmas, 1365," in his support 
of Enrique. This "'expedition was an official French 
intervention in Peninsular military affairs.' Not only 
through treaty, but also as actual national policy, the 
Trastarnaran campaign was, therefore, odious to Edward III 
and the Black Prince." Chaucer himself, from his k;nowl-
edge" of court-affairs, could easily have provided the 
English slant to the last Pedro stanza. 
. I 
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To complicate matters more, Ciarbaty'a article not 
On 1 y 1 r1 a: i v e r t e r1 t 1 y fJ 11 t, ~ HJ r t A ~ a v a ,.r e ' o p r o po s c1 1 o f !J on ... .... r, 
Fe r n a r1 d o by I r · J v _i ci i r 1 t-: u r1 e .. t J) l tt r1 n. t i. o r1 o f t ~1 e 1:; r1 t'. 1 L u h t1 1 ant , 
but aleo conscious1y pI"()Vides ir1fo1~mlition to BUfJport 
Braddy's informant--Sir Guichard. We know Sir Guichard 
/ 
was at the battle of Najera and now thanks to the work ot 
/ / Suzanne Ironore-Duver1:e that "safe conduct to 'Geffray de 
Chauserre, escuier englois, en sa compagnie trois compaig-
nons avec leure varlez, chevau.x et bens quelconques.'" 
was granted on February 22, 1366, through Navarre by 
Carlos II, the possibility of Chaucer's having been there 
also must seriously be considered. "If Chaucer was indeed 
I 
at Najera, it would be the earliest instance we know of 
his presence among four no,ble friends with whom he was to 
share several diplomatic journeys in later years: Thomas 
Percy, William Beauchamps, John Deveraux, and Guichard 
d'Angle, all of whom are cited by Chandos Herald as being 
present at the battle.n 110 
We come full circle and are still only able to say 
with certainty that there is no .. known written source for 
' 
the Pedro o~ Spain and that Chaucer more tnan likely re-
ceived his information from some acq.uaintance of John of 
Guant's household. Philippa,~Sir Guichard d'Angle, or 
Don Fernand~ de Castro? 
Pierre de Lusignan, who) visited the Court of Edward 
III in 1:,64, 111 Was assassinated by three of his own knights 
. . 
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on January 17, 1369. Chaucer accords him a single atan£a 
w 1 t !1 v ~ · r ·,r f r.· w d r, t a i ] s . '' T ha t he t o o k ! l o x and r 1 a and • 
haras~Jed tht· het1 Lr:(':l . u ~·l r1 rr· ~ .. :a • + i·· • I_,, ·J· ~ l·~ ) '""' ·ii ) !'' , ,. "·1 1· •. ,.! -l .-.. ri t.:r o tt 1 1 2 " , • _ ... c, v LI ___ - J.. , _, • .1 • .L, , _, .. .t\ 1 __ n _ t. \. r~ t_: • 
Braddy remarked that tr1e a1ost "atrikinr: fact ab:J~lt 1:.;ha'J.cer'a 
stanza on Pierre is that it is hiatoricalJy inaccurate in 
ever.;~ detail. 11 lie advocated L!achaut' s La Prise d 'Alexandre 
as Chaucer's source. It also is unhistorical and contains 
the same errors as does Chaucer's acco~r1t. Both writers 
agree on the following points. Peter is valar8us and 
nearly made a martyr; he was slain out of jealousy by his 
own men while he was in bed; and finally both have him 
assassinated early in the morning. The actual facts are 
that Pierre treated his subjects unjustly; this aroused 
public indignation and with the "cruelty of his treatment 
of Marie de Giblet led directly to his assassination." 
He was killed while standing, standing in fact in an ad-
joining room to hie apartment, at midnight--not dawn--
probably having just visited his mistress. As Braddy said 
the facts make us "readily accept La Prise d'.A.lexandre as 
the source of the tragedy of Peter of Cyprus." 11 3 
Bernabo Visconti, killed in 1385, "was a character of 
special interest to Chaucer and the English Court. His 
niece, Violanta, married Lionel Duke of Clarence; Bernabo 
had offered one daughter, Katerina, to Richard II, and 
had married another, Donni~a, to Sir John Hawkwood; and 
Chaucer himself had been on an embassy to Milan in 1378."11 4 
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Kittredge postulated that Chaucer• e aource w·ae perhapa a 
a r 1 .. i v L' ·• ~ i r1 r ..-; .... 'l ~., . i 
.a. J ~ .... "'~i· ,. .... ~ 
i ..... . ~ .,-. ~ t ~ . n 1· . ) re• / "'.:j , ·• I , · , , , · , , + 
• j. ) 1.. J ' • U..I LJ -. , i ,I it!!. U ') ll l, t Ytf J 'N t. • t · K : J al. f' t t. ' r 
' Bernabo ' s. d )a ... ~_, L ..., ; J.. • W ha t r1 1 o m i B : ~ i .. J 11 •'"as i a u n c 1 ea r- , but he 
certainly would have brought news of the tyrant•e death. 
Chaucer must have written hia stanza immediately after 
th e n e -r,v s 1 .. c a c }1 LJ d .i'j r1 t-~ 1 a n i • ('1 n' a • . ,-. ( ) 1"' I c3 v -.u.(__, ,_. ._ curiJus last line 
' professing ignorance of how Bernabo w~s killed is paral-
leled by a marginal note in kalvernc's continuation of 
Hidgen'a Chronicle: "~uo in tempore dominua Barnabas 
morieba tur ·in care ere, qua more an eladio, aut fame aut 
venemo ignoratur." Obviously Chaucer's is the form in 
which the report reached ~ngland. 11 5 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Despite the attempts of both Miss Aiken and Johnson 
to indicate the influence of the Speculum Historiale of 
Vincent of Beauvais and the Bible Historiale of Desmoulins 
respectively, the initial statements made in the paper 
concerning the possible sources remain relatively un-
changed. Initially the sources of the Monk's Tale were 
divided into five general categories: Italian (Boccaccio's 
De Oasibua and De Claris Mulieribus and Dante's Inferno-
XXXIII); French (Jean de Meun's Roman de la Rose); 
Biblical (the Vulgate); Classical (Boethius• Consolation 
., 
of Philosophy, Lucan's Pharsalia, Suetonius' Life of 
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Julius Caesar, and Valerius lilaximua' PactJrum et dictorwn ·-
m l! rr; 1 J r; i h i l i ·:J rn v . i . 1 O ) ; li i EJ t u r i c u. 1 ( t h ( · i n f o rm an t a p r o -
p O LJ e d a. 8 c.: fl Ei UC C r 1 8 B () 'J. r C L f ,) r· t tl C ft i (~ t B L n. t l i !:3 U J ci t: r n 
Instances and Machaut 'a La l>:rise J t .kJ cxt1:1d r~ie J. ·rhie 
division is etill valid, but some ~f the particulars 
have char1"'7 ed. I_) 
Concerning the Italian sources, Miss ~iken'B attempt 
to discredit the influence of Boccaccio's De CasibLls by 
claiming the pervasive influence of Vincent fails. The 
number of similarities between Boccaccio and Chaucer ie 
too Great to have occurred if Chaucer borrowed exclusively 
from Vincent's accounts of these tragic heroes as Miss 
~iken suggests. Boccaccio's influence has been proposed 
,. 
for the ~dam, Samson, the tragedy of Pompey in the Julius 
Caesar, Nero, and Zenobia. The Zenobia has, however, 
been placed in Boccaccio's sphere of influence through 
another of his works--the De Claris Mulieribus. It is one 
of the few uncontested sources. 
Of the others, the Adam is too brief to be conclusive, 
but Chaucer and Boccaccio alone agree that A.dam was "Dei 
digito compactus." The Samson abounds with parallels 
betwee~haucer and,Boccaccio. 
that Boccaccio's account of the 
Two significant ones are 
• 
incident of the city gates 
contains all the information used by Chaucer in h!s ·re-
~- cording of the event and only Chaucer and Boccaccio mention 
the purpose of Samson's journey on which he slew the lion 
62· 
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(he wae on hie way to bia wedding). It ie extremely 
doubt ft11 thr1 t tt1r· tr1-1g.·. t~clv ~)f i\)m 11cv in the Ju11ua Oaeaar -~ w r ~ 
W a. a··.. t' r1 ..l.r .1 L 1 0_· r·1· , t·· _, 1 ...1' ' 1 ·,,_ • ·~ 1 1 , , . , -~ · c-· ... 1· • ,:;1 1· T , c ,. · t ·1 .. • · 1 . J. f~ r..-i ,..., ) • 1 • I"' · °l v ~ 1i · • 0 1 l a _.. . U , • J ,) C . , , .i . (_ , . ,J U . • • L • 4 I; · . . ·,.... ( ·1 • .l . , I., I -· l. . l_, f,li . .·· .. ' 
cally, since the De Caaibua doee not mention that Poxpey 
-
was slain by one of his own men, it could not possibly 
be the source of Ch3ucer's line (2o90) which assigns the 
deed to one of l>ompey's own men, "a fals tr·1itot1r.'' 
Finally, it appears quite likely that the De ~~1sibue 
provided Chaucer with the information concerning l~ero' e 
extravagance. Both works mention that Nero possessed 
fishing nets of gold thread and that Nero wore his clothes 
for only one day; but Vir1cez1 t, quoting Suetonius, pro-
vides the same information. However, Chaucer's literal 
translation of Boccaccio' a "piscari'' ( Chaucer has "to 
fisshe") favors his use of the De Casibus rather than the 
Speculum Historiale. It is my conclusion that Chaucer 
did use Boccaccio's De Casibus for information in three 
of his Monk's tragedies: ~dam, Samson, and Nero; but it 
is difficult to determine the exact extent of Boccaccio's 
influence, and even more difficult to deny it as Miss 
.Aiken would. 
It might be well to discuss here Miss !iken's pro-
posal of Vincent's Speculum Historiale since two of her 
strongest and most convincing parallels are with tales 
~or which she challenges Boccaccio's influence. Miss 
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Aiken horaelt admita to skimpy evidence in Vincent aa a 
po e A l b 1 e n 0 \l r c e f o r th e ! c!'11111 , A 1. t1 x 1:1 n d c r , C r J e e u a , r1 n d 
Be 1 n ! 1 u. z . Lt. 1 .. , t) tl t ri t1 c r t: c 1 u t t1 t1. t t r1 c !J t !"' J r1 g J) E.1 r t1 l 1 e 1 u 1 n 
+ f"i" J f. L.l ( ~ ~- i t1· r, , ., · 
..._, . . . . , . D , 1J •,- 4 , l • , , / • J. f 
• ., \ • • 1'- I c-'""W I) '~ r·'; l . I . • 1' ' I l • ·1 ·1 ' I ' • ' q ' t'! ml 8 tl -r 
_:.:__" . -~ p .. l l- , I I l ... t • . L) 1..t • • l ._ , • ,, , _.. C {. f 
"partia.11.,y· r·estorcd'' ttit: possibility tr1,it r;r1r1ucer· r::a . .:, .. have 
used Vincent for the first four tales cited above since 
there are such strong parallels in the second four tales 
noted 1 1 6 r1 bove. Of these strJnc paruJJcJo which are the 
basis for Miss ~iken's claiming the influence of Vincent, 
I find two convincing. The similarity between Chaucer's 
opening statement in his tale of Samson and Vincent's 
account and the motive for Seneca's death, the wrath of 
Nero, have a likeness which is hard to deny. She also 
makes a strong case for Vincent's influence on the ini-
tial stanzas of the Julius Caesar; the one drawback is 
that she fails to show any further conclusive borrowings 
from Vincent in the remainder of the tale. From my study 
of her evidence, I would grant Miss ~iken one point: 
Chaucer probably used Vincent's Speculum Historiale as an 
encyclopedia, as a ready reference work; but her attempt 
·to ascertain to what extent Chaucer's Monk's Tale displays 
this use is most inconclusive and unconvincing. 
The influence of the other Italian author, Dante, 
·from whose Inferno Chaucer'~ borrows his tale of Ugolino 
,. 
is almost a certainty. It appears that Chaucer may have 
refreshed his memory by reading another account of the 
I 
"· 
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' inoideat, perhape Villani'• Chronicle aa 1'oynbee euggeeted, 
aincE? b•Jth make the eame trivial error of placing only 
t h r e e c h i J ci r r· r1 ( D r1 n t c r1 a n r~ . ) ur· ; t Yw' o a r e Ugo 11 n o ' s own 
children and two his grandaona) w~th Ugolino in his 
dungeon. 
Another certain borrowing ie Chaucer's uee of Jean 
de Meun's Roman for most of hie etanzaa on Nero and 
Croesus. The major portion of the Nero is an almost 
literal translation of the Homan's account. Likewise, 
the major portion of the Monk's tale of Croeeue agrees 
point for point with the Roman and significantly agrees 
only with the Roman on the manner of Croesus' death. 
Despite this, the opening atanza of this tragedy has been 
held to show the influence of Boethius, but Marie Gelbach 
suggested the mythographers, discovered by Cardinal Mai 
as the ultimate source for this stanza because of agree-
ments between Chaucer, Jean de Meun, and the mythographers. 
In any event their borrowings are minor, and it is evident 
that the Monk's accounts of Nero and Croesus were un-
doubtedly taken, for the most part, from the Roman de la 
Rose. 
Chaucer also un.dobtedly ~sed the Vulgate for many of 
his Monk's tragic tales. Lucifer, Adam, Samson, Nebuchad-
nezzar, Belshazzar, Holofernes, Antiochus, and .A.1exander 
are all mentioned in various books of the Bible. But 
because Chaucer's account so often dis.agrees factually 
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with the Vulgate, parallela with other works have been 
9Uf~p;eHtr·d. llovertheloea, the vo1ume of agrt:~c:menta between 
•t I 1· ·l'·'• t ,• 1., • l \_; LI~ J J. l. .t\ .__, l' Ei 1 c i D n t 1 l 1 t o ·J g re tJ. t t o 
doubt C 11 El \l c e r' a use of the .Bib le , 
Since it has proven vitually impossible to supplant 
the influence of the Vul~ute by an accretion of aimilari-
ties t ,J C~ h ri u c er· ' s d iv er{,: c n ct~ s t~ . .... r,Jm the Vul?ate in other 
•.,) 
works, it was onJy lo;;ical to propose (Aince there are a 
number of points on which Chaucer and the Vulgate disagree) 
that Chaucer did not use the Vulgate at all but another 
version of the Bible. This is what Johnson attempts to do, 
but he !ails to present the influence of the French Bible, 
the Bible Historiale as conclusive. Like Vincent's 
Speculum Historiale, the Bible Historiale has two paral-
lels in its favor. Its making Daniel a eunuch by order of 
Nebuchadnezzar and the similar wording of the world's 
reaction to the presences of Alexander could possibly 
have influenced Chaucer. But it must be noted that there 
are several deficiencies in Johnson's argument for the 
influence of the French Bible. In attempting to estab-
lish the possibility of Chaucer's having read Desmoulina' 
work, Johnson states: rtManuscripts of it were present in 
England in the fourteenth century, Edward III and Richard 
II, and various ~ables, and a few monasteries are known to 
have possessed French Bibles, Eresumably in Desmoulins' 
version." 117 'This is not .very conclusive. Another weak-
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nees ie that, of the aix manuscripts he has oonaulted 
quo t a t i , 11 s , on 1 _:,1 li u vu r· i t1 n t r e ll ci i 11 ts t1 • I 11 f i1 c t J oh n s on 
must uee two different manuscripts of the French Bible 
in order to support the use of Desm~ulina' work. Chaucer 
ma .Y }1 n. v e ~3 c f-' n a rr1 a r1 'll B c l' i 1) t t i 1 ri t c ,:J rn b i r1 c d t h e a i m i 1 a r i t 1 e s 
found ir1 the two French Bible manuscripts used by J8hnson; 
but until such a one is discovered, the influence of the 
Bible Historiale must be viewed with critical akepticiem. 
Lastly, Johnson states that Desmoulins translated portions 
of the Vulgate to supply deficiencies in Peter Comestor'a 
Historia Scholastica; Chaucer also seems to have trans-
lated the Vulgate for many of the Monk's "ancient trag-
edies.'' The parallels between Chaucer' a phraseology and 
Deamoulins' may be due more to this fact than to Chaucer's 
having borrowed from the Bible Historiale. 
\ 
~Of the five classes of sources: Itaiian, French, 
Biblical, Classical, and Historical, the class which has 
suffered the most from an examination of its proposed 
parallels is the Classical. All that can be said of the 
three classical authors, Lucan, Suetonius, and Valerius 
' 
Maximus, Chaucer cites as his sources for the Julius 
· Caesar is that each of them did write about Caesar • 
... : .. Lucan's Pharsalia is by tar the most encompassing work of 
the three, but I must agree with Miss ~iken that it is 
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highly unlikely that Chaucer summarized eight thousand 
1 i ?1 L' !l t h t· / Ill ... ~ t:~ a J n»- c i :t 1 J y w he n 
Lu CR Tl ij O e s n ) t d i r e C t l .Y B t ;,i t f ~ :1 1 J t r1 e 1 r l· f' () .,.. • 1"' ~ t t 1· l n "r ... ·- l • ,l,i. · JI 
Chaucer uses in his ace Jun t. M0re dan1ar1; tn"._: t ~) Lucan is 
the fact that in one short paragraph in Vincent's 
Spccul~i }iint,JriE.1le a:rt: most of the details of the 
Ca e 3 £1 r ' 3 i r1 i L i ~1 l s t ::t n z a a • 3 u e t o r1 i_ us s c e rn s t }1 e r:1 o s t 
11 k e 1 y of th e t r1 I' u ~ t o have b c e !1 em pl o y t:? d r1 t a 11 by 
Chaucer for his tragedy. It is probable that from his 
• 
Life of Julius Caesar Chaucer took his information con-
cerning Caesar's obsession for modesty at all cost. 
Valerius Maximus omits too many specific details used by 
Chaucer to be considered seriously as even a possible 
source. 
I doubt the exclusive use of Boethius for the two 
opening stanzas of the Hercules because of the many dis-
crepancies between Chaucer's rendering and Boethius' and 
also because of the many additions and deletions from 
Boethius' account Chaucer would have made had he made use 
of Boethius. Thus, of the four authors initially grouped 
as possible classical sources, only S~etonius remains 
precariously perched as a possible source. 
Only the Roman de la Rose, the De Claris Muliieribus, 
,, 
and the Inferno have emerged'reaeonably certain sources 
-I for the Monk's Tale. It is hard to deny the general 
influence of Boccaccio's De Casibus Virorum: 
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d1tt1cu_lt to determi.ne 1 te extent. The influence ot tbe 
Vu 1 µ; t 1 t e 1 e e tl be t 11 n t i t1 t t+ d b .;l n um e r o u n p r1 r It 11 e 1 a , bu t 
1, )fll!&O .,._.t t.11 .. L.t;~trl 
- ... ,, ,.1,,•)Lr •1"..Lrt•".}··' 
The ·1' n f l · ' e n· '" o· " ......... u.. J,\..,,,e . .:. • • 1 f · ... '!: ''f"''t'!"'\ f {!'>q ' ... .. .. . .. ":--~.. ·-"- _.._ ·- , .. 
1 a po a a 1 b 1 e , but Chau c t- .!.. ::: u u ~ }"1 n. v c kn .J ·Nn <J f i ! e r~ c tl J e a ' 
feats before he read Boethiue and used the passage to 
f } i . 'f h e JJ tQ_ 8 ~ 1· r1 _·J ... ,. U 0 ... e O +' __ ; ~-)-~ · , e t Or. i U a i 8 re~1~--:e1. r1l:3 rnr·rr!·Jr·:,·. ,J .... .. G •• u. .u. u 
~ . 8 ,..,.. • "i 1 '1 ' . - •l' t i . r . ' f t· 'n e .. , r_:i ~ a <'j .... i'J, ,l.li' . . 1,..' lj V .... _ ) • ~ V ,J. .. . 'V ~-- \._. ,-::J C .I. .~ • .. Lucan 
used by Chaucer' even th-Ju5h he ci tea them as a ..>urcea. 
Finally, it appears likely that Chaucer researched some 
of his tragedies in Vincer1t' s SDecul~: 1-iistoriale. 
The three c~ntemporaries of Chaucer, wh0 make up the 
last source grouping--Historical--have produced one cer-
tain source, Machaut's La Prise d'Alexandrie for Chaucer's 
account of Pierre de Lusignan. Since both Chaucer and 
Machaut make the same factual errors, it seems that 
Chaucer read the poem and used the account for his stanza • 
\ The Bernabo and Peter of Spain are the result of oral 
reports Chaucer received at the time of their occurrences, 
/ but from whom or how Chaucer acquired his information is 
still a moot question. 
• • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 
. Source scholars are often·thought of as·"brainy" 
people pouring tirelessly over dusty manuscripts in dusty 
archive rooms, shouting "Eureka" upo-n discovering variant 
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reading8 that make an author's previously considered mis~ 
reading a direct b~rrowing. Such u view ie u groeo mie-
Co. 1·"'\ (' - ~··1 • 1· ,, !1 ! .~ \.. ' I., ,.J ' ' • t r1 11.n 
" 
a th + I t' j u ··. c)r flA an ar"' 1s ~ F1r1c fl mt1r1. ( .f' or· 1 f y Ju c r1n : e 11 a 
man's character by the company he keeps, how much more 
can y~u tell of him by the authors he reads?) Through 
th . . Pf _.. e1r e1. orvs, they J)rovicie 1at~r critics \•.11th sound 
f () u ncl ~1 t i ··) r1 s on -.., ~1 i c }·1 t o base I' ea a on r1 ti} e t r1 e 8 r· i_ es of how 
an artist reworks hiA source niaterials, of t18w he imparts 
to them his own unmistakable character--both as an artist 
and as a man--in short, how an author makes borrowed 
material his own. Sucl1 is the case in the 1i:Jnk' s Tale: 
it is an excellent example of how Chaucer worked. As 
Skeat said, it "afford/s/ scholars a fine view of Chaucer, 
the t . t at k " 118 ar is , wor. It also affords a view of Chaucer, 
the man. 
Chaucer as an artist was constantly beginning, aban-
doning, and returning to his writings, perhaps from a loss 
of interest, but also, perhaps, from the interruptions of 
the duties of ·the man. Some of his writing projects he 
finished; others he left incomplete. The Monk's Tale is 
obviously one which he began with interest, neglected for 
a while, and later-finished as part of a larger work. 
This tale reveals many aspects of Chaucer, as an artist 
and as a man. 
If as a man Chaucer ·re~d a great deal_as ·the tale's· 
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sources demonstrate, the artist usually had a 11lan for 
the rending. If aa a man Chaucer waa eont on diplomatic 
misL1J )nB, the artist n1r1dt: sure thrit the literature of the 
\ 
__ ., . 
rt s- ~, I 1 jJ r' · , 1 (: 1 n ,. '~ \...c .. _ .. L..L ~... ...... \....- • I .,j:" 1. E10 fl :nan 
' 
cur r en t e v c~ n t s t Ju c 11 c cl u J) ~J n Ch flu 2 t! r ' B u. c t i v 1 t i t: s , th e 
artist ~aw the similarities between actual ]ife and the 
recorded lives of earlier people in the man's readings, 
th e s i :n i 1 :1 r t h em e s a r1, 1 t r· u i s m E; t }1 a. L c on t em p o r, a r y and 
/ 
hist6rical lives evidenced. Finally, if as a man Chaucer 
could not recall all the salient aspects of his reading, 
the artist knev-t where to refresh this lapsir1g memory. 
ill these possibilities are given substantiation by an 
examinatior1 of the sources of the Ni·:Jnk' s I'ale. 
It is obvious that Chaucer was catholic in his read-
ing and eclectic in his artistry. After the man was 
exposed to Boccaccio's De Casibus, the artist was planning 
a group of tales illustrating the falls of men from high 
estate to low, and the artist began to collect similar 
tales of worthies whose lives had ended miserably. Per-
haps, as Skeat suggested, he next read the Vulgate or 
recalled that the Old Testament was replete with examples 
of mighty rulers suddenly brought low~ Perhaps from the 
Q.ld Testament came the idea of these worthies, or at lea.st 
-
some of them, being excessively proud. of their m..undane 
. powers. Turning to an old friend,. the Roman, he realized 
.• . that yet another'dimension may be added to these tales of 
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wretohedneea--Portune--tor he learaa from the Roaaa that 
-
Boe t t1 i un ' ·,. · 'l' +1· .• • ' 0 Il f-1 } (1 L, ) fl ,j r· u c: 1 · 1 't J t • u tl c h r1 P .J r t 11 !' 1 e - - ti c fl p r 1-
cioua goddess who bestowe un<l abrogates her mundane 
largeeee upon a whim. The collection of talee hae now 
become a group of tragedies depicting the falls of proud 
men fr,Jm Y1ir,~h estatt? to low throug}1 tr1e inscrt1table 
workings of a capricious Fortune. Alexander and Zenobia 
lead him to another conqueror, Julius Caesar • .After 
leaving off his work on the collection, the artist find• 
the man confronted with the tragic ·deaths of two con-
temporary rulers--rulers brought low by the vicissitudes 
of Fortune. The artist siezea upon the opportunity to 
l 
make the theme o! the tragic deaths of the ancients more 
immediate to his readers. For which man now alive can not 
say that it was Caesar who died thusly, and not I. These 
contemporary examples would bring the import of these-
lections closer to the reader himself. Sometime later the 
artist updates these Modern Instances with the latest 
example of a ruler brought low. 
All of the above is conjecture, but it is, I think, 
a believable conjecture in view of the previous examination 
of the sources. Possibly, it was in just such a manner 
that the Monk's Tale passed from Chaucer, the mam to 
Chaucer, the artist. 
._. __ __.iL 
- . A few other thiaga oan be garnered from~ this exam-· 
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in.at ion of the sources. The role of Portune in the tale 
becomee more and more significant as one realizes that in 
many instances the lines describtr1g her are Chauccrian 
add 1 t t Jr: a • .rr t1 i s r1 s }J e c t r-> f t ii c t a 1 e w i J l be d i s c ·J. a a e d more 
.. 
f U] ] ~ r 1· n t h -. t'} i) T " q 1 ' .-.. t 1' . r i ''I ,, f h 1' cl t }·) . ' c~ i n b U ·t CJ ': l f' {' 1· f' C~ ·1' t . J .. , Va f._. • \ • .,~ v ._,,_.l,; ,.), • .J.i. v,, ,, l, •• l.~) ~J p ,_, ,J,. J •. \ . -,~ .. 
to say that several Df the ref8r·ences to Portune .in the 
tale appear to be cJnscious additions by Chaucer the 
artist. Since Chaucer intended it so, the tale's theme 
must somehow be c ·Jr1nectcci vii th l?·Jrt1.A.ne • 
.A.nother potnt of information is that Chaucer often 
cites sources he has not used. rhie is not startling to 
those familiar with Chaucer; but in the instance of 1 the 
Monk's Tale it is curious since the sources he names are 
works which deal with the tragic heroes involved: 
Suetonius, Lucan, and Valeius .Maximus for· the Julius 
Caesar; the ;l,iook of Machabees for the Alexander and 
·:; 
Antiochus. What we learn is that whether Chaucer employed 
these works or not as sources for his Monk's Tale, he 
~ew they dealt with the personnages for which he cites 
,.. 
\ 
them as sources. 
Nor was Chaucer hesitant to refresh his memory on 
subjects he had read about earlier. Witness to this is 
-his use of Villani's Chronicle to write the story of· 
Ugolino, believing in his attempt to be accurate· that the 
. \ .... 
· chronicler would be faithful to his source, Dante. And 
there is also his use of Vincent's Speculum Historiale 
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Fir1r1J l::l, r1r1ci mont interesting, ie Chnuccr•e acquiei-
~ernabo. Chaucer•a tics with tt1e Court ure wclJ Known, 
and his obtaining infor·matio11 through them is moat likely, 
but the accuracy of his facts CJnccrning these two tales 
1 a a s t o r1 i s r1 i n {3 • H i s Li c c o u r1 t rJ i_ f J' t~ r· s i r1 s i ,{ r,. i f i c ; 1 r1 t 1 ·./ f r J rn 
the actual facts of Pc·Jro' s assass.ir1i1tior1, anri t1is pro-
fession of not knowing how Bernabo was slain is the same 
form in which the report reached England. Chaucer, as a 
man, was certainly attuned to Court events and the shift-
ing winds of politics; and Chaucer, the artist, was ever 
ready to make use of such material. 
When one sees the plausible theories about an author 
as artist and man that can be built upon the efforts of 
source scholars, he readily welcomes each new piece of 
revealing information about the man, the artist, his work, 
or his sources. Chaucer as a man and artist becomes more 
astonishing when we realize that his writings were such a 
small part of his life and yet such a great gift to pos-
terity. His. diplomatic missions, his marriage ~nd per-
sonal life, along with his writings make up, perhpas, a 
small portion of the total Chaucer. Chaucer accomplished 
a great deal as an artist and a man; little wonder th.en 
that every scrap of informati .. on that opens a new avenue of 
understanding or knowledge about Chaucer is received with 
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II-Thematic Unity 
Why eo p;rou t a po(: t ao (]hEtuccr cor~p1,)B(jd the exempla 
the flc.:sl-i, •• r1r1J inat?rted them in his greatest work has 
long baffled critics. Some have addressed themselves to 
his AJurc~s, (see above 1 but lately the trend has been 
There are several rcasJns for assuming that Chaucer 
intended the Monk's exempla aa a unit. Many reasons lie 
outside the tale: the known unity of the Canterbury 
Tales as a poem, the linking of two tales, one commenting 
on or answering the other, the relationship between tale 
and teller, and traveller with traveller. Within the 
tale itself: the Monk's admonition to his listeners to 
profit by his examples suggesting a lesson to be learned, 
~ 
his classifying them all as tragedies or stories "of 
Lhe'!i/ that stood 1n greet prosper1tee, / and Lar~7 
yfallen out of heigh degree/ into myserie, and endeth 
wrecchedly." (11. 1975-77), and finally his mentioning or 
' 
the appearance of Fortune as the agent of the disaster, or 
fall, in most of the examples all lead to the assumption 
that ~h~se tragedies are somehow thematically unified. 
The thematic ties ·criti6s have proposed have varied from 
·"'· 
the format of a medieval sermon to the acceptance of what 
•J 
the Monk claims it is: 
~\. a seriea~of tragedies about the 
arbitrary falls.of eminent men. 
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George Williams attempts to explain the existence of 
the t I . t1 ) ,. I (' ~l 'j 1 • ·, ' '. I 1 1 r1·· .. ·1 1 . , (J • : I t " r1 . • t' \ l { t • (i 1· ,.,. U·· r1 i • ,. ~ u d 'l ff; ) • r.. . 1 • .. • L lj , • , • • " , . . r 1.. .,., • • "" 1. ;-.. I , i. L, .. . •. . • 1. 1,, r " 1: ~ • l t. · 
-··---- .,_· ,. ~ rlli 
-.., 
of d i au r1 i t y r1 re r c c ~J ;, : n i z F1 bl e i n t h c· w o r l J • 0 n e • • • the 
diauni ty of diffei-·ence, ••• involves the lumping to-
gether of items that are merely unlike •••• !a a 
med i e v :1 l cl r t i a t , C h t1 1.1 c e 1' 1i i ci r1 o t n: _i r1 (:i • • • 1 n d u 1 f .. : i n t~ 1 n 
th e f i rs t t y p e of d i s un i t y - - w i t r1 e s s the • • • ' .M o n k ' a Ta l e ' 
u 11 9 
• • • • 
Ont of the earliest, and perhaps the most congently 
argued attempts is G. L. Kittredge's discussion o: the 
structural unity in his The Date of Chaucer's Troilus. 120 
What gives the tale its structural unity, he contended, 
is "the moral of Fortune's Deceit and Malice" (41). The 
poem has both a formal proem and a formal conclusion, 
beginning and ending by referring to the nature of its 
content--Tragedies--and emphasising the lesson they teach 
"that Fortune,is so fickle and full of malice that no man 
should trust prosperity." This fulfills two-thirds of 
the Aristotelian requirement-a beginning and end, and in 
his unmistakable idiom Kittredge added: "'If there is some 
little uncertainty about the middle, the author may claim 
our indulgence." 
He felt that, except for the usual exceptions, the 
Modern Instances, the tragedies tend to end with a moral 
about Fortune. "It stands there in Hercules, Nebuchadnez-
.. I 
.• / .. 
,, •' 
·• 
I 
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' 1a.r-Belehazzar (a structural unit Liince Belahaz,!ar did 
not ·1 f·r1rr1 L,y r1 in f:t t!1e1~' c, 1 :Xf1u111] t·, }1t, facen p,) rtune' a 
f 1 c k 1 t · r: , · EJ n 7 J .•.•. " .'I .l ... ··•· . I .. , •• , . . t . ..~ , , . J 11 {, e 11 [ ) .. , 1 , t , .d v. r :J , • J c x , 1 r J. . 1 t · 1 , u u ~ J 
and C r o e A u a " ( 4 3 ) . He no t e d t t1 n. t t hf: Po r t ti r1 e rn or a 1 i a at 
the beginning of Holofernes and ~ntiochua and that the 
Samson moral is more pointed--"Do not tell your secrete 
t o a w _J m r1 n . '' " Lu c i 1· c r· i s t 1 x e n11: t , s .i n c e ' F o r t un e rn a y 
noon angel dere" ( 1. 2001) and Adam' 8 fall C JUld riot be 
ascribed to Fortune; they are merely introductory ex-
amples of falls from "heigh degree." 
If anyone has ever explained convincingly the inclu-
sion of the ''Modern Instances'• consistently wi tr1 a theory 
of structural unity, Kittredge has. He noted that Ugolino 
has the Fortune moral at end, even though there is none 
in Dante. He tied the two Pedros together as a structural 
unit since "the association of these two kings was natu-
ral • • • • They had the same name and were murdered in 
the same year (1369)." Furthermore, both tragedies begin 
with a direct address, and the stanza on Peter of Lusignan 
contains the linking word "also," and then ends with the 
Fortune moral, "which is applicable to both Peters and 
closes the whole section in the fashion that we have just 
remarked in so many other cases: 
Thus kan Fortune hir wheel governe and ~ye, 
And out of joye brynge men to sorwe"(44J. 
Bernabo's stanza Kittredge explained as an afterthought: 
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one stanza that was dashed ott by Chaucer when the news 
J O h n }{ ,'1 VI k 'h' ) ; ,j ' ~· l I:-i f: Tl ( U C e t: [i 1'] i CI' r..3 ) : l I" r' f, r 1 1· P r ' l '~ c t i ··.) !1 )' "·- ·-~ ''-' - _ _,;, ·.. ' ... _--, ..... -~ '- . ... - ' ... nnd 
consequently contains no •• • rn e r1 I.,; 1 o r1 of }'ortune • ·rhu. t it is 
an afterthought is made highly probable, aa Kittredge 
explained by Chaucer's query: "why sholde I nat thyn in-
for t tl n r~ a c c o u r1 t e ? " 1,1 h y , C ti Ei u c e 1~ , i s a a k i r11-r. , ah o u l d n ' t I 
also ir1clude you amor16 rny tr·agedies? (45). 
What makes Kittredge's position so tenable ia that it 
accords with what Chaucer through the Monk says the Tale 
is: a series of tragedies about famous men who trusted 
Fortune and her gifts of fame and prosperity and ended 
miserably. 
Another view of the tale which complements Kittredge's 
earlier reading is E. M. Socola's, who, through a study of 
Chaucer's known sources, finds that there is a definite 
pattern to Chaucer's comments on Fortune found in the 
various tragedies and these represent "positive alterations 
by Chaucer of his sources." 
Socola proceeds thoroughly through the known sources 
of the tales and seeks to establish the follwoing as fact: 
In Sampson, Chaucer deliberately omitted two succint refer-
ences to Fortune available in Boccaccio; in the Hercules,·· 
since no source has been found for the final stanza, it 
must be original with Chaucer; in the Belshazzar, refer-
. ·• 
.. ,·. ~ 
ences to Fortune are Chaucer•·s additions; in the Ze_nobia, 
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Obaucer'e Portune ia decidedly different from Boccaocio'a, 
For·t 11r1, .. rtrr· .4i • ' .. f) I" 1 " l •' ri ; ·u l ._ , f, -· .. /7,- ' ~· ... ' -A. _j_ .,. .&. 1.,.1 ,a;. -'/, 
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ms ken Portune ' s u. c t ion n t !1 e I' t: s u 1 t of !, e 1· (J ' a "-) w n , ,1r11 i k e 
de Meun, his s1urce, who makes Nerc> a victim of her per-
verse nature; in the H~lofernes and ~ntiochua, the lines 
on 1'1 .J r .. t u r1 e Ei r c ::J r i . ; -~ r1 r :.1 w i t r 1 '. ~ h r 1 1-.1 c: c r· ; 1 a. H t. l y i n c.: l' ') e s u s , 
t . 1 t b t t . h .. ~21 cer a1n y no as rac as int e rtoman. 
Socola then divides the tale into three categories: 
(1) those tragedies which have no mention of Fortune 
(2) those with Fortune as an abstraction and (3) those 
with Fortune as a personalized and individualized being. 
In the first class he places: &dam, Lucifer and Samson 
and reasons that "it wJuld seem that in Chaucer's mind the 
three Biblical characters dealt directly with God, without 
Fortune as an intermediary"(164). In the second he in-
cludes: Hercules, Nebuchadnezzar-Belshazzar, Zenobia, 
' Peter of Spain, Peter of Cyprus, Bernabo, and Ugolino and 
states that the treatment of Fortune in these tales ie 
"subs~antially the same. The force which cast down 
Belshazzar and Ugolino, which showed its want of trust-
worthiness in dealings with Hercules, and which forsook 
I 
Zenobia and Peter of /S_pain is an abstraction, totally · 
lacking in personality11 (167). 122 . In the third class he 
lists: 
' ., 
Nero, Holofernes,·.A.ntiochus, Alexander, Caesar 
' ' 
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a.nd Croesus and remarks that in these "last six traged 1 eo, 
Portune emerges aa a personal bein~~ ftncl ia given r1umr·roue 
1 di id ] · 1 11t1 · "(1·1·ol 123 n v. uu 1z r1p o .. ua . ca J. 
~.) 
t h. r.1 ·t , ' '. -, l1 q . . ' ' , r ' o ( ·" ! " ' .. l,., · .. · t . ~:, • •. I" I) r :, f:1 l • r ) ~ t I -t ·1 ). 't \ ·) .., t.,. t:, 'l._ ... 'J./-',_ ... \_, ·-~ .. ... \,_. 
3ocola concludes 
Tale' n 1 t n I• t ·1 t i ) "l < 1 ·.·) f" 
, .. ,,, .... ,~.) '.J. t r1 f' ::1 <) ll r f! e 8 
of at least eleven of thf~ trnt{ed ies, a.n<i it would ar)J)f'.21r 
that these alterations were made in order to establish a 
devf'l:JJ)in.:.;: cJnception of r'ur"tune, which forms a definite 
p R t t t.::: r n s c r· v i r1 b as a u r1 i J' y .i n e:..: el em en t for the w }1 o 1 e 
tale" ( 170). 
Socola has argued convincingly. Fortune is indeed 
the key to a consistent thematic reading of the tale. 
~nd in the tale she does progress, as Socola states, from 
merely a name to somewhat of a more individualized person-
ality. From simply a goddess, named in the early trage-
dies of the Monk as the agent of these victims' falls, 
she becomes a personality in the later tragedies, a god-
dess who "laugh and hadde a game" when Nero fell and who 
ki~ed Holofernes "so likerously" when he lost his head. 
There are, however, a few objections to Socola's 
presentation. One is his inference that Chaucer ~sed 
Boccaccio to such an extent in the Samson that his omit-. 
ting two references to Fortune found in the De Casibus' 
: ... _, . 
account is therefore significant. He, himself, puts 
Boccaccio's use in proper perspective when he mentions 
that .Chaucer used him as a secondary or auxiliary source 
·81 
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tor this tragedy. The seoond alao has to do with the 
sources. So cola argues that Bi nee no known o ·)urce has 
been found for tr1e last stanza of the Hercules, 1 t muat 
\!' be :J r· i ..... i r1 ri 1 w :L t t1 C r1 ri u c e r • ll u t no d e f i n i t e a 1 u r c e h 11 a " 
be e n c o n v i r1 c i rL ,: .1 .Y ;-, r· o p ;'J s e d f o r" t } 1 t: rr. ,c 1 j o r" p o r t J o n 8 f t h e 
tr a g i c ta 1 e c) f H er c u 1 es ; o 111 y B o e th i us h ;,1 s b c~ '~! r1 s u ... : g e s t e d 
for the initial stanzas. How then can omisHions or 
additions be significantly determined? The last objection 
has to do \vith his use of the v.iord "individuE1lized." The 
Fortune wl10 appears in the l\ero and I-Ioloft_;rnes is a dis-
tinct personality as she is in the i..lexand er· when she 
changes his six into a one, but too often her individ-
ualization is nothing more than her being a friend or foe 
(she is b9th to Croesus) of some of the worthies the Monk 
discusses. But even with these objectiJns, I still think 
that Socola'a premise is a sound one. The key to the 
thematic unity is Fortune and her role .~n the tale; she 
is definitely part of the unification of the tale, and 
Socola's reading is a major step toward understanding the 
Monk's Tale. 
In an attempt to recover some of the poetic integrity 
of the Monk's Tale, William G_. Strange, 124 employs a good 
deal of ingenuity and reduces Socola's argument of a. 
' 
' consistent development of Fortune in. the Tale to the .. 
absurd. He argues· that these tragedies, perhaps, ."achieve 
a kind of psychological or dramatic sense in their con-
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oourae"(169), and rather than PortW1e •• an "abatraotioa 
becoming pereJn1ficlit1~,n" "coneider Portune aa an idea to 
tr a,..; e ;i 1 c e u. a t t1 e ~ ··~) r1 k. ' u u t t cu. 1: t t J a e t (_; l e ti 1~ l ~/ i rJ. rt L e IL 1. 11d 
the tw0 diatinct concopta of Fortune and Portt1r1a. His 
confusion is the "drama of Lthi} tale. t·, 
Strange, like hia more eeneible predeceasor Socola, 
arranges the tragediea into five groups. Group one deal• 
with a Fortuae who puniahea for God. The aecond group 
,reaenta Fortuna, capricioua aad whim•ical a direct 
contradiction to the FortUJ1.e in group one. Group three 
reaeeerte Fortune ae "a manifestation of God'8 justice." 
The fourth group reintroduces Fortuna with accounte of two 
personages who do not deserve their fate and finally group 
five, which consists only of Croesus holds both concepts 
"briefly and dissonantly auapended." 
The Monk he finds in group one subtly introduced 
Fortune into the poem--ehe has no effect on Lucifer, is 
absent in Adam and Samson, and then appeara as the Monk 
shifts from two deadly mistresses, Delila and Deianira, 
to another deadly one, Fortune--she becomes God's "beadle" 
in Nebuchadnezzar-Belahazzar--because ''Belshazzar's fall 
is, without question, a just punishment, and Fortune is 
explicitly identified as the natural agent of a super-
natural justice that punishes him." This idea of Fortuae 
as "the.agent of God's active justice" Strange finds is 
a 
' . 
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what the lonk baa been tryinc to atraighten out in bie 
111 nd. 
Group two preeenta "eu!ferin.g, shame, and death that 
are not warranted." Fortuna with all her capriciouanees 
baa now usurped the intellectual throne of the Monk and 
"justice gives way to cruel chance.• The Monk makes this 
Fortuna more tangible to thti pilgrims thro11gh the Modern 
Instances in which he "aup~ressed evidence of culpability 
wherever he found 1 t" ( 173), thu.a making these pareona.gee 
less deaer·ving of her f ickleneee. But et ill these Modern 
Instances prove a problem--"we feel more than know that 
terrible Fortunan in ~heae Tragedies since Fortune in any 
form is mentioned sparingly. 
Strange'a next grouping 1i the result of the Monk's 
"attempting to assuage something of the bite" (175) of the 
Fortuna just presented in the Modern Instances. The Monk 
regains "a moral stance and reintroduces a Fortune who 
justly and devastatingly punishes vicious sinners," and 
in the Antiochua he has the direct vengeance of God re-
assert universal justice,and its agent, Fortune. 
In group four Fortuna reappears in Alexander and 
Julius Oaesar, neither of whom deserves his fate. The 
final tragedy, Croesus, the llonk groups by itself; in it 
• 
he ve11rs back and forth betw.een "doctrinal fortune and paa--
sional Fortuna'° never quite giving his listeners a clear-
. 
idea of Portune for they last hear of her as she covers 
? . 
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•her bright taoe with a oloud.• 
Strange'e generosity to Chaucer's Monk'• Tale ia too 
magnanimous. We muet be thankful that Chaucer ie not that 
deetitute of poetic integ1~1ty. The w()St eerious objecti.Ja 
to hie argument ie his explaining any discrepancy bc~tween 
the tragediea and their sources (with which he evidences 
only a paesing acquaintance) ae conecioua artistic alter-
atir)na on Chaucer's part to provide the tale with this 
dramatic conflict between Fortune and .Fortuna \Vi thin the 
mind of the Monk. He actually describes the omiasiJne or 
differences ae conacioua efforts on the Monk's behalf to 
avoid facing the reality of "the full hideousness of sin 
as it is mirrored in a juet punishment ... 
Ignoring all source research on the Modern Instances, 
Strange eubetantiates his reading of the thematic unity 
of the tale by stating that the Monk's statement conteae-
'\ ing ignorance of the manner of Bernabo'a death is meant by 
the Monk to show "that these deaths are meaninglees and 
••• scarcely within the bounds of any conception of 
tragedy" (175). In dealing with the tragedy of Julius 
Caesar, and undeserving victim of Fortuna, he has the 
Monk exculpating Caesar of any guilt in Pompey 0 s death by 
conveniently including the tact that Pompey was done away 
with by one of Caesar's men (not one of Pompey•s as 
Chaucer states) who was "a fals traitour'' (1. 2690). I 
find it hard to consider seriously the arguments of a man 
85 
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who miereade Cbauoer 1• order to aupport hie pr-opoaal. 
He di•r~~urde aleo the •ork of source acholarn in the 
Ugo 1 i n o ; t n d p D i n t e :sJ u t t r1 !l t t r1 e ll J n k ' s J: r a i II i n g o f t h e 
a C C u r a Cy O r !l i B 8 J u r C e ' D" n t • , Vt' 11 i. ~ r l be [1 t! H ll O t r l) 11 0 •• d 
· ta1 thfully ia the reaul t of the Monk' e refueaJ. to look 
at the juat punishment of Ugolino. 12 5 To eeize upoa 
Chaucer's refer1~ing to hie eource and give it such import 
for any of hi~ speakers i~ to ignore most of Chaucer's 
other lines which name hie eourcee, many of which are 
often misleading. And do the linea actually profeee the 
accuracy of hia source or eimply refer t•who so w ol here 
it i• a lenger wise/Redeth ·the grete poete of ytaille/ 
That heights Dant," what I have aaid ''of this tragedie it 
oghte ynough eu:ffice .. (11. 2559-62). 126 Strange'• readiJ18 
of the Monk's Tale ia more straiaed than geaeroue, 
"aamoore of this!" 
Scholars have failed to look at the tale a• a 
mediaeval sermon, states Claude Jones, "because of the 
peculiar order in which •ermon elements appear in LI!7, 
and the bareness of the examples." But he finds that the 
tale agrees with the description of the monastic sermon 
given by Mr. G. R. Owat in his -.,l?reaching in Mediaeval 
\ 
Eaglanq. Tae tale has a "rich selection of • • • 
r 
'exemplaria,'" and it ie dull, both aspects of the monastic 
aermoa as Mr. Owat describe• it. Furth.er, the "usual 
elements of the sermo• are preaeat," though not i• the 
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ueual order •. The tale hae a theme given before the pro-
themo apology "Have mo excueed of myn ignoraunce." Then 
come tr1e "'exemp]ftri11.'' Tr1e Mor1k t.·vt::r1 fir1L:)}1fis h.is sermon, 
and hia tale, Bince 0 he givE~s a ccJn1plete redactio11 of, }1is 
d !1 d. . . 127 e nition of trage y, and hie warning against Portune."' 
Chaucer'a extensive use of the Old Testament aa a 
source and reference work in the Monk's Tale 128 has led 
critics to the Bible in their searcr1 for a thematic unity. 
A definite possibility for the unifying element in the tale 
is the Biblical precept: "Pride goeth before destruction" 
(Proverbs XVIII : 16). Several critics have made passing 
obeisances tJ this theme on their critical pilgrimages. 
In discussing the relationship of the Monk's Tale 
and the Nun's Priest's Tale Charles s. Watson states this: 
"a principal theme of both is that pride goeth before a 
fall." ~lthough Watson's purpose is entirely different 
from that of this paper, what he says about Chauntecleer's 
Jreaentation in the Nun's Priest's Tale lends support to 
the reading of the Monk's Tale here advocated. He finds 
"the stress that is put on the Cock's pride and vanity 
contributes greatly to the parody of the typical hero of 
the tragedies. The handsome fowl is pictured as 'a proud 
--perhaps vainglorious--prince of a romance or tragedy."1129 
This observation I find strikingly apropos to the Monk's 
Tale, probably because it accords so·well with my .reading 
Many ·of the of the tale to be given later • this 1n paper. 
t 
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Monk's heroe& do display a pride in their tragedie1. I 
alau tr1ir1k he iu cor·1~cc~t 1n fltr~tin~ that a. principal theme 
0 f t he M O I1 k ' H r ti l t : 1 8 p r i d e ! . : () t' t t1 b (~ f J r C t1. f :· i .1 ] • H 1 6 
article also points out another link between the two talee. 
"Both the Monk and the Prieet address themeelvee to a 
basic philosophic question: the proper attitude toward 
Portune. Their· diJ' feren t views of F,Jrtl1ne," he no tee, 
"add much to the depth and interest of this pair of tales" 
(281). Prom what Watson has said, it aeems that both 
pride and Portune play a significant thematic role in the 
Monk's Tale. In this second obaervation--the theme of 
Portune--his reading supports Socola. But, in his assert-
ing that the Monk addresses himself to a basic philosophic 
question, he is at odds with Robert E. Kaska, who in hie 
earlier article, "The Knight's Interruption of the 'Monk's 
Tale,'" found the Monk's Tale philosophically inadequate 
in its presentation of Fortune. 
Further implications of Watson's article as it touches 
upon Kaake's view of the Monk's presentation of lortune 
will be discussed in the next section of this paper. 
Presently, we will be concerned with Kaske's views only 
as they either support or deny the existence of a theme 
of pride in the tale. It is evident that Kaske, like 
Watson, finds pride an important aspect of the ~ale. Kaske 
regards some of the tragedies as "obvious fa11L~7 through 
~ • .J -· 
pride." He faults the llo~k phi_lo'sophica1ly for "empha-
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eiz/J.ne7 .. . the material wretchedneaa of the !all• 
thr.Jt,.,..:11 ~ride" int1te11.i ,1f t!1e l·i\Jetr11.t1r1 C 1Jr1c:f·pt Jf u. juet 
the poeeibility thut these might be Hexpluined aa !alle 
through pride or other vices." 1}0 
This concept of the other vicee leading also to a 
ta 11 h n d b e e r1 d E~ ti l t ·h' i t t1 (~ : 1 r· l i e r by D . 'Jf • 1 { J b ~ r t o 'J n , Jr • , 
who like iaake was trehting the philosophical aspect of 
what he termed uchaucerian Tragedy. tf He argued that "•• 
cannot say ••• that the victim or 'hero' of a Chaucerian 
tragedy is either the victim of chance or the victim of an 
inevitable destiny •••• He is the victim of his own 
failure." How the victim chooses to fail has several 
possibilities. He "may Lse!_.7 his heart on wealth, dignity, 
power, fame, physical pleasure, or on any other worldly 
goods of this kind;" the result is that he is no longer 
free but is Fortune's lackey. "Thus to be subject to 
Fortune is to be subject to vicea." 131 
Superficially, Robertson's article appears tailor 
made for the Monk's Tale. His catalogue of the worldly 
goods that can bring about a man's downfall because he is 
now subject to vice and is consequently Fortune's lackey 
,. 
reads like a roll call of the Monk's tragic heroes' faults. 
But one must be careful in drawing too many implications 
from it and applying them to the Monk's Tale. Robertson 
assumed one major point--val.id for the Troilus h.is major 
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concern in this article but invalid tor the Monk'e ?!l• 
- - t }1 : t t t h c ~ ) n k ' n t r r1 ~ e d 1 e a c c) r1 f o rrn t o the Bo c t h i an 
h 1 er· a r· c~ h y of gov(· r· r1 ii r1 l~ t· • Boe l, t1 L u B ' s c t1 e a.1 t1 t i c i' i L B the 
Troilue snugly, but is far too tight for the M·Jnk's Tale. 
Like the Church Pathere who were faced with the problem 
of Fortune's role in the divine scheme, Robertson placed 
her in God's power; this (as will be conclusively shown 
in the next section) is a misconception when aJ]plJed to 
the Monk'a Tale. It is the Roman goddess Fortuna, capri-
cious and whimaical, that appears in the Monk's tragedies, 
not the controlled Christian Fortune acting in God's 
behalf and punishing vicea. 
Similarly, Robertson's insistence that the hero is re-
sponsible for his own downfall is consistent with Christian 
doctrine concerning man's free will, but is inconsistent 
with the Monk's Tale. He has here again applied the 
philosophical and moral answer of the Church Pathers to 
Fortune--she has no power, no real power, over man's mind; 
therefore, man is free to seek virtue. This is what 
Robertson advocated as a preventative measure to the falls 
of the Monk's victims, the seeking of virtue or the not 
wandering "from the way to the true good in search of 
false and unreasonable worldly satisfaction" (4) •· But· did 
Lucifer seek these,· did Hercules, or Alexander as he is 
presented in the Monk 0 a Tale? It is only when the hero 
V J 
loses his mind to the contemplation of the worldly aspects 
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ot Portune thYt be beooaea ber lackey. Thie la pbiloeo-
phici11 Jy t1J) pur1etrl1tir1,.:, ur1d fu.r ton Booth1an and Chris-
tragedies. We can not ap1,ly the misuse of rt'ason to the 
tragedies of the Monk. Ae koberteon himself remarked 
the tragedies the Monk preaenta "are not sufficiently 
elaborated to serve as a very full basis for diacuaaion" 
(9). Robertson, in his article, made a cor1vi11cin;.~ case 
for Chaucerian tragedy in the Troilus but not in the 
Monk's Tale. 
Robertson's article doea provide additional material 
appropriate to a discussion of the Monk's tragedies. He 
states that "Tragedy describes the downfall of 'regnes' 
that are ,roud, ••• that are elevated by the vices as 
symbolized by the chief vice, pride" (7). Hie article 
was admittedly an attempt to apply a refined version of 
the Monk's very definition of tragedy to the Troilus and 
Oriseyde. Yet no aspect of Robertson's refined description 
of the Monk's definition appears unapplicable to the 
Monk's tragedies. Why not, then, apply the Monk's defi-
nition to the very tale from whence it came? 
The Monk prefaces his tale with his famous definition: 
Tragedie is to seyn a certeyn storie, 
As olde bookes maken us memorie, 
Of hym that stood in greet- prosper! tee·, 
~nd is yfallen out of heigh degree 
·Into myserie, and endeth wrecchedly 
. (11. 1973-77). 
It is'he says a story of a_prospe~ous elevated man who has 
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fallen into misery and diea miserably. Later in h1a 
eh ; ) r- t i r1 t rod ti c t 1 o n t o th e t r tiµ: t~ d i e t-J h e ad d e two d i m • ne 1 o De : 
a qll (1.'1· ; f,1 i flil" (1 t·· ~-l· •L•fl')CIT\ f ·t\.l'lt If ther n{1<J r·1J· re•mtlf:•rj 1· e·· If for ' { ~· . ..._ ·"" .J ...... I> ~~ " } .) i_ \..J t_~ J. .4 ... {.,, -! • L, L {' ' . L ..... J . l . 'l.~ \ . ' . 
theee men '1 rro b1 .. ynge ilem out of hir adverai tee •• • whan 
that Portune liat to !leen (11. 1994-95) and the admonition 
that "no man truate on blynd proeperiteett (1. 1997), but 
ttBe wi11 .. by thise er1sam1~les trewe and olde" (1. 1998). 
Prom whu.t the Monk tells us, l1is stories should recount 
the falls of eminent men who end wretchedly and should 
show ue that when Fortune tur,na against those eminent men, 
who trusted blind prosperity, there is no hope of a 
remedy for them. 
Few readers of the Monk's Tale could deny that the 
Monk's Tragedies fulfill his criteria, but the Monk adds 
still another dimension to his definition once he has 
finished his tale--Pride. As he ends the Croesus he 
states: 
Tragedies noon other maner thyng 
Ne kan in syngyng crie ne biwaille 
But that Fortune alwey wale assaille 
With unwar strook the regnes that been proude; 
For whan men trusteth hire, thanne wol she faille, 
.And covere hire brighte face with a clowde 
(11. 2761-66) 
The reader interested in determining whether the Monk's 
tragedies accord with his definition must then also con-
sider if the tragedies as a group display the down~.all of 
"regnes that been proude." 
Reading the tale in . this manner reveals that th·e 
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tragediea a.re divided theaatioally into two diatinot 
eectiu11a. In one tho air1 ~)r pride incraanee in ite 
growe miJre pronou.nced, wuch the 88Jile as she prof;rurJ;:Jed in 
p~reonalization in Socola'a interpretation of the thematic 
132 unity of the tale. Robert E. l(aeke in hie article 
suggests just such a division. He argues that some of 
ih• tales are "obvious falls through p1~ide'' but that the 
other tragediee are more "examples of gratuitous calamity, 
governed by the limited human concept of a mea.nin.gleaaly 
1hifting Portune." These tragedies nrepreeent •• • the 
workings of a traditionally fickle FortuneH (263). In 
tact he states that the M.onk:'e Tale ie a "mingling /_o!7 
obvious falls through pride with others that seem rather 
the outcome of blind Fortune" (264). Add to this the con-
cept of a development in both the sin of pride and the 
fickleness of Portune, and you have exactly what I propose 
--a reading of the tale as simply a catalogue of the fall• 
of proud men, who fall either through pride or the caprice 
of Portune. There is, however, an increase in the arrogance 
of the proud rulers and in the fickleness of Fortune. 
AS the tragedies appear in the more commonly accepted 
arrangement ·of the tale, with the Modern. Instances in the 
middle, they fall into two broad alternating groups: 
both of four sections. The first group contains those 
tragedies which display the falls of proud kings or 
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.. 1nent pereonagea; th• eecond ooneiete ot thoee traged1•• 
which dinpla:,' the fA.]1e or niler·s or famoua people who 
t ru A t ri. (i h 1 i r1 d p r d n p t , r i. t y tin d B u 1· f t:1 1 .. •J rl b o c E1 :.l 8 t:: o :i· F o r· t u n e ' a 
fickleneaa. The tale'B division then wJuld be: Group 
1--.A.dam and Lucifer; Nebuchadneszar-Belahaszar and Zenobiaa 
Bero, Holofernee, and ~ntiochus; Group II--Bamaon and 
Hercules; the .Woderr1 Instances; .ilexar1der and Julius 
Caesar. The Croesue has elements of both groups and 
concludee their presentations. The first groups in each 
&election (I--!dam and Lucifer; II--Sameon and Hercule•) 
• 
introduce the two ideas pride and fickle Fortune. The 
middle groups (!--Nebuchadnezzar-Belshazzar and Zenobia; 
II--the Modern Instances) present these ideas in a more 
developed form, the heroes are prouder, and Portune more 
fickle in her actions. The last groups of each section 
(!--Nero, Holofernea, and ~ntiochus; II--Alexander and 
Julius Caesar) are the climaxes of both groups evidencing 
the sin of pride at its most arrogant level and the caprice 
of Fortune at its most~whimsical level. Finally the 
Croesus concludes both sections containing as it does, the 
story of a proud ruler, who through the caprice of Fortune 
escapes one form of death, refuses to change his pompous 
ways, and ends "on the galwes" where Fortune has "made 
• 
hym gape" (1. 2734). 
The Lucifer and .A.dam,,contain no explicit mention of 
··pride, but the assertion that-~ the Monk's audience would · 
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have k.nown that their aina were identioal--both falling 
b e c Lt t1 fJ e () r t Y1 e i r p r i d tJ - - 1 e ea. o i 1 y ~ r El n t e d • G e o r g e B • Pace , 
1 n fa c t , ha 8 re lli r-1. r }t u d t 11 t-J. t t i1 c w u cl i ti ti v h.1 rn i n d ",J u 1 d b r· 1 ng 
a r 1 ch er un d e r llJ t a r1 c.i i 11 g t o t he ta l e a. r1 J id e r1 t i f 1 e d th e 1 r 
ein ae pride and fu.rther noted two examples from Gower'• 
Confea3io Amatia pointing out "the primary sin ot both 
Lucifer and Adam • • • ,'Lucifer • • • bar Pride 'Ni th him 
into helle •; 'Ji.dam for Pride loste hie pris. ''' l 33 With 
'theee two Biblical personages the concept of ,alls through 
pride enters the Monk's Tale. 
The first tragedies in the second group, Samaan and 
Hercules, introduce Fortune into the tale. The Samson 
is unique in the tale for it has neither a mention of 
pride nor a mention of Portune. 134 Furthermore its moral 
is explicitly stated three times: Don't tell your secrets 
to your wife. I am tempted to argue that it was pride 
that led Samaon to divulge hie secret to Delila, but a 
man does not have to be proud to succumb to the entreatiee 
of a woman. Though this tragedy can not be consistently 
classified with the pride grouping, it can, through the 
Hercules, be linked with those suffering the vicisaitudea 
of Fortune's capriciousness. Both Sarneon and Hercules die 
•' 
as·· a result of a woman's work. Delila ultimately is 
responai ble for Samson's death, and D.eianira is unknowing-
ly the caase of Hercules' death. Now Portune makes her 
._ tirst appearance in the Hercules. She also is depicted aa · 
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a woaan, and perhaps the leeaon of Samson that •no man 
telle hir ooneeil til hir wyveatt ( 1. 2092) ia an intro-
ductory warning to be ware of that moat whimaioal o! woman, 
Po1 .. tur1t~. "Por won1men shal Lhe~l bryngen to meechaunce ! u 
(1. 2062). ind ir1 the final stanza of the Hercules we 
are rhetorically questioned: "Lo, who may truate on 
Portune any throwe?" (1. 2136), and warned to 
Beth war, for whan thHt Fortune list to gloae, 
Thanne wayteth she her mar1 to over throwe 
By 8wich a wey as he wolde leest suppose 
(110 2140-42). 
lortune has begun her active role in the tragedies. 
Portune and pride appear together in the next section 
of group one. The Nebuchadnezzar-Belshazzar (a structural 
unit) 1' 5 presents first a proud king given a reprieve by 
God and then his son's unwillingness to heed the lesson 
given his father. Nebuchadnezzar is characterized as a 
proud king, eo proud that "He wende that God •• • )Je 
Kyghte hym nat bireve of his estaat" (11. 2169-70). But 
after being made a beast and released by God from this 
punishment he lives a good life knowing that "God was ful 
of myght and grace" (1. 2182). Belshazzar his son could 
not learn by his father' a example; he is proud ''of herte 
and of array" (1. 2186). 
,-•1 I 
,./ ....__ - ) 
After calling Daniel to interpret 
I 
the writing, he ignores what Daniel tells him: your 
father refused to praise God because of his pride and he 
suffered; you also are proud and will suffer likewise. 
· :, "Bels~azzar has ae,n the ill effects of pride upon his 
.,.. 
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father and yet ohoo1ee to b1 prows•. A,a a reault he 
1 "'6 lo••• hie kingdom. J 
Por wt1ar1 fortune wole a man foraake, 
S t1 u b e z~ c: t h. ti w ti .Y' h 1 fJ r o g no and h i e r 1 ch e e e • , 
.t n d e e j( } 1 i d f r e e~ 11 ,J L' u ( 11 . ~ 2 . + 1 - 4 j ) . 
!be link betwee11 the ein of pride, Fortune, and a fall 11 
eetabliahed in this two-story tra.gedy. The pride of 
Belahazzar ia emphaeii.ed and ie mentioned as the cause ot 
hia fall, while Portune aa tr1e a.gent of this fall 18 
introduced: 
Hia hye eetaat a.aaured hym in pryde; 
But Fortune caste hym doun, and ther he lay, 
~nd sodeynly hie regne gan divide (11. 2188-90). ~ 
In the Zenobia her pride is somewhat muted. She ie 
certainly gariah in her array: "She was al clad in perree 
and in gold" (1. 2305), and her throne is certainly not 
humble in appearance: •Hir chaar, that was with gold 
wroght and perree" (2360) • .And Aurelian bum.blee her by 
having her walk before his truimph. ~gain fortune is 
mentioned as the ultimate agent of her fall. "In fact, it 
ie hinted that Fortune merely has reduced a presumptuous 
woman to her rightful place in the scheme of thinga." 137 
Alas, Fortune! she that whilom was 
Dredeful to kynges and to emperoures, 
Now gaureth al the peple on hire, allaa! And she that helmed was in starks atoures, And wan by force townee stronge and toures Shalon hir heed now were a vitremyte; 
And she that bar the ceptre ful of floures Shal bere a distaff, hire cost for to quyte 
' . - (110 2367-==74). 
!hua in .this section p~ide, Fortune and falls are inter-· 
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linked aa they are in th• Monk' a etipulation1 tor tragedy. 
The Modern Inetancee 138 pr•••nt a group of "Tirtuo~ 
1,q 
men'' / wr10 are pur1ist1cil f.Jr no apparent reason other 
th Un the W t1 i. ID <) f .PO rt U Ile • rr he j) e t er 8 1 ci e ,1 t }1 ~ fir c~ e :X. amp 1 e II 
of how '1 Portune [caQ7 hir wheel govt1rne anri gye,/and out 
of joye bringe men to aorwe" (11. 2397-98) • .lnd Ugolino 
aacri bea r1ia 1mpri1'onmen t to Fortune' a "falee wheel" ( 1. 2445). 
The fluctuatiuns of Fortune's wheel has level€d these men 
from their high estates. Fortune's arbitrary actions are 
ostensibly visited upon three uundeeerving men." 
We next encounter the fa*,ee of three famows rulers: 
Bero, Holof ernes, and Ar1 tiochus. Nero' a arrogance is 
reflected in hie sentencing Seneca to death because of 
Seneca's audacity in chastising Nero's vices. In this 
tragedy 
••• Fortune liate no lenger 
The hye pryde of Nero to cherice. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • She thoughte thuap nBy God! I am to nyce 
To sette a man that is fulfild of vice 
In heigh degree, and emperour hym cal1e 
( 11. 251 9-24). 
There was never a prouder emperor than he; so when he 
least expected it "eonnest shal he falle" (1. 2526). In 
this tragedy pride and Nero's other yicea are the reasons 
Fortune turns against Nero. 
In the three short stanzas of the Qlofernes we meet 
the most •tpompous in heigh presumpcioun11 (1. 2556) of men. 
.lnd Fortune, continuing her assault on -proud men, kisses 
--1····' 
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111• lecherously; and betore be knows it be llae loet bie 
head. 
With the ~ntiochue we have the clima% of the pride 
group . 'r he re h r1 s r1 e v e r· be t· n a r1 :J t r1 e 1.. one s u c r1 t1 s h e • 
"Hia hye pridelf (1. 2577) is oo well Known what need is 
there to mention it. Go to Machabeee: 
And rede the proude wordes that he eeyde, 
~nd why he fil fro heigh proaperitee, 
!.nd in a.n }1iJ 1 r1ow wrecchedly }1e deyde 
(11. 258(J-82). 
Portune had so enhanced him in hie pride he tl1ought he 
was capable of reaching the atara; he hated God's people 
moat and was bent on tormenting and slaying them, imagining 
"th.at God ne myghte his pride abate" (1. 2590). Because 
of his extreme pride God infects him with an incurable 
disease, one so terrible and painful he can not ride, but 
must be carried to Jerusalem to make good his boast. He 
stinks so horribly his men will not stay with him. !lone 
he starves to death in the mountains. 
!ntiochua has received "Swich gerdoun as bilongeth 
unto pryde" (1. 2670). Portune is not the agent of this 
proud man's fall, because true to her fickle nature she 
is on his side, bolstering his pride. The climax of this 
group aas been reached. The proudest of the Monk's 
tragedians dies the most wretchedly! 
. . 
The final section of group two contains, like that 
of group one, the climax 9f its grouping--the two most 
·undeserving victims of Fortune. Both Alexander and Caesar 
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are presented•• ••not high 1tation wbo are ltrougbt lew 
by Portune'n capricioueneae. Alexander ie prftaented •• a 
man ~~ 0 rn p 1 e t t-:1 1 y un d e ~ e 1~ 'l i r1 ~ o ! h i a fa t e . He u e ua. ] l y 1 e Te 1-
tredom Lthi/ flour'' (1. 2642) anct the ltonk ie eo moved by 
hia !ate that he addreaae• him directly: •o worthy, gentil 
!liaandre, Allae./That 8Vere eholde fallen ewich a caef• 
(11. 2658-59), and continue" lamenting "The deeth of 
gentilesse and of !ranchiae'\ ( 1. 2664). FortW1e turns 
ag·ainet him: "'l'hy aye .Portune hath turned into ans;/ Alld 
yet for thee ne weep ahe never a teere" (11. 2661-2). 
Caesar, likewise, was an undeserving victim of Portune: 
So manly was this Julius of herte, 
~nd so wel lovede @staatly honestee, 
That though his deadly woundes soore emerte, 
Hie mantel over his hypes caste he 
For no man ahold@ seen hia privetee: 
~nd as he lay of diyng in a traunce, 
!.nd wiste verraily that deed was hee, 
Of honeatee yet hadde he remembraunce 
(11. 2711-18). 
The Monk links these two as an example of two great con-
queror• to whom "Fortune was first freend, and sithe too" 
(1. 2723). Take heed, do not trust Fortune for against 
eTen the most undeserving of men she will turn for no 
reason. 
!estated earlier the Croesus has all the elements 
ef the Monk's definition of tragedy: High estate, pride, 
Fortune and the fall. Croesus was oaUBht in the midst of ~., ... 
his pride and was awaiting hie death at the stake, when 
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•Portune hy• eente/awioh b.ap that he eaoap1d tburgh the l 
raynn ( 11. 27 .c;·7-~~). .But u,nl.tkfl! 1t~buchadnezzar, Croeeua 
wax h 1 a pry d e '' ( 1 . 2 7 4 6 ) • I g r1 u ring , d. i. d 1 d B e 1 s 11 a. z z a r , 
the correct interpretation of 11ie dre8.lll, Croeeuo dies on 
the gallowe, made to gape there by Fortune. 
There ia then both an increase in the arrogance ot 
the proud kings and a growth in the capriciou~ness of 
1ortune in the Monk's Tale. From the euggeetion of pride 
in .A.dam and Lucifer, the vice grows in intensity, and 
hence importance in the tale, until it becomee a 9ajor 
factor in the tragedies, being mentioned nine timee in the 
.A.ntiochW! and Croesu1, the two cu]minating tragedies of 
group one. Likewise, from the augge•tion of fickle Fortune 
in the early tragedies--auch ae Herculea,--her fickleness 
grows lllltil she uncaringly levels those two great worthies, 
Alexander and Caeaar, who do not deserve their fates as 
Bero and .A.ntiochua, by unexpectedly changing from friend 
to foe as ahe does again in the Croesus. 
The examples the Monk has given of tragedies are not 
the merry tale Harry requested. Instead they are a col-
lection of stories demonstrating a universal theme of 
literature: ... o- Death! thou comest when I had thee leaat 
in mind," as Everyman phrased it. 140 The Monk adde his 
own embellishment•: "heigh degree,"· proeperi ty, fame, 
-pride_and Portune--conforming to hi• criteria for tragedy 
" 
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taTatbut the result 1• th• euie, 
The boaet of heraldry, the pomp o! pow'r, 
All th&t beauty, a..11 that wealth e'er gave, 
Awai ta allke th' i11evi table t1our. 1 1 The patha of ~lory lead but to tho grave. 4 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Th• Monk'• Tale baa alwaya been oritioally diacu.aaed; 
eometimee it wae discarded or relegated to an inferior 
position among the talee of the Canterbury pilgrims be-
cause of its "dullness;" moet often it wae a curio becauae 
of the varied sources for the tale. Recently the trend 
ha• been toward thematic readings of the tale. Bxoept 
for Kittredge, few of the earlier Chaucerian scholar• made 
more than a passing remark: about any literary worth the 
tale might pesseaa; but, as usual, Kittredge'a reading of 
the tale as a. discourse on '1Fortune' a Deceit and llalice• 
ie, with a few additions, strikingly accurate. I am 
eapecially inclined to agree with Kittredge's reading of 
any piece of literature because he aesumes that what an 
author tells ua about his work is correct, as, I feel, is 
the case with the Monk's Tale. The tale ahould be read as 
simply a series of tragedies depicting the falls of proud 
men from high eatate to lew through the unintelligible 
workings of Fortune. 
• 
The later articles of Socola, Wataon, Kaske, and, te 
. a far leaser extent, . Strange have all taken further steps 
in juat1y appraiaing the 1iterary worth of the Monk's Tale. 
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Sooola'• arguaent that Portune deTelopa in the tale 1• 
con vi r1 cir:;..~ rtn d tllll :~ owe t t1 e t Ml• to be moro than a dull oal--
lection of 11 • 'T 'i 'r , ] · r"' 1' n "' ~ t' .._,.j ~ ,. l i ii.. ~ • ·1 a t s ·-> n ' n c ,.) r1 t ~ r1 t L ) r1 that the 
element of pride 111 tl1e cha1~ac tcr uf r:1a11y of the Monk• a 
heroee 1• parodied by the pride a.nd vanity of ChMuntecleer 
make• the tale a more vital part of the Canterbury Tale•' 
interchange of ideas betwee11 the pilgrim• and intensifiea 
the clashing of peraor1alitiee e1tablished in the Pro!og~•· 
Likewise, Kaake's readi~ add• a further dimenaion, not 
only are the Monk's tragedies parodied by the tale o! 
Chauntecleer, but they are alao answered philosophically 
by the Knight' tale of Palamon and Arcite and hi~ inter-
ruption of the Monk's Tal•. And as will be diecueeed in 
the next section of this paper, Portune play• a vital role 
in this interchange between the Knight and the Monk, the 
Monk. and the Nun's Priest, and the three of them together. 
Strange's re$d1ng I find philosophically too engrossing 
far the Konk. I find no evidence in the tale to aupport 
hie contention that the drama of the tale is the Monk'• 
struggle to keep the two view• of Fortune--Pagan and 
Obrietian--clear in his mind. His eubatantiation lacks 
the intellectuality he would assign to the Monk. Strange 
ahould "etudie ••• Upon a book in cloyatre alwey to 
peure" (184-5). 
Ky reading af the tale 1• greatly dependent upon moat 
ef theae critics' readings. Kittredge'• suggeation te 
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read the tale tor what the Monk aaya it ia, Sooela'• 
th a t F o r t u r i e J e v e 1 o p ri, in t r1 e t i1 J ~ , l{ o b e r t ~ ! } 11 and Vt .r1 t e on ' • 
that pride i• iwportan t in undere tandir1~ Lhe tH.le, Kaake • a 
that pride and capricioua Portune are the two major 
alternating grouping• of th• talee all have produced •1 
reading of the tale as a development of both the sin of 
pride and the caprice of Fortune. One group of tragediea 
diaplaye victims who become progressively more arrogant; 
while the other group ahowa a Portune bec(Jming progre1aive-
ly more capricious. One further point in conjunctien with 
my reading of the tale. It 5eems even more of a poaei-
bility that Chaucer intended this leeeon on Pride and 
Portune for the Monk's Tale when one conaidera the second 
half of the Biblical proverb: "And the spirit ia lifted 
up before a fall." 
.. •:\ 
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III--fb• Role ot Portu.ne 
We are now at the final cona1derat1on et thia tbeeie: 
th• n Ei t u r e o 1~ r o l e o 1 · P ,J r t u r1 e i r1 t h ~ ~ J r1 k ' s ··.r a 1 e : I • 
the Monk:'e For·tune Chrietian--u. being ir1 tr1e r1eavenly 
hierarchy o! Divine Providence--or is she a direct deacend~ 
ant of the whimeical Roman goddeee, Fortuna? In hi• book, 
The God.dees Fo1'tuna. in .Medieval Literature, Howard R. 
Patch clearly defined t}1e two types of Fortune--Chrietian 
and Roman or Paga.n. 142 The Chriatian Fortune ie part of 
a divine hierarchy Bubject to Deatiny (or the leirda) but 
ultimately to God. She ia "•ubordinate to a greater 
Deityrr (109). But even subject to a greater Deity, even 
being part of a larger plan--an ultimately good plan--
she is still in eome ways inscrutable and unintelligble 
in her actions. For "eh• does not award necesaarily ac-
cording to merit, and yet her madness haa method becau•• 
she is obeying the decree• of a superior will .. (109). 
The Christian Fortune is a result of the Church Father's 
attempts to incorporate believably a living and vital 
pagan force into the tenets of Christianity. Thus, ahe 
must be subservient to God, and her fluctuations of tav~r, 
however incomprehenaible to those who suffer them, must 
be part of a larger divine plan. 
Conversely, the Pagan Fortuna is a goddees re•p•n-
aible only to herself; she is not a part of a divine 
hierarchy, ner doe• she govern with a plan. 
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aoaa.n god.a, she 11.aa aurvi ved tbe loJl8eat. Bven today •• 
can see veetigee of tr1ie once nearly all-powerful goddeae 
in our modern lumentatione thut our 111 fortune ia the 
result U l .. l! l:i k U , p v O 1' l U C ~ , 0 r j U B t J) ] U. i n C Il t1 n Ce • 
Patch t1;L1ct1d her development in Romar1 mythology. ~uite 
early in her development, he noted, that she somehow ca.me 
to be regarded aa feminine, and one of the initial funda-
mental ideas behind Fortuna was thut she was r•the beatower; 
the connotation Lwa§_l that of the creative goddess" (22). 
Patch stated that the next step was an easy one for the 
Romane to take; they simply added to her make-up "such 
qualities as mobility, inconstancy, Lan<J:..7 capriciousness" 
(22). She was the goddess of chance. But Fortuna, even 
as goddess of chance Patch stressed, is to be distinquiah-
ed from Pate "in that Pate is the expression of a law to 
which reason agrees without always explaining it ••• 
lortuna represents above all the derogations from that 
law, the unforeseen in human existence--full of incoherence 
and even of injustice--which can defy all reason and repel 
the moral sense" (23). In Roman mythology Portuna is sub-
ject to no law and no god. 
Patch continued his study of the Roman goddess Fortuna 
with an examination of the literary passages that dealt 
with her as goddess and found that "tllle literary Fortuna 
was a goddess of pure caprice" (27); she "was considered 
-arbitrary and whimsical" (28),. He ended his discussion 
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with th1• det1nit1eni •The oapr1o1oua goddess, then, ie 
what we ahalJ aean by 'the pa.gan Portu.na. ' She 1a in 
control. of the universe, but ehe 1a quite arbitary about 
it" (32). His definition can eaaily be taken to describe 
the actions of Fortune 1r1 the Monk's Tale. 
By way of a11mmary, the Christian Portune work.a in 
waya unintelligible to man, but she works ae a part of the 
Di vine Plar1, as a part of Providence, being aubeervient 
te God and working often as Deatir1y' s underling. The 
Roman goddess, Fortuna, is capriciouaneaa deified and un-
like her Christian offspring has not been restrained by a 
religious system in which ahe ie euberdinate to a higher 
deity. Fortuna is a goddess answerable only to herself, 
and true to her nature she controls the universe as 
whimsically as she pleases. Her _realm encompasses the fl' 
external reality: fame, riches, power, victory, and high 
estate. Fortuna aa she is knowable to man "deals entirely 
in the mundane" (384). She bestows and takes with no 
discernible p1an. 
In answering our first question--which Fortune is the 
K0nk 1 a?--we will also be establishing which literary 
tradition Chaucer is follewing in his Monk's Tale--Reman 
-~ 
or Christian. It follows that if Chaucer is :following a 
literary heritage which bequeathed him a pagan goddess 
' 
that his goddess will also be pagan, and that if he were 
!~ _tollewing the Christian, his would then be Christian • 
. . 
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Oonaidering the author• with whoa Obauoer 11 taa111ara 
Boccaocio, Dante, Jeon de Meun, Ovid, and Boethiue to 
n.am P o r 1 l y t h o e c f c '"-' p r ( > n1 i n ( , n t '.J r1 t-• e w t1 o t h urn n c1 l v o a d ea 1 
with P'ortune, and add ir1e: to these r1is kr1owledr~e uf the 
claeaice, we find that Chaucer's exposure to possible 
literary sources for his concept of Portune ie consider-
able. Further corn1-11icti.ting the ieeue ie his known famil-
iarity with the Consolatiun of Boethius, a work which 
deals with the problem of Fortune in the world. 
In view of Chaucer's familiarity with Boethius, a 
criterion must be uaed to determine which authors might 
be responsible for Chaucer's Fortune motif in the Monk's 
Tale. That criterion should be their use as sources for 
the Monk's Tale. This is not an attempt to eliminate 
Boethiua since he has been proposed as a source for the 
initial stanzas of the Hercules and as will be demonstrat-
ed later has many other parallels with individual lines 
or couplets in the tragedies. It may diminish his impar-
tance somewhat in view of Chaucer's more extensive berrew-
ing from Boccaccio and Jean de Meun, two authors whose 
works also treat af Portune. This criterion, hawever, 
does quickly eliminate the classical authors since their 
influence has been.shown to be minimal and thus eliminates 
a definite group of authers whose depiction of Fortune 
was certainly Pagan. 
\\ We are left then with three major authors: Baethiua, 
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Jean de lleun, and Boocaooio. Boethiua 1e the moat d1t-
t1cult to diecuee becauae of Chaucer's having tranelated 
the C on o o 1 ft t 1 () n • Th t! pr(> b 1 em , tt. c c o rd i n g t o Pa t ch , 1 e 
thu t '' :~ h ;1 t~ ct· r ' s t r B. r 1 n J t1. t i i) r1 ( 1 '5 '1 ~l - 81 J 01" th u Consol u. t 1 on 
in tht? development of hia philooophy of .Portune. Up to 
this time he has uaed the pagan goddess. Perhaps because 
of the inf1uence o.f Boet"1iua, he now adopts the Christian 
oonception." 143 
Boethiua' purposes "were highly serious ae in Portune 
ae saw the instrument of God. By her he attempted to 
make a logical explanation for the apparently illogical 
and unjust uncertanties of life. 11144 .According to Boethiue 
all Fortune, whether good or bad, was ultimately good 
because it was part of a Divine Plan. The Monk's failure 
to show this--that evil Fortune is ultimately good--is 
the very point on which Kaske faulted his presentation of 
Boethian Fortune. Kaake makes this one of the purposes 
of his article: "to show that the Monk's Tale is in 
Boethian terms a philosophically inadequate representation 
of 'evil' fortune." 145 He demonstrates the Tale's inade-
quacy by quoting Boethius• view of Fortune--good and evil, 
,-. 
!i' .. 
••• so as al fortune, whethir ao it 
be joyeful fortune or aaprs fortune 
is yeven eyther bycause of gerdonynge 
or elles of exercisynge of goode folk, 
or else bycause to punysachen or elles 
chastisen schrewes; thanne is alle 
fortune good, the which fortune is 
109. 
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oerteyn tba t 1 t be either ryghtful or 
ellea prefitable. (Boeoe, IV, pr. 7; 
in tf t q L,-- ·1 .,.,l i) 1 .O..c1.,, n. tJ O' I!.. ) . , 
and ooncludee that "the individuul dtorles in the Monk'a 
Tale ... certainly fall short of the Boethian philosophy 
of Fortune implicit in the quetation above" {262). 
Portune in Boethiue ia always good no matter what ita 
ultimate effects. Only ir1 the cor·recti<Jn of th~ proud men, 
can the Monk's Portune approach a satisfactory likenesa 
with Boethius, but even these few tragedies are still 
ph1loeoph1cally incomplete since they "ignore the higher 
reality according to which all fortune is good, and 
emphaaize instead the material wretchedness of the falls 
through pride•• (263). 
· We earlier establiahed as our criterion for judging 
whether an author was the literary source for Chaucer's 
Fortune motif his use as a source for the Monk's Tale. 
Hew much of Boethius, excluding his list of Hercules' 
labors, appears in the Monk's Tale? In his Chaucer and 
the Consolation, Bernard· L. Jefferson answers this question. 
He lists three types of Chaucerian borrowings from Boethius: 
Verbal--lines which have verbal parallels in Boethius, 
General--lines which simply reflect ideas ef a Boethian 
nature, and Tatal--a compilation o! the two. Now under 
• 
"Verbal Influences., .. wllich Kaska takes "to be the most 
important in giving a rec,ognizably 13oethian character to 
the workliJ" (261, n.24), Jefferson indicates sixty-ene 
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line, affected in the llonk'e Tale. Only tho 1'.n1ght'tJ 
-
Tale with terty-eigbt lines affected can approach the 
number of vcrbE1.l parallels between the Monk' a tra&ediea 
an J t h tJ 8 J r1 a o J .~·1. t 1 ,J n . 1 4 b 
!t first glance tnie ie quite 1mpreeeivc. It would 
appear that the Monk's Tale ia the moat Boethian of 
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. But thie ie not eo. Boethiue 
did not dwell upon that most important aspect ef Portune--
her being an inatrument of God. Instead tfhe devoted far 
mere time to describing her fickleness, and her pictur-
esqueness" (50). And Jefferson points out that moat ot 
the Monk's borrowinga are from the early books of the 
Consolation, books II and III in which Boethiua is still 
discussing Fortune's fickleness, not her place in the 
divine plan (150). 
Jefferson' e a11mmary ef Beethiue' discussion of Fortune 
ia very elucidating on this point. He divides it into 
three phases: (1) ''Her mutability • • .Men can be sure ~f 
nothing, for she plays just as she likes with free and 
bond. Absolutely without sympathy, she cares no mort fer 
one man than another" (49-50). S.uch a one is the Konk's 
Portune; she levels alike bC!>th friend and foe; ( 2) "De-
fense of Fortune by herself (2. p. 2)." Since her realm 
ia the world and her gifts all external she gives and 
...... , 
takes as she pleases. She does men one favor in deserting 
them. She shews "them who their true friends are, fer the 
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talae frienda alwaye follow [her and her gittiJ. Th• 
true friends remain behind~ (50). And tbia 1e the oaae 
.F o r· \If' }1 u r1 Port un e w o 1 e a ma. n f o re a k e , 
She bereth awey hie regne and hia richeeAee, 
(1J. 2241-2), 
that ia she takes aer external gifte waich are here to do 
with as ehe pleases, 
And eek his freendes, bathe rnJore and lease. 
For what man that hath freendes thurgh Portune, 
Mishap wol maken hem enemys, I gesse; 
(11. 224:5-5), 
false friends, those friends acquired through Fortune's 
gifts, leave with the gifts; therefore through Fortune's 
desertion, one learns his true frienda--such is the solace 
of this whimsical goddess; (3) "The deeper significance 
of Fortune, as dependent upon the deity (4. p. 7)." Fortune 
is not aware of her connection with the deity; she still 
acts capriciously. ''But behind her and governing her, is 
the all-wise Providence. Through the adversities of 
Fortune, Providence creates in men what we now call char-
acter. Through adversity they are made strong'' (50). 
This Christian concept of Fortune is exactly the opposite 
of what we have seen in the Monk's tragedies. Fortune 
produces no character in her victims; she simply reduces 
them in station, most often because of their galling pride, 
as is the case in the Nero. 
It is quite evident that the·Monk's depiction of 
-Fortune is, as . far as it is affected by Boethj~u$, mainly 
112· 
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oonfined to the tiret ot theae pha1ee eatabliahed by 
JeffurB->n. She 1a capricious; ehe leYele man from high 
eetilte tc) low for no apparent reason at times and with 
no really aiscernible µatturn. ~11 of these aspects are 
characteristics ot~ the iion1an goddess }'or~tur1t1. A.nd from 
the above e.xamination of Chaucer's uae of Boethius' Con-
eelation and the earlier readings of the tale we must 
conclude thE1 t it is Fortuna who appeara in the .Monk' a Tale. 
Since so much of the ~onk's presentatior1 of Fortune 
ia similar to the picture Boethiua providea of her in the 
C~neolation'a early books, did Chaucer take the Fortune 
aetif from this work? Chaucerian scholars think not. 
Rebinaon commented that "from the Roman doubtless camethe 
Portune motif, in the illustration of which the French 
poem also makes use of contemporary instances. t, l 4 7 But 
what of the other major author from whom Chaucer may have 
taken his Fortune motif, Boccaccio? 
That Chaucer was not following Boccaccio in this 
aspect of the tale has been demonstrated by R. w. Babcock 
in his article "The Mediaeval Setting of Chaucer's .llonk's 
Tale." 148 \·. In examining the literary precursors ef Chaucer 
wh• employed or wrote about Fortune, Babcock differentiated 
three ·classes: "The Roman Tradition, The Clerical Me-
diaeval Tradition and the Non-Clerical Mediaeval Traditien, 
••• of these divisions the most important for our purpese 
is the third inasmuch as it leads directly ta Chaucer 
11, 
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blaeelt" (206). Babceck ebow1 that Bocoaoc1o 11 indebted 
to the clerical trad1 tion wi tb hie many moralising coa-
aente on all the vices, an aopect diminished in the 
Mo 11 k ' u r ci l e t o a i m pl t· ·,11 e. .r r1 i :1g u (i g u i r1 u t F o rt un e • Pat ch ' a 
ebeervation supports this sugt:t·stic)n o! 311bcock. Patch 
writea that n1n the De Caaibua, Boccaccio deplete what 
aeeme like the Christian Portune. In that work, Portune 
continually and faithfully punishee vices, although it ia 
enly indirectly that she herself becomes moral.'' 1 :5 6 
B.abcock conclude&: 
. ; .. 
In the first place, Chaucer's Monk's 
Tale is not in the Boccaccian tradition, 
for it is neither dream motivated ~or 
moralistice Though it does presenL a 
cellection of .. tragedies, 19 the tales 
themselves are not taken from Boccac-
cio . o o o Hence the statement by 
Professor F. No Robinson still stands: 
The idea of the Monk's Tale grew out 
ef the Roman de la Rose--that isp out 
e! the tradition @f Fortuna handed 
down from the Romans and the non-
clerical pieces of the Middle Ages 
••• (211). 
fhe Fortune motif of the Monk's Tale is the result of 
Ohaucer's use of the Roman de la Rese, a work in the Remaa 
er Pagan tradition of Fortuna. 
Fortuna p the fickle Roman geddess, is qui t-e evidently 
the ancestor of the lenk's Fortune. The M0nk's Pertune 
~s as terrible·a force and as capricious a goddess as was 
the Roman gsddess P<,rtuna. Like Fertuna who ''sometimes 
•. • .acts in just punishment of unw@nted pride," the 
llenk',s Pertune ''alwey w.ie assaile/With unware stroek the 
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regnee that been proude• (11. 276:,-64). Tb• Monk'a Tale 
1• a collection of tragediee reoountin~ the certain atoriee 
Of t1ym tl1at atJtJd .in grttet proeperitee, 
beoaw,e 
!. n ci 1 o y f El 11 e r1 t) ll t :J i~ h u 1 g h d e 6 re t~ 
Into myeerie, arid endeth wrecchedly 
( 11. 1 975-77) • 
Whan that .Portune list to flee, 
Ther may no man the cours of hire withholde. 
(11. 1995-96). 
Thia Portune is strikingly similar to the Roman Fortuna 
of whom Enni us rem.arked : 
Mortalem aummun fortuna repente 150 
Reddidit, e summo regno ut famul in:fimus eeaet. 
Furthermore, nowhere in the tale does the Monk place hie 
Portune in the Boethian hierarchy of heavenly powers. 
There ia no mention of a divine plan, only to beware ot 
chance or hap--Fortuna. The Monk's agent to his tragic 
falls ia never connected with the actions of God--she 
serves no master in the tale--in one tragedy, she actually 
opposes God, enhancing A.ntiochue' pride while God is 
levelling hie arrogance. One word fittingly and accurate-
ly describes Fortune's appearance and role in the Monk's 
Tale, capricious • 
. . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . 
As Chaucer criticism and scholarship continues, the 
Monk's Tale. will certainly have to be re-evaluated. This 
··· paper has undertaken a review and commentary on three 
aspects of the tale: the sources, the thematic unity, 
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and tbe role ot Portune. The moat 1aportant 1apl1oation 
to ariee from thie review ie a re-evaluation or the Konk',I 
Tale's literary worth. Socola'e, Wataon'e, Kaake'e, 
~ittredge's, and, I hope, my own reading of the tale have 
ahown that the tale ie not aimflY a dull story told by a 
dull pilgrim. Rather they have shown a conecioua artietio 
effort on Chaucer•e part, albeit obviouely early on in 
his artistic development, to unify this tale's various 
tragedies as he has ao magnificently done with the larger 
Canterbury Tales. 
Both Kaske'e and Watson's readings have further 
reaching implications. I! as Kaake suggests the Knight's 
interruption of the Monk's Tale is a protest against the 
Monk's dull, dreary, De Caeibue tale of existence and hie 
"philosophically inadequate view of 'evil' fortune," and 
the Knight's Tale "is a philosophically true repreeentatioa 
of good fortune apparently evil," then we have a truly 
dramatic conflict between these two tales and the views 
of Fortune they present--Roman and Boethian • .And if as 
Watson contends ''both the Monk and the Priest address 
themselves to a basic philosophic question: the proper 
attitude to changes of Fortune," 151 and if the Monk's 
"pessimistic philosophic notion" that against Portune 
"th~re nae no remedie" is rebutted by the Nun's Priest's 
· "'politely remindllng] the Monk that adversity is not 
beyond remedie;' that is, if a man acts promptly and 
... "' 
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1,atellisently, he ••Y reg·a1n bia good tortu.ne," (281) 
th ~ n ,.,. '"~ h, t v e 11 n o t h ,. r t a 1. e en J lJ 1 n e d 1 n t h e p h i 1 o e o p h 1 o 
C O n. -' J i ,. ' ~ ·· . V ' r ~) .) r .. l . " l · 1 . .1 . . . . , . u 1.J f .. ... .. \.., .,I, , L • 
Tale would anewor the Monk'u depiction of existence ae 
quite miserable and wretched (aince all but one of hie 
tragediea depict a miserable end for their victime) by 
illust1·atir1g "a more optimietic attitude to·.tar·d tr1e upe 
and downa of Fortune • • • • The exercise of moral alert-
neae ie the remedy recommended by the Priest to deal with 
the capricee of Fortune" (282). 
If tl:1ese aasumpt ions are true, then the Monk's Tale 
ia a very integral part of a group of three Canterbury 
Tales, which I will call the Fortune Group (for obvious 
reaeone). The Knigh~'e Tale early in the Pilgrimage 
presents an apparently evil ¥ortune, which is ultimately 
good, accompanied by human suffering and misery; the Monk's 
Tale puts forth a terribly evil Fortune, who brings only 
misery and wretchedness to both her deserving and un-
deserving victims; the Nun' a Priest.' s Tale presents bad 
Fortune which through moral alertness is suddenly reversed 
to good Portune. And of the three tales the Priest's ie 
certainly the merriest and "supplies the wisest solution 
• to this problem that so disturbs the Knight and the Host 
by expressing the morality that the alert need not remain 
fallen from prosperity, Portune or no Fortune" (287). 
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sense is the same as that of the French, but its existence 
in these works lessens the possiblility of Chaucer's 
having borrowed it specifically from Desmoulins 9 work. 
The line is from this romance in: Middle English Metrical 
Romances, ed. Walter Hoyt French and Charles B. Hale (New 
York, 1930), p. 549. 
65Johnaon, 837. 
661andrum, 93. 
67 , Aiken, 60. Skeat, V, 234, n. (1. 3373). 
68Johnson, 838 • 
69Landrum, 93. These parallels are between lines: (BJ 3793-4), (2603-4): II Mach. IX: 6; (B 3776-7), (2586-7): II Mach. IX: 8; (b 3805-6), (2615-6): II Mach. 
IX: 9; (B 3774-5), (2584-5): · II Mach. IX: 10. 
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70Johneon, 840-41. He conceded the parallel between 
11 n e fl ( :) tl 1 '~ - b ) 1 l n (i I 1 M tt c ! 1 • I .X. : :" • li t• o r f t' r- ~ Hi "' e h n d e 
C 1 () B i : 1 · , I '. ; f ! f'; t ; : t' 'l :J t ' J 1 i r 1 C t1 ( 2 ~) r, 4 - ~ ) u. ?1 d ( ;? s f} l) - ·7 ) i n t /1 e 
Pr(:. Ill (' h T' t } " -1 ,} 
- ,.. "" ,._,,. "'" ..la._.J L ,; (~-" • 
? l :J.A , p • 64 1 • 
72 J lhnaon, 841 • On the commonplace ma ter1al used by 
Cbauce.r see t11so Skeat, V, 244, n. (1. ,s21); French, pp. 
2 5 5 - 6 ; ii o b i r1 u ) !1 , 7 5 0 , n • ( l • 2 o G CJ 1 • 
7 'X. 
.J J O !1 Il 8 J r1 , F) 2 rl • l t a .1 i C a a r e ID 1 ll 8 • 
74Johnson, 841-2. 
75Skeat, V, 244, n. (1. 3850). 
76shannon, 334-339. Skeat is cited by Shannon, 
p. 334. 
77sA, pp. 642-43. 
78aobinaon, p. 750, n. (1. 2680). 
79French, p. 256. 
80 Aiken, 67. 
81 Aiken, 64-65. I agree with her objection to the 
condensation of Lucan. 
82sA, p. 642. 
83M. Annaei Lucani Pharsalia, ed. C. E. Haskins (London~ 1887), p. 297. 
84Aiken, 65. 
85 SA, p. 642. 
86A. k 67 1. en, • 
87 ( ) SA, p. 629. See also Skeat, V, 231t n. 1. 3285 ; 
French, p. 250; Robinson, 747, n. ·(1. 2095J. , 
·aa· Robinson, p. 747. 
891 have used Edith Hamilton's 
1940)., PP• 159-172, as "my authority 
Hercules. 
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90R1chard L. Hoffman, Ovid and the Cantorbu~ Talee ( Lond (>n, , 96 t, ) , p. 1 86 • 
91 s·, b'-'29 A , p. - - • 
-
92Hoffman, 189. 
9~ . 
.,, :3 ,-: c· ri t , V , n . ( l • , :, 1 7 ) , 2 3 :5 ; Rob 1 neon , p • 7 4 8 , n • 
(1. 2121). 
94Edl~:J.r Pin] ey Sh8r1non, Chiiucer and the f{oman Poe ta 
( Cam b r i !i r -: (~ , lti c.i n : '. . , 1 SJ ? 9 ) , p 1) • 3 i 2 - 1 7 • S k ea t ' a e .x p 1 an a t I on 
1 8 q U O t e d Dy S !'l B. Il !l ;J 11 , l) J.': • 3 1 2 - 1 3 • 
g5I{Lcr1H.rd L. I-foffman, "Ovid and the Monk's Tale of 
Hercules," I~&~,(;.~)~ (1965), 408-409. The same information 
ma ~f b e f :J u 11 d i n lL r • l Io _r f rr1 an • s tJ :J J k :> r1 JJ • 1 8 6 ( s e e n . 9 0 , 
ab o \' e ) 1 e ;J ~3 th e t r r1 n slut i :) r1 of th e man us c 1· i IJ t ' s g 1 o s s • 
96('A 620 Oil, p • .,.. • 
-
97skeE1t, V, 233. 
9B"The Pillars of Hercules and Chaucer's 'Trophee '" 
from the Putnam Anniversari Volume (Cedar Rapids, 1909~, 
pp. 545-566. .. 
99Frederick L. Tupper, "Chaucer and Trophee," .14LN 
XXXI ( 1 91 6) , 1 1 • 
100ibid, 12-14. 
101111 Seith Trophee,'" MLN XXXI (1916), 142-146. 
102Robert A. Pratt, "Chaucer and the Pillars of Her-
cules," Studies in Honor of Ullman (St. Louis, 1960), 
pp. 120-123. 
103The Text of the qanterbury Tales, ed. J·. M. Manly 
and E. Rickert (Chicago, 194oj, II, 408. 
104This information is a compilation of facts found in 
the numerous articles about Don Pedro. The best detailed 
examination of the facts concerning Don Pedro's Death is 
H. Lo Savage's "Chaucer and the 'Pitous Death,'" 
Speculum, XXIV (1949), 357-.385. 
1
.05,,A Chaucer Difficulty Cleared Up," N&Q, Ser. 4, 
VII (1871), 449-450 • 
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.. 
106rhe Date or Ch&ucer'e Troilua, Cb. Soo., no. 42, ( I ew York , 1 <~ O Y ) , p J) • 4 '1 - 4 b • 
1 O 7 11 T' }1 e T w CJ l) e t roe 1 n the 'II on k ' a Ta 1 e , • " PM. L! , L ( 1 93 5 ) , '7 4 - 7 7 • 
10811 Chaucer and the 'PitouB Death,'" Speculum, I.XIV (1949;, 371-~75. The informatiJn concerning Suvage'e 
rebut tE1l rJf B1 .. acidy' s pI"cJpoaal of Sir Guichard ae informant is !rom 361, n~ 9. 
1 09.'Cil.aucer' e Don Pedro and the Purpo•e o! the Monk' a f ale , " l1 Lg , X. I I I ( 1 9 5 2 ) , :,- 5 • 
11 0 
.. . 
"Chaucer in Spain, 13b6: Soldier of Fortune or 
Agent of the Crown?~' ELN, V (1967), 6, 81-85. Garbaty ie rebutting Duverge's deductiJn, based on the information 
ehe discovered and accepted as correct in the new edition 
of Chaucer's Life-Recor~ds, that ChEiucer and his COJ11pagniollJI 
were probably soldiers of .f1 ortu.r1e o Sl1zanne H()I1or·e-Duverge, 
ttChaucer en Espa~gne? ( 1366)," Recueil de Travaux offert !!. M. Clovis Brunel (Paris, 1955), II, 9-13. 
-
111 H. c. Luke, "Visitors from the East to the 
Planta~enet and Lancaatrian Kings," The Nineteenth Ce~tury, CVIII {1930), 765. 
112SA, pp. 636-37. 
11 3"The Two Petros," 78-80. 
114 Robinson, Works, p. 741. 
11 5The Date of Chaucer's Troilus, p. 49. 
116 Aiken, 68. 
11 7Johnson, 828. Italics are mine. 
118Skeat, III, 430. 
11 9.A. New View of Chaucer {Durham, f965}, pp. 84-85. 
- -- ---
120The Date of Chaucer's Troilus. Specific page 
references have been included in the text. His discussion in toto is found on pp. 41-45. 
121
"Chaucer's Development of Fortune in the 'Monk's Tale,'" JEGP, XLIX (1950), 159. Socola dismisses five tragedies from his discussion because of a lack of 
specificity about their sources:· Bernabo, ilexander, Adam, 
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,rwo examplee of Portune'e "individuali~ing Qualitiea" that Socoln points out are: ehe changee AJexandGr's six t o a n i1 r \ e a r1 d 1l , ) e g r 1 ' t r; h ~ d H. t t'! Ei r· n. r1 J. A }1 e k i n :3 e a 
HO 1 0 f e r n e 8 A () " 1 i K e T\) ll R 1 :{ " r1 ~ 1 J 8 e s tl i s }'t e ~J. ,j • 
124
"The Monk's rrt.1.le: A G·ene.rouo ·view, n Cr1 Rev, I (1966-67), 167-180. Specific quotations are noted in tke text. 
12 5For a more extensive and worthwhile explanation of Chaucer's changea of Dante, see Theodore Spencer, 11 The Story of Ugolino in Dante a.nd Chaucer,'' SQeculum, IX (1934), 295-301. It ia briefly sumrnari~ed in the source discussion. 
126Rodney K. Delaaanta objects to Strange's reading for different reasons. He feels that to credit the Monk 
~1th the questionin~ of "'that order and justice in the 
world's events which the Knight has asserted in his tale,'" gives him a "philosophical so_phistication o o ol1e does not deserveo To praise the Monk as story teller, one must 
needs knock the Knight as critic; and this Strange does by describing the Knight's interruption as the advocating of 
'a narcotic art limited to pleaaantness 9 °a strange interpretation indeedo" "'Namoore of This': Chaucer's Priest and Monk 9 ° TSL, XIII (1968), 117-132. The quotation is from 129, n. 1. 
127 
"The Monk Os Tale, A Mediaeval Sermon,'' MLN LII (1937)0 570-72~ Charles So Watson agrees with-:fonea' 
reading but adds little to what Jones has said. See SSF, I (1964), 277-288, especially 284. 
128samson, Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, Holofernee 
.!ntiochua are all Old Testament personages. Besides these Adam and Lucifer are Biblical characters, and Chaucer quotes "Machabee'° in the ~lexanderc Just less than hall 
of the Monk's heroes are ,connected with the Bible. 
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·· , " .11} 1 t · r'" r1 l .. ~ t ~ t I n I r1 t c r r u 11 t 1 on (J f t 11 e • W on k ' e Tale , • • 
ELH , XX J ~; ( 1 o '> 7) , ;_1 o 1-4 . 
131 "Chaucer1an Tragedy," BLH XIX ( 1952), 4 and 7. 
1 32
~Jc>cola was alao the firat to point out the thematic 
aecti )D~J of the tale. ''C}·1aucer's Development of Fortune," 
J B G }· , } .. J ) 1 1 ~ ( 1 ~1 5 u ) . 1 ~5 ~ ~ f f • 
1 -.i; ~) 
_,/ ~· '' 1\Jia.n1' s Hell," i-·M11'1.., LXX VI II ( 1 963), 35. The 
informatiJr1 is f\)und in n. 53 or1 this page. 
134one might object that neither do the Berna~o and 
Peter of Spain. Kittredge in The Date of Chaucer's Troilua 
explained away both objections. First he convincir1gly 
demo11str·ated tha.t the Ber~nalJo is a.n aftertr1ought ir1serted 
after most of the tale had been writter1 1 ~nrt he showed 
that t}1c l)eter o.f Spain n1ust be cur1sidered a unit VJith 
Peter~ o·f Cyp1 .. us; the si1nul tane,,Jusness of their deaths 
(1369) and the similarity of their names would sug~est a 
coupling of them in the tale. The attribution of Peter of 
Spain's fall to Fortune is fJund in the Peter of Cyprus 
stanza. 
135rt is generally accepted that these two Biblical 
personages form a structural unit. See Kittredge'a state-
ment noted earlier. 
1 36socola, 1 66. 
137strange, 174. 
138since Kittredge's view that Bernabb was an after-
thought is a strongly persuasive one, it has not been 
included with the Modern Instances. 
139The discussion of the sources of these tragedies 
has shown that the four personnages who make up the Modern 
Instances were historically far from virtuous men. It 
would greatly enhance any thematic reading to be able to 
.. 
say ~ositively that Chaucer consciously deleted all 
derogatory references to these men to present a thematically 
unified taleo But it is impossible to-do so; one must pro-
ceed, then 9 on the assumption that he consciously placed 
them in the middle of the tale; there they help develop the 
theme of the Monkrs Tale. · 
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140hverymun in Tho hngl 1ah l)rruna: An Antholo&z, 900-
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143Patch, The Goddess Fortuna, II, 367. 
144Bernard L. Jeffera8n, Chaucer and the Consolation 
of Philosophy of Boetr1ius, (Princet(Jn, 19T1T, p. 50. 
145Kaske, 
(1957), 261. 
text. 
"The K_night' s Inter1·uption," BLH, XXIV 
All further quotations will be noted in the 
146Jefferaon, p. 150. All further quotations will be 
noted in the text. 
147works, p. 746~ 
148PMLA, XLVI (1931), 205ff. Specific quotations are 
noted in the text. 
149Patch, I, 125. 
150Patch, I, 40, for the quotation concerning the 
punishment of unwonted pride on p. f14. The quotation 
from Ennius is cited from Patch also, I, 36, {Ennius, 
IX , IX , 3 1 6 ) • 
151watson, 281. All further quotations are noted in 
the text. 
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